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every vessel built in their yard.The
Lewiston police have been ordered to
notify proprietors of nickel-in-the-slot
machines used for gambling purposes to
HUSHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
take them in.Edward R.
Godfrey,
Bowdoin ’99, in a strength test according
to the Sargent method, Oct. 30th, si o vod
a total strength of 1,719.2.
This breaks
the best Harvard records.
! »-.e Journal is THE PAPER for Maine SeafarMerrill of
Vale stands ahead of Godfrey, but Haring People.”
vard men do not wholly allow his mark
claiming that more than the required
gust Circulation In City and County
time was taken to complete the test.
BSCRii noN '1 FRMS. In advance,$2.00a year:
Godfrey is a Bangor youth, aged 19 years,
lor Six months; 60 cents for three months. ! stands six
feet, four inches, and weighs
KK ising Terms.
For one square, one inch
-09 pounds.Chief Justice Peters is now
i:uih in eoluuiii. 75 cents for one week, ami
at the Carney Hospital, South
nts lor each subsequent insertion.
Boston,
where he is recovering from the effects of
a painful operation.
On October 19th,
Contents of lo Ua\’s Journal.
Dr. Derby extracted a cataract from one
of his eyes.
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In Brief.
Mrs. Elizabeth T. Pickard
Boston, the favorite niece of John G.
Whittier, lias fitted up and furnished a
room in the Old Ladies’ Home in Amesbury, to be known as the Whittier memorial room. Mr. Whittier during his lifetime made many liberal donations to the
Home.Arctic navigators and operators
of w haling vessels say there is still hope
that Belvidere, < )riea, Fearless, Rosario
and Jeannie, the live vessels that were
caught in ,the ice west of Point Barrow
about October 1, will get out, but that the
hope is a very faiut one.The funeral of
the Duchess of Teck, cousin of Queen
^ icteria, sister of the Duke of
Cambridge,
and mother-in law of the Duke of York,
who died at tin* White Lodge, Richmond,
England, Oct. 27th, took place Oct. 2'Jtli.
.Between July 1 and August 2.7, 10,000
people left the Pacific coast for the gold
fields oi Alaska and the Klondike region.
.Serious trouble lias arisen between
Hayti and Germany. The (human Minister to iiayti has hauled down his
flag,
and .three German warships are expected
to back up the ultimatum to
Iiayti, demanding indemnity for the alleged illegal
arrest and imprisonment of a German
citizen.It is estimated that the Yantic
damaged the steamer Canadieuue to the
extent of <7,000, when she collided with
her in the St. Lawrence. The Yautic will
be libelled and the question of
liabilityleft to the admiralty courts.Gen.
Weylei has sailed from Havana for Madrid
and Geu. Blanco has assumed command
in Cuba.
ol
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It is

reported

that

board of managers of the National
diers* Home have in view some changes
the

flicials of the

Togus

Home at

an

It is said that the governor of
■home.‘«en. Luther Stephenson, will re:> <-;tte.

and two names are mentioned in
<•,
nnection with the vacancy. Col. s. II.
leu of Thomaston aud Adjutant Gener.1 obn T. Richards of Gardiner.
Col.
'•pheuson has held the position over lb
a is.
Henry L. Pishon, chief clerk, may
'•gn and Mr. George A. Mitchell of the
•me
is
mentioned as his successor,
later report says that Col. S. A. Allen
Thomaston, has m eived official
’ice
of
the
appointment as gov.1
of the Soldiers* Home at Togas,
take effect November lb, LSP7.
!:■ webdnic "f Jlou. Edwin i'pton Cur»-\ m.iyi-i of Roston, and Miss Maud
•: •: man, a member "f one of the oldest
ui.iio in Maine, has been announced.
ceremony was performed at the resince
of the bride*s sister, Mrs. Jes.sc
•.‘ It.iii. in
Chicago, Oct. 27th. Mrs.
g;s is
a daughter of Thomas Water.i shipbuilder of Thomaston. Maine.
Ex-Governor Henry
R. Cleaves of
ne
as been appointed
by the supreme
V \\ llampshii. as referee in the
of New Hampshire vs. Man:. M iii
•ste; o
Lawrence Railroad Co.
It is a
imp-utant rase, involving the *iues?
xat.i< n between the Mate and the
ad
•mpany —It was announced at
New Turk oil ice of the
Ilainburgcan Steamship ( o.. Oct. 2sth. that
i.iing tiir winter mouths the service been
Dambuig and Moutreal will be
-continued and transferred to Portland,
It is a monthly freight and passensc
vict- and the old Adria, Amhria,
Tialusi.i. Arabia, Aragoiua and vessels
thatvlass will be used. It is said there
he no new ones..
The insurance adis
rep’.csenting the various companies
Got. 27th made an adjustment of *<»,•u the recent lire which
destroyed the
and stand of the Eastern Maine State
: Association at
Maplewood park, Ran.< apt. C. G. Morton in his report
tiie War Department concerning the
••me .National <>uam,
says the strength
insists of 11& officers and l.iHHiinen. The
ge per runt, attending musters was
He gives a good report of the signal
»ps. but recommends better equipments.
ps could be concentrated in 24 hours
needed. ...Frederick Hale, one of SenKugeiie Hale’s sons, will study law in
1e
office of his uncle, Clarence Hale,
>q., of Portland.The biggest “pc.ckof tourmalines ever opened on Mt.
Mica in Paris was uncovered last week.
ne of a green color about the circumference of a quarter dollar and two inches
'tig, was one of the most valuable ever
iken out.
A pink stone was found of
•out the same dimensions,
besides a
mi her of small stones.
These minerals
e valued at several thousand dollars.
apt. Alfred Stanley, aged 72, was lost
■ver'board from his vessel, the schooner
•readnaught, in Lubec narrows Oct. 28th.
he accident was a sudden one, as the
main boom swung around and caught
apt. Stanley unawares. He was drownd before the schooner could be luffed up
id a boat put out.
The vessel and caplin both hailed from Grand Man an and
apt. Stanley was quite well known as a
"iisting mariner.The transfer of the
"tting park property, which has been in
o.ssession of C. LI. Nelson for nearly ten
us, to the city of VVaterville marks the
imal demise of the old North Kennebec
Agricultural and Horticultural Society,
lie old track has seen some highly excit;ig contests.
It w as patronized years ago
y Col. Lang, who won some famous races
ver
it with the renowned lien. Knox,
i .at er it w as the ^cene of the early triumphs
1 ’i
that king of all Maine horses, Nelson.
Hon. T. II. Phair estimates that there
will be about l,dOO tons of starch mauui.ictured in Aroostook this year, as against
-•
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in average seasons.
mere is
starch being made in the west and
n New York, but tile
percentage is small,
and the general outlook is for a small
as
product
compared with the average
years.The telephone line between
Fredericton and Woodstock, N. B., recently completed, makes the line complete
between Caribou and other Aroostook
towns and Fredericton, St. John, Moncton and Halifax.Lamoine farmers have
been troubled by a thief who steals vegetables from their fields.
One farmer lost
twenty-live bushels of turnips. Farming
tools and other small articles have been
taken....The need of rain is being severely felt in the country districts in many
parts of the State. The wells are going
dry and it is feared that a freeze will come
before it rains and that the wells will be
rendered unhealthful.Barnard Pinkham of Milbridge for more than forty
years has been a conspicuous figure in the
shipyards of the Narraguagus river,
■'ince 1863, he has been in the employ of
J. W. Sawyer & Sons, having worked on
',ouo

some

ions

Wasijj.v. on Wiiisj■ ere\The Cabibad a brief session Oct. 20th, lasting
about an hour.
The only matter considered not of a department nature was the abstract of the Spanish reply which Minister
Woodford had cabled to Secretary Sherman.
'1 his abstract was read and
brought
h'rt.h comments upon the mild tone it indicated as contained in the full
reply.
Nothing will be done until the verbatim
text of the note has been received.
Mention was made of the death of
Henry
George, but no expression of the President was given out.
It is also said that
the birth of a son to ex-President Cleveland was pleasantly referred to.The
United States Ambassador to Germany
nas
been instructed by tbe State Department to vigorously renew its remonstrances against and to demand the repeal
of tiie prohibition of American cattle
and fresh meat from this country.The
monetary commission lias accumulated a
mass of suggestions
by aid of which after
November 3d a measure will be drafted for
submission to Congress.Twelve thousand people attended a reception given in
honor of Miss Cisneros, the Cuban girl
who escaped from prison in Havana, and
her rescurer, Karl Decker.A medai of
honor has been presented to Major General Daniel E. Sickles, U. S. A.,
retired,
for most distinguished gallantry while in
command of the third army corps at
Gettysburg, July 2, 1863.President and
Mrs. McKinley went to Canton, O., Sunnet

day evening.

Fish ash Game.
In the Supreme
Court at Ellsworth Oct. 20th the actions
against Daniel Mason, R. E. Mason,
Phillip II. Gray, the porgy fishermen,
were heard.
Lawyer W. H. Hilton of
Damariscotta appeared for the fishermen.
The principals and sureties in these cases
did not appear and scire facias was ordered to issue against them to show cause
why their default should not he recorded.
These actions were returnable at the January term.Pickerel fishing is reported to lie especially fine at Cobbosseecontee. and great catches are a common occurence.Sloops Asteriou, Capt. Albert
Wallace, and Ethel, Capt. Frank Dyer,
both of Vinalhaven, and Lizzie S.
Fifield,
Capt. R. I.. Fifield of Deer Isle, were at
Matinicus recently after herring.The
Port Clyde lobster fishermen are complaining about tiie scarcity of bait, many being unable to get enough to bait their

traps.

Enforcing Prohibition

city

more.

or

in Calias.

Liberty.
The City Water.
Liberty, Nov. 2,1897. This village had a
Dr. S. W. Johnson, Health Officer of the
disastrous tire last Sunday night. About 7
city of Belfast, has furnished the following
p. m. fire was discovered in the stable of statement for
publication:
Hotel Waldo, which in a few moments was
My attention has frequently been called to
all in flames. The fire soon reached the the
impurity or unwholesomenesa of our
other stable and the dwelling of A. A. Hall, water for drinking and culinary purposes and
I am free to confess that I was seriously disand all were consumed with most of their
turbed myself by the unrelishable taste and
contents.
It looked at one time as though smell of the water in my own house. I at
the fire would spread over the entire village, once set out upon a thorough investigation
of the matter and found, as is
frequently the
as the
buildings were dry as tinder, the
ground covered with dry leaves and the
water low by reason of the drouth.
But by
the use of the several chemical fire extinguishers and the almost superhuman efforts
of the people, the fire was confined to the
above mentioned buildings. The Meservey

house, though located within thirty feet of
the Hall dwelling, was saved by the use of
the chemicals and by the heroic daring of
the men who manipulated them. It was

necessary to throw water on these brave
nun, who stood at their posts with their
heads covered to keep from being suffocated
by the smoke. Across the street from the
burning buildings were the dwellings of It.
W. Carr and Mrs. May Hurd.
What wind
Everett, 14,002; Williams, 79,186; Wolcott, there was blew iu that direction, and the
164,544. This gives Wolcott a plurality of j air was full of Hying cinders. Men were
85,358, and the linal figures will be within j stationed on the roofs of these buildings
a few votes of this.
with pails of water and kept them well wet
Ohio.
Both parties claim the State,
down. The nearly wells were soon exhaustbut no definite figures are given.
The
ed but the supply was kept up from others
Cleveland Leader says: Governor Bushnell lias carried Ohio by a majority from more remote, while men, women and boys
20,000 to 25,000. This insures the election with brush in their hands were stationed to
of a Republican majority in the general put out the fire that was continualassembly and the return of Marcus A. ly catching the dry leaves from the
Hanna to the United States Senate.
flying cinders. A corps of ladies carNebraska. Thirty-five precincts out- ed
for the goods taken from the house
side of Lincoln and Omaha indicate the
election of the Fusion State ticket by not and furnished hot coffee to the well nigh
exhausted men, while cheering them on to
less than 12.000.

Virginia.

Democratic, of course.
Maryland, The Republicans elected

their municipal ticket in Baltimore and
will control both branches of the city
council. They have also carried all three
of the Baltimore legislative di strict®, and
the seat in the United States Senate now
filled by Arthur I*. Gorman, now hangs in
the balance .so that a few votes may turn
the scale, The contest for the legi.sature
is close.
Kentucky.
Returus from the State
are meagre and unofficial at this hour.
These show that Shackelford (Sil. Dem.)
nominee for clerk of the court of appeals,
is leading Bailey (Rep.). The National
Democratic vote was light.
The Fusionists say they will
Kansas.
elect a majority of the Id district judges,
and about two thirds of the 105 seats of
The Republicans claim
county officers.
at least one half of the
judgeships and a
majority of the county officers.
New Jersey.
The vote was light.
The Democrats made gains, but the Republicans retain control of the house of as-

sembly by

a narrow

low a.

10,000

as

20,000.

to

>ot

majority.

Estimated
Dakota.

n

Papers

Republican by

Republican.

and Periodicals.

The October number ot The Home Monthly, T. E. Orr, publisher, Pittsburg, Pa., has
illustrated article on the “Booyhood Days of
James G. Blaine,” by William Gilbert Irvin.
Two Maine men are among the editors of
the New York Sun who will continue 11 till
their positions under the new management.

They are
ami Mayo
Both

are

E
W.

Mitchell,
Hazel-tine,

P.

a
a

native of Bath,
native of Belfast.

editorial writers.

The Industrial Journal, Bangor, appeared
last week with a new and handsome head-

ing, designed by Edward Say ward Peirce

of

Boston.

The Journal is an admirable exponent of the industrial interests of Maine,
ami

merits, and
stantial support.

we

trust

receives,

a

sub-

The October number of The Girls' Home,
published by the Children’s Aid Society of
Maine, lias been issued. It is published

quarterly in the interest of that worthy
charity the Girls’ Home, at 25 cents per
ami should have

wide circulation
Semi subscriptions to A. C. Sibley, Esq.
Belfast, Me.
year,

a

The Gospel Banner, after a useful life of
sixty-three years, has the death-rattle in its
throat. The old Banner is going from Augusta to Boston to be absorbed by the
Christian Leader, which long ago swallowed
Whittemore's Trumpet and Cobb’s Christian
Freeman.
The Banner was founded by
Rev. William A. Drew, a scion of Old
Colony stock and a polemical writer of aggressive vigor ami ability in a day when
Uuiversalism was not only largely regarded
as disreputable, but rankly “infidel.”
He
died a generation too soon to rejoice over
the wide dissemination of his cheering faith
iu churches long and bitterly hostile to it.
fChatterer, in the Wintlirop Banner.

Impure
(a uses An

Water at Brunswick
Epidemic

of Stomach Trouble

Brunswick, Oct 29. —A severe epidemic
of an unknown character, which affects the
stomach principally and causes intense
abdominal pains, excessive vomiting and

general physical discomfort, has prevailed
in town for about ten days.
To-day it was
definitely settled that the water supply was
This
is
supply
ordinarily fairly
responsible.
good, but a short time ago the main was
broken where it crosses the river from Bath.
Then the water company turned Androscoggin river water into the pipes. This water

just below where two large sewers
discharge. Besides, the river is contaminated by sewage of Lewiston, Auburn and upwas

taken

One hundred Bowdoin students
are ill, half that number being almost forced
to stay at home. Much decaying animal and
vegetable matter is found in the river water
upon analysis. The public was not generally informed when the water supply was
changed, hut it is announced by the company
been turned on
that the good water has
again.
river towns.

Yachts

and

Boats.

Will Page has hauled out liis sloop Katherine for the winter.

Representatives of 109 yacht clubs met in
New York Saturday and organized a nation-

An interesting meeting of the Calais
city
council was held last week, the matter being
the appointing of a special officer to enforce
the liquor law. Officer F. A. Townsend,
who was appointed to this office, sent in his
resignation some time ago, the reason being
that the city had decided that it was an unnecessary expense to pay an extra officer to
do the work which it was generally understood the regular officers were supposed to
attend to.
A movement was put on foot
among a fewr interested parties to induce the
city council to appoint Game Warden French
to this office, with the assurance that Mr.
French would promise to close all the liquor
saloons in one month. This arrangement
met with the approval of the mayor, but
Alderman Thompson and other members of
the city council could not see the necessity
of paying officers to enforce the laws, and
then appointing extra ones to do the work
at an additional expense to the city. After
a heated debate it was decided that ex-City
Marshal Miller be instructed to enforce the
prohibitory law in the most rigid manner,
and some interesting developments are

anticipated.

in New York

has a plurality of 60,The total vote was about
half a million.
The indications are that
Van Wyck received 210,000, Low
145,000,
Tracy 100,000 and George 15,000. The
aggregate is swelled by a few thousand
votes cast for Gleason, Ind.,
Dem; Daniel,
socialist; and Wardwell, prohibition.
The returns for Assemblymen in Greater
New York are not obtainable. Outside of
Greater New York, with 13 districts to be
heard from, dispatches to The Associated
Press show the election of 61 Republicans
and 17 Democrats.
This, it is believed,
insures the continuance of Republican
control of the assembly, whatever
may be
the result in the Greater New York districts.
Massachusetts. The Republicans, as
usual, swept the State by a substantial
majority, electing their entire ticket, as
well as three-quarters of the members of
both branches of the legislature. But live
small towns, aggregating less than 400
votes, are necessary to complete the vote
of the State.
On the basis of last year's
vote in these towns the total will
be:

••*■

;versify »d Maine.

New York. The entire Tammany tick-

000,

al

racing

association.

S. B. Holt has bail led up the Wave and
He may put an
a coat of paint.
She was
engine in her another season.
for
a steam launch
built by O. R. Webster
and is admirably adapted for that purpose.
Fred Purrington has completed plans for
sloop which he intends to be a prize win-

in the races on the Kennebec and vicinity next season. The craft will be a tin keel
model. Her dimensions will be. 28 feet over
all, 17 feet water line, 7 feet beam, 4 1-2 feet
The hull of the craft will be very
deep.
ner

shallow and draw only eight inches. There
will,be 500 yards in the mainsail and 150
yards in the jib. fBath Times.

Concerning Local Industries.
Hutchins Bros,
monument of

are

finishing

“champion

a

handsome

black” granite for

Lincolnville parties.
An engine, boiler and hoisting
machinery
for the Islesboro lime kiln arrived here by
rail Nov. 1st, and is to be taken to Islesboro
by John Sanborn on sch. Maria Webster.

that my alarm

was more attributable to
to really polluted water. The
all smells and tastes alike from the
standpipe to the pond and in the pond. I
drew some from the boiler at the works and
found the same disagreeable odor.
There
is to be seen in the pond and
well, upon the
shore close to the water’s
edge, and upon
every leaf and stick in the water, a minute
vegetable growth which botanists call alga:,
and upon the presence of this depends the
had smell and taste of the water which has
caused all of this discussion and the many
predictions of a fatal epidemic ahead of us.
In the eighteenth volume of Ziemsson’s
Cyclopedia of Medicine you may find this matter taken lip and ably discussed.
It is absolutely harmless, is unavoidable, and is a natural growth that occurs in all lakes and
ponds, rivers and small streams, in both
salt and fresh water. A heavy shower or
rain storm, or a few nights cold enough to
form ice, will completely do away with the
whole trouble until next year. I will add
further, as an act of common courtesy to the
Water Co. and a relief to the anxious minds,
that tlie standpipe, the whole system of piping and the well, have been thoroughly
cleaned out, and further that, with the present arrangement at the station it is impossible for any fish, or even the spawn of fish, to
get through the pump and into the standpipe. Further, if this bad smell and taste of
the water had been due, as many honestly
thought, to decomposed and decomposing
fish, nr any other animal matter, one-half of
the people using the water would have passed through the undertakers’ hands and the
other half would be fast preparing for them.

case,

ignorance than
water

Very Respectfully,
S. W. Johnson, Health Officer.

people ot toe village leel
very grateful to the residents of the surrounding towns, who nobly aided them in
their efforts to save our beautiful little
village. It was a night long to be rememnouier ueeus.

me

A Few Words to Waldo Co. Grangers.
To

Editor

PERSONAL.

The Journal:
We
read with considerable interest your clipping from the Augusta correspondence of
the Gardiner Reporter-Journal, especially
after learning through the New England
Homestead that patrons of Waldo county
and a voice from Kennebec county indicate
that the powers that be at Augusta are having altogether too much to say about who
shall succeed Messrs. Wiggin, Roberts and
Stetson as leaders of this great farmers’ organization. Look at this slate from the clipping: Hon. John A. Roberts of Norway, a
member of Oxford couuty bar, fur Master;
Hon. T. I). Salley for Overseer; Prof. Elijah
the

of

S. A. Parker went to Boston Nov. 1st
business.

on

F. Wells, Jr., went to Boston Nov. 3d

B.

on

busiuess.

George T. Reed

was

in

Unity last Friday

is

visiting friends

business.

on

Mrs.jHenry E. Kaler

in

Tbomaston.
Mrs. 1). F. Waltz went to Boston Nov. 1st.
a short visit.

for

Mrs. Clias. H. Field went to Bangor Nov.
2d for a short visit.
Mrs. Abbie B. Cox
from a visit in Boston.

Cook for Lecturer, and ask yourself where
the farmer comes in !
If it be true that the farmers of Maine
have not intelligence enough to lead and
govern their own organization we can present a better slate than the above from Waldo county bar, members true ami faithful
and in good standing in Seaside Grange.
At the last State Grange in Augusta the
delegates from Waldo county were simply
ignored, and so far as their usefulness was
concerned might as well have remained at
home. Money was raised, officers elected

29th

Oct.

H. H. Johnson returned O t. both,
Boston.

Mrs.

from

returned

visit in

a

Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine returned Nov,
2d, from a visit in Boston.
Horatio Spicer went to Malden, Mass
1st, to spend the winter.

Nov

Mrs H. H. Johnson returned h<>:n- O
30th from a visit in Boston.
Win. A. Clark went to Portland N
for a few days on business.

\

s’

Frank W. Patterson went to L
Oct. 30th, to visit her sister.

Mrs.

and committees

reported, agreeable to a prearranged plan dictated at Augusta.
Of
course everything went smoothly, so smoothly that the farmers themselves never guessed
until too late that men expert in managing
political conventions were at the helm. Let
the 54 delegates from Waldo county go to
Augusta next December prepared to be recognized and assist in placing our beloved
order under the leadership of farmers. I
enclose a clipping from last week’s Homestead, which please publish for the benefit of
Waldo county Patrons.
A Patron.

ton

r.

-.vis-

C. W. Wescott went to Boston O' t. ••"th
business and returned Nov. 2d.

on

George A. Bailey went to Augusta Oct.
a few days, on business.
Dustin Cunningham of Natick, M iss., arrived Oct. 30th, to visit relatives.

29th for

F. A. Shaw returned Oct. 30th from
his children in Massachusetts.

to

visit

a

A. W. Smith of Richmond visited his sister, Mrs. F. M. Wood, last week.

It is reassuring to know, from medical
Oscar E. Roberts left Oct. 30 for Lynn,
authority, that the consumers of city water
Mass., where he has employment.
WHITHER ARE WE DRIFTING.
are not in danger of
I am much interested in the communicabeing poisoned, and that
Miss Ella Whitmore left Nov 1st to visit
there need be no apprehension of an epi- tions in recent issues of The Homestead
friends in Boston, Malden and Lynn.
from “a few farmers” in N.H. and a “Waldo
demic.
The
facts
bered by us and one we hope never to see
remain, however, that the Co. (Me.) Patron.”
Mrs. H. L. Woodcock went to Boston Or.
Many farmer Patrons
repeated. The loss on Hotel Waldo was water is found unpalatable as a beverage and are wondering whether they are conducting
27th, for a visit of two or three weeks.
about $2,500; insured for $1,800; A. A. Hall’s unlit for culinary purposes, and that wells their own organization for their own benefit
or if the late secretary of agriculture was
Sidney McTaggart of Waterville visited
loss was $1,400; insured for $1,100.
long disused have again been pressed into
right in saying farmers are being farmed by friends in Belfast Oct. 2.Sth and 29th.
For more than twenty-five years such a service, that a lively trade in spring water politicians ami place-seeEers. Some friend
Win. W. Moreland of Boston visited his
thing as a fire was unknown here; but with- has resulted, and that about every man you of our State grange official says he is not a
conducted a farm
lawyer, but has
meet is carying a jug or pail of water.
in the past five years our losses by lire have
daughter, Mrs. Clias. H. Field, last week.
The for the last 11 personally
years, making long days as
been at least $20,000, with insurance to the evil may originate as Dr. Johnson suggests, farmers must do, and done other work as it
Misses Maud Mil liken and Mary F. Johnbut many believe that the appearance and came to him. If he teaches school, super- son returned Oct. 29th from a visit in Boston,
amount of $15,000,
schools and keeps the books for a large
quality of the water would be improved at vises
Mrs. George Phillips of Bangor visited refirm most of these
hard days’ work on
all times if the pipes were regularly Hushed. his farm must be long
Ciovernment.
done by proxy." 1 think no latives in Belfast ami Northport last eek
City
Letting a barrel or two of water out of a one who grasps his hand will mistake him
Miss Eva Coombs arrived Ik me N
The regular meeting of the City Council hydrant may do some good, but could not for a horny-handed sou of toil sooner than
Brother Wiggin or Brother Stetson.
from a visit of four weeks in Mass-i.'lu.etts.
It
not
Hush the pipes to an appreciable takes
was held Nov. 1st. There were two absentees
very little toil to made a Patron a
Messrs. A. C.jSibmv and A P. Legr we r
from the Board of Aldermen and three from extent.
On two occasion when hydrauts farmer in Maine just before the meeting of
the
State
n busigrange. Would it not he vveil for to Boston Nov. 1st. i-'r a few days
the Common Council. The roll of accounts were opened for tire purposes more mud
Patrons of Maine who depend on the tilling
ness.
was passed
The amounts under the various than water issued. The action of the city of the soil for a
living to do some thinking
Mrs. Arthur C. Wyman of Thomason
government at its meeting last Monday even- between now and December; then goto the
appropriations were as follows:
State
aud
would
grange
indicate
that
it
thinks
Highways.$070.15 ing
R.
something influence in their see if they can exert any spent Sunday with her father, Join
organization, or if it must
Contingent'. 402 09 should be done in tins direction. It authorhe officered and managed b\ men engaged m Thumbs.
Fire Department.
5 15
ized and instructed a committee “to see that other
business, and all reports of commitMiss Grace Lord of Brooksviile :vc..n.*d
Pauper. (5(H) 00
Library. 120.00 ail the hydrants in the city are Hushed at tees, resolutions, etc he drawn by tin* same home Get. 29th from v.sits in Pari; .uid
and
to
the
parties
School contingent.
given
7 25
press before tliev
once, and to request the superintendent of
are submitted to the grange.
The thanks of Belfast.
General school purposes.. 412 05
the. water company to use all means possi- farmers are due i he Homestead for
publishRepairs and insurance, school build’s 115 IS
Mrs. Abby 0. PPshury leave* S
F.mo.
ideas
even
if
do
ble
to
not
Free t-.-xt books.
they
agiv. with tin*
provide pure and wholesome water ing
72.44
v:>9 m !:
be.”
inglirim, Mass., this week to
that
If
the
id press
“powers
agricultu1
for use in this city.”
The contract provides j
generally would follow your example and road, Penn.
Total.-..$2540 24 that the water
company shall furnish water ! encourage us, we might in time gain
The bills for the new police record clock
Elbert J. Monroe has sold ins farm in
for “Hushing gutters.” It is of course for tiie
courage to demand and enforce our rights,
amounted to $105.00.
North Belfast, and is at work for i..s
r aer
interest of the Belfast Water Co., to supply both in the grange and n legislation. [A
Kennebec
on
Patron.
The committee
(Me.)
highways was instruct- its customers with
in Searsport.
good
water, and it is
to confer with
.•

ed

Howard F. Mason for the
purpose of establishing the line between said
Mason’s land and the Robbins road, so-called
The committee on lights was instructed to
place an arc light at the corner of Swan Lake
avenue

Searsport

and

The City Treasurer

avenue.

instructed to draw
from the Belfast Savings Bank the income
on all cemetery trust funds and
open a separate account with each depositor,
charging
the work on each lot and crediting the income thereon.
The committee on by-laws and police regulations was authorized and instructed to
see that all tlie hydrants in the
city are flushed at once, and to request the superintendent of the Water Company to use all means

possible
water

provide

to

for

was

wholesome
in this city, said committee to
adjourned meeting of the City

use

pure

and

report at an
Council.
S. G. Bieknell was granted permission to
fell a tree across Pearl street.
H. J. Morrison was granted permission to
occupy a portion of Court and Elm streets
while building a house.
Petition of Hutchins Bros, for permission
to erect and maintain a stationary steam engine at their granite works on Front street
was read and a hearing ordered for Nov.
lbth.

Notice of a hearing by the County Commissioners on a highway in Ward 4, was referred to the committee on highways.

Adjourned
at

to

Tuesday evening, Nov. 9th

7 o’clock.
Good
Two

Te>nplars.

organizers have begun work,
Files in Hancock county, and Rev.
David Boyd in Knox county.
new

Geo. E.

The last

new lodge organized was Neal
Lodge, No. 394, at Augusta, Rev. J. M.
Wyman, deputy.

Dow

The Temperance Record gives a cut and
sketch of the Grand Supt. Mrs. E. G. Munson, North Auburn; also a pair of new cuts,

Shooting” and “Spring Fishing.”
The Good Templars ask the pastors to
preach a Memorial sermon in memory of
Bro. Neal Dow. The subordinate
lodges in
“Autumn

Maine will hold memorial services at their

Lodge

rooms.

The following officers of Belfast Lodge
were installed by Deputy Forest
Robbins,

Monday, Nov. 1st: C. T., James Pendleton;
V. T., Flora Webber: Sec’y., Lillian Spinney; F. Sec., Lora Macy ; Treas., Mrs. E. L.
Brackett: Chap., Annie Shute; Marshall,
Gerald Howard; Dep. M., Rosa Pendleton ;
Sentinel, Percy Clifford.
News of the
The

new

hard on consumers to pay a water tax and
be compelled to buy water elsewhere.
The recent rains raised the water in Little
River so that he water went over the dam
inches deep. The hydrants were opened yesterday and thoroughly Hushed under the direction of AUlermau Rankin and Superintendent Bird, and an immediate ;mprovenient
in the quality ul the water may he expected.
A

Oranges.

Belfast

some

lively meetings.

Twenty-three

members of Harvest moor.

Grange, Thorndike, attended the Pomona
Grange at Unity, Oct. 26th.
Seaside Grange discussed the Hawaiian
Hi cat. ion last Saturday evening. J. F. Wilson and F. W. Brown, Esq., favored annexation and Dr. Isaac Hills and John R. Dunton opposed it. The discussion was followed
by literary exercises and a gramophone
concert by C. B. Eaton.
Next Saturday
evening the 3d and 4th degrees will he worked, and there will be a harvest feast.

Spain.

1 ha pan i, kv icily, Oct. 10, 1897.
We left'
Barcelona, Sp un, Tuesday afternoon, and
ere Friday, Oct. 8th, about dark.
Yesterday, we were occcupied all day moorNo vessel lays alongside
ing the vessel.

arrived 1

the wharves here as there is so much sea all
the time. I did not do much writing in Barcelona as 1 was afraid the letters might he
opened and anything found in them derogatory to Spain would have put the writer in
jeopardy at once. They are death on Americans, on account of the Cuban trouble. We
could not even set our colors there. The l
S. Consul there, Herbert Bowen of New
York, told us if they made any attempt
to burn or destroy the vessel to get out if
we could and go to his house, which is
guarded by soldiers. Every night I got all ready
to make a pier-head leap, but fortunately
nothing transpired, although the consul’s

attacked—windows and doors
broken, etc. I took in all the sights of the
whole city by traveling around with a Canadian, who lias lived there a long while
and speaks Spanish like a native, ami by
calling myself an Englishman. It was the
first time that I ever had to travel under
false colors; but thank the Lord here in
Italy we have got a 40-foot Stars and Stripes
set and it is nut hissed. Of all the depraved,
unchristian-like and thieving countries,
Spain takes the lead, or at least the Barcelona section of it does. The streets are full
of fat, smooth-faced, greasy, snake-like looking priests who hold the people under complete subjection. Two weeks ago to-day I
attended a bull tight. Forty thousand of
the city’s finest people sat there and witnessed the most brutal performance that
was ever tolerated in a civilized nation. Six
bulls were killed, twice that number of
horses ami several matadors (bull fighters)
mained and crippled. When the bull would
man it
was “Bravo
g<v.*e the
Taurus!”
(brave bull) and when the man would thrust
the bull it was “Bravo matador!” Bracelets,
rings and bouquets were thrown into the
arena by the ladies to the successful butchers.
It. was a most disgraceful scene, but
when you are among the Romans, etc.
We will not begin loading before next
Thursday and will probably be here a
month.
This is quite a .-itv, clean and
healthy. You will probably get this letter
in about ten days, as there is a
weekly mail
to New York from Genoa and that is
only a
short distance from here by rail. I received
papers in Barcelona, which were very welcome.
Love to all our friends.
was

Hall for Hillside Grange, Thorn-

Branch Grange,
Prospect, has
chosen sides for a contest and there will he

in

Opinion of the Spaniards and of Bull Fights.
We are permitted to give the following interesting extracts from a private letter to
relatives in this city from Capt. Oscar Limeburner, first officer of the schooner W. Wallace Ward, recently at Barcelona, Spain,
ami now nr. Trapani, Sicily.

Wedding

dike, is nearly completed.
South

Man

Mbs

house

given her

a

NUMBER 44.

A Disastrous Fire in

Expected Generally has Happened. Tammany Victorious In New fork thy.

The

lm.

Bells.

Ryder-Winc.ate. Mr. Cyrus C. Ryder and
Emma M. Wingate, both of Monroe,
were united in
marriage Oct. 30th, at Jackson village in the home of Rev. F.
S. Dolliff,
who performed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Ryder are members of Morning Light Grange

well known in Monroe. Their
many
glad to know that they intend to
reside in town, and extend to them
good
wishes.
are

friends

Fred Mclveen left N

Estate.

do.; laud aud buildings in StockSprings. Hanford A. Luce, Limolnville, to Jeremiah Luce, do.: land a buildLiucolnville.
Ariel
B. Knight,
ings in
Searsmont, to Ebenezer Cobh, do.: land
and buildings in Searsmont.
Elmira S.
Bowden, Orlaml, in Silvia E. Grant, Winterport; land and buildings in Winter-port.
Preston M. Prentiss, Jackson, to Fannie I.
Geldert, Troy; land in Jackson. Samuel
GStaples, Damariscotta, to Jacob A.
Young, Stockton Springs; land in Stockton
bprings. Oscar Mills, Nortbport, to Nortbport Mountain Spring Water C".: land in
Nortbport. Camden Savings Bank, to Jolm
W. Peavey et als., Belfast, lane and buildings in Lincolnville. Augusta Favor et
als., Lowell, to Hayward Pierce, Frankfort ;
land in Prospect. Clarence C. Hook, Searsmont, to Wilber M. Thompson, do.: land
and buildings in Searsmont. A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Carrie F Divoll, Winterport; land and buildings in Monroe. Witliston Grinnell, Camden, r.i Archibald
Frazier,
Albion, land in Unity. J. K. Taber, Unity,
to Archie Frazier,do.; land in
Unity. Frank
G. Downer, Palermo, to Sarah V. Downer,
do.; land and buildings in Palermo. Adelbert Drake et al., Lincolnville, to C C.
Shepherd, do.; land in Lincolnville. Hannah
Carver et al., Searsport, to Charles A. Colcord, do.; land in Searsport. Samuel Kingsbury, Belfast, to Rachel Kingsbury, do.;
land and buildings in Belfast. H. H. Davis,
Liberty, to Ambrose E. Fish, do.; land in
Liberty. Sarah E. Crockett, Prospect to
Fred Clark, Prospect; land and buildings in
Prospect. David Scull, Philadelphia, to
Helen Lotlirop Prall, Detroit, Mich.; land in
Islesboro. Ira J. Flanders, Knox, to Chas.
E. Wood; land and
buildings in Ivuox.
James E. Clement. Belmont, to Mary A.
Grover, Morrill; laud in Belmont.

Army.

In The Journal of Oct. Ttb we
published
letter from Hon. E. C. Burleigh,

announcing

that the Navy Department bad assigned two
32-pound cannon, and sufficient projectiles
to make two neat pyramids, to Thomas H.
Marshall Post, G. A. It., of this city. The
gnns and projecticles arrived here
Tuesday,
Nov. 2d, and will be put in position in front
of Memorial
building soon. The plan as at
present proposed is to move the gnu
the westerly corner of the

now

at

building, and
place it in the centre, pointing directly across
Church street, with the two new guns at
either side, pointing diagonally outward.
The old gun is on a granite
mounting, and
the two

new ones on

the

iron.

Post

made application
through Congressman Milliken for one gun
to

year

match the old one, and the request

was

granted, but, owing probably to the ancient
pattern of the gun, oue was not found. After
Mr. Mitliken’s death a second application
was put in, this time for two
guns alike, and
Congressman Burleigh secured them.

Doing Well.

Princeton, N. J., Oct. 29. Mrs. Grover
Cleveland and her infant boy are doing well
and Dr. Bryant, the family
physician, will
leave for his home to-morrow.

New York Bond Sales.
New York, Oct 30.— United States new
fours coupons sold during the week at 1281-4,
a new high record, and
to-day the bid was
128 3-8.
The registered bonds of tbe same
issue sold for 127, 1-8, a new high point, and
to-day’s bid was 127 1-4. Tbe demand for
these bonds is attributed partly to .transfer
of holdings in government securities of an
early maturing date.
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returned to Reading, Mass,.
relatives in Belfast.
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in Old Town last week.
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Hon. Edward Wiggin and wife i Pres.[
Isle were guests of Mr. aud Mrs a. !. Bi •wn
a few days the past week.
Miss Frances Crawford, amlher n
returned home Tuesday evening I:
of several weeks in Boston

••

(

r.j.
sit

v

a

Alderman James F. Mt K
w !m
confined f<> liis home more than tw* ;m’!

by illness,

is

W. T.,

!

Mrs

j

relatives

n

>

•-

steadily improving.
Conk, who 1.

Belfast, left f
Great Falls, Montana, Nov.
in

is

v

her

r

cic

n

1st

F. W. Pote has closeu h*--- i
on the Steamer Citv
fit iuj
left the boat Tuesday murn.ng
Mrs.

ts

r*

matron

s

Mrs. C. L. Millhouse ami daugi
r
Peoria,, 111, arrived Nov. 1st. for tvs
two months. Mr. M. will come so

..

■»

Mr. aud Mrs. Frank H. Clements of Hi w~
ard, II. I., visited relatives in Belfast and
Waldo two weeks and returned Nov. 1st.
W. C. Pooler, Wm. Robiusi
ami l)r.
Freeman of Rockland went to Matinnus last
week

to

enjoy

a

few

days gunning for

sea

fowl.
F. A. Howard & Son’s screw-dr;v< f;t *tory
has started up on orders that will k»
there w of eight men employed until after .: trill

a

1

ami.,km ,:i

c-

State Assesjors.

ton

are

Mother and Child

Hon. Win. <\ Marsh ah

Tuesday morning

burn,

The Cannon for the Ciranii

2

< ■.

where he has a situation
the electric cars.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Xov.
bv.'T: .laim-s M.
Treat, Stockton Springs, to Lena T. Sun-

Last

Miss

and

Transfers in Real

ary 1st.

Ex-Postmaster Samuel G. Tic
w, who
living with his daughter, Mrs. H. P. Furrow, in Beluouit, has beenunit
is

nyw greatly improved.
H. Towle of Bucksport was .1 t.lte
whirli w;c wrecked
umler such terrible circumstances. He was
somewhat injured.
I)r. (i.

New York Centra! train

C. Burgess went to Boston Oct.
business and returned the : 1 >th, ac-

Albert

28th

on

companied by Mrs. Burgess, who
visiting in that city.

h

is

been

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton arrived
Oct. 30th to spend a few days with Mrs. H.'s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley, before
leaving for their trip south.

Selden Gill am left Nov. 1st for Chelsea,
Mass, to visit friends and seek employment.
He somewhat expect a position oil a steam-

ship plying between

New

York and the

West ludies.
H. Crie of Matir.icus returned Oct. 28th
a business trip in central and northern
Maine. He was joined here by H. L. WoodR.

from

cock, who went
duck shooting.

to

Matinicus for

a

week’s

The golden wedding anniversary of Col.
and Mrs. L. D. Carver of Rockland will be
celebrated Manday evening, Nov. 8, when
Mr. and Mrs. Carver will be “at home" from
7 to 10 o’clock. The colonel is the ex-department commander of the Maine G. A. R.

Editorial

Mt.

Our Washington Letter.

Notes.

of The Journal. 1

[Correspondence
persistency with which the Ohio
Washington, D. C., Nov. 1, 1897.
Democrats avoid discussing tariff or curThe general opinion here among politirency this year is quite remarkable, espe- cians is that the recent charges brought
1
cially in view of the fact that they made against the administration and Senator
silver their chief issue only three mouths
Hanna, with reference to the sale of the
The

ago.

Union

Bryan, and the
are still compelled to

Towue.
orators

which

in

ficial to their interests.

seek country

fairs in Arkansas and Tennessee

pressed

against tlie instigators in

other silver

as a

There is

rumor

a

however,

all oat,

Evidence of business

organs to the effect
that Senator Hanna had made an arrangement with the “money powers” of the

that

East last year for the purchase by them
at an inside figure of the Union Pacific,
for which he had received enormous cam-

or

contin-

prosperity

a way not beneStatements were

other Democratic

they may give vent to their supemotions on the crime of ’73.

Towue proposes to talk silver in Ohio
bust.
Look out, Colonel O’Myers!

reacted

York World and

in the New

place published

have

Railroad,

Pacific

|

paign contributions. The falsity of this
ues to be found in the reduction of the I
statement is apparent upon its face, but a
number of business failures. Bradstreet’s little
investigation into the matter disTrade Review reports the number of fail- closes facts which make it still further reures

last week as

237

in the

President of the United States'
Private Secretary.
Cured by the Use of the Greatest of Remedies,
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
Washington’s Superintendent
jor W. G. Moore, Cured by

wool in August, 1897,

than one-sixth those of

were

August,

less

1896, iu

value.

again ‘dropped below the dolthe great delight of the silver-

Wheat has
lar mark,to

hammer

for

less

a

tain

a

ownership

The si actuations of the white metal

during

sufficient to prove the danger
;>i'attempting to make it a money metal
car are

lie

a

plan

of

the Democrats of

1896.

{ he ranton, Ohio, Free-Silver Club lias
decided to abandon the Democracy and
lot with the Populist party.
This
wli'mh was denominated the “Bryan

rs

Fi

-silver Club of Canton, Ohio,1' was
a
the strongest silver organizations

1C

lie State last year, and an active sup«.f Bryan's Presidential candidacy.

in

p
Its

renunciation

of the

Democracy and
naumr
*7 allegiance Uj the Populist
ny is therefore the more significant.
Fiee-traders, who feared that American

hope of catching the eye of people
who would not know whether the report
was false or true.

in the

Senator Ilanna himself made

a prompt
vigorous denied of the charge iu a
speech recently delivered at Cleveland, in

and

“The facts are that I
the

‘syndicate’ or anything about it until early in
July last, one year after this alleged plot
laid bare.

was

measure

I do not

or

even

know who

are the members of the
syndicate; I never
languish because of
d
fact that the supply ol “raw material” bad any conversation with any of them in
to it
nd I never was called upon
waste be cut off by the protective tariff regard
law recently enacted, will perhaps be iuter- by my vote >r influence to say one word in
ir;

would

nnlactuics

«

x

stcu

to

know that

raw

material for

use

in

the manufactures imported in the month
of August, 1897, under the Dingley tariff
iaw was 60 per cent, greater than in the
coi

responding

month of last year under

the Wilson law.
At the risk of

causing pain

to the free-

trade advocates who have insisted that the

adoption
stroy

of

our

a

protective system would de-

foreign

market for American

manufactures, their attention is respectfully called to tlie fact that the exportation
of domestic manufactures from the United
in the first month under the Dingley
law was nearly two million dollars more

rc-gaid

:u

the

preceding

month of the

corresponding
under

the

Wilson law.

year
When to this is added the fact that the
>

pnmber exportations of domestic merwere twenty millions

chandise of all kinds

was a

contract

by

made

Grover

Cleveland’s administration, and the only
part of it relating to this administration is
that the contract has been

agreed to

on

the

part of the present administration

on

the

understanding that the syndicate should
give five million dollars more for it than
under the terms made by the Cleveland
administration.
it: the rest is

a

That is all 1 know about
lie.”

This is

vigorous lan-

guage hut it is fully warranted by the
slanderous and utterly groundless accusations made against Mr. Ilanna.

States

than

the sale. It

to

the part of the Government

on

“The

re-organization

committee has in

way been shown the slightest favor or
given tlie least advantage,” said Attorneyno

General McKenna, whose
questioned in the matter.

word cannot be

“The road will be sold to the

highest re-

MAJOR W. G.

MOORE,

SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE OF

Greene's Ncrvura Blood

Dingley

law than those

orj

■

—

on

number of

the Omaha and Council

division

to

more

other contentions
to

Memory.

Endurin' my time I’ve heerd more er less
’Bout their wuu’erfui mem’ries Elerwdiunts
pel sess,

But ther brainiest elerphunt I ever saw
Wain't in it fer mem’ry, with Vespushus
Shaw ;
Yew 'member Shaw, fellers! “Merlassis”
Shaw !
Moved frum our villidge just liter ther war,
( ritter with freckles all over his face,
Lived near ther dyke, ou ther Calderwood
place,
lied er darned hair-lip that effectid his

nearly $4,000,000.

were

talk—

r’umattiky i’ints tliet erfectid his walk—
An’ i.ster limp round’ ter ther factries ’n’
shops
Redd im’ stick ’lassis candy an’ marslunaller
drops,
Shorely ye can’t hev fergotten thet man
An’ ther way all ther boys ustei study an’
plan
N’

ter tilt in er kick on ther durn critter’s
tray
Soseter collar his candy ’u’ vanish erway,

llow

’Tw uz in
Merlassis
An’

’sixty-live,

er

Shaw moved

erbout thet year,
erway frum here.

’twuzginerly ’sposed an’reported

eroun’

Thet he’d gone out West fer ter settle down.
Wal, 1 wuzdown ter ther steamboat wharf

terclay,

An’ er man piked up, in er limpin’ way,
An’ sez he ter me: “I’m Merlassis Shaw!
I’m here fer ther fust time sense ther war;
Forty year sense I seen yore face
But I’ll bet an apple yore Wesley Chase—
Yore Wesley Chase, an’ B’gosh,” sez he,
Yew stole er stick er candy frum me
In eighteen hun’ud ’n’ sixty-five—

Gimme er cent, er I’ll skin ye er-live.
ril. G. Wheeler in Boston Record.

respects the decrees

were

just and satis-

factory.”
Attorney-General McKanna expressly

stipulates

that there was

no formal
agreemade between the Government and

ment

the

re-organization committee. The guarhid was arranged by letters between
former Attorney-General Harmon and
antee

special council for the committee. The
agreement, he says, goes no further than

provide

to

for

the

Government in suits

appearance of the
to foreclose

brought

the first
for

mortgage bonds
foreclosing its own.

and to

bring

suit

The sale of the

property, he rays, must necessarily be
under the direction of the courts, with
the whole world for bidders.
“The fact must not be
said

Judge McKenna,

ments lien is

overlooked,’

“that the Govern-

second one, subject to a
first mortgage of $33,000,000.
The advantage the Government has secured is
a

that at the sale under the decrees of foreclosure there will be

$50,000,000

over

a

bid for the roads of

and above the first mort-

gage, and in addition the benefit of absolute freedom of competition at the sale.
The Government may secure its whole
claim

$100.
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic

May be worth to you more than $100 if
you have a child w ho soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
at once, $1.
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28

through a higher bid. It is sure of
$50,000,000, and this amount, in connection with payments already made, will
pay the principal of the debt twice over.”
Pure blood and a good digestion are an inagainst disease and suffering. Burdock Blood Bitters keeps the blood pure, the

surance

digestion perfect.
Itching Piles, night’s horrid piague, is instantly relieved and permanently cured by
Doan’s Ointment. Your dealer ought to
keep it.

HOOD'S PILLS cure Ltver Ills, Blh
iousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

They

are

at any

grocer's.

F/j'Kjjll
V

MADE ONLY

BY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK

COMPANY,

Chicago. St. Louis. New York. Boston. Philadelphia.

BORN

SEPTEMBER,
18,
1841.

boys.

is picking up

a

FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NEVER FAILED IN ITS
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF FARMERS AND
VILLAGERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
IT HAS

A

to convert them into the

Positively

MRS. M.

E. SANGSTKR

The Return of

hearted poetry: “On lie Road Home,”
“Little Knights and Ladies,” and “Home
Fairies and Heart Flowers.” She has long
been a prominent worker in the Woman’s
movement for higher culture and freer
opportunities, and yet has always stanchly
opposed those extremes of opinion and
practice which would rob women of
their own particular birthright of femininity. In the pages of Harper’s Bazar she
has recently opened a department devoted
to Woman’s Clubs; and her visit to the
South will afford an opportunity of renewing her old acquaintances and securing
new (mes and thus draw herself and all
the leaders of higher culture into closer
and more practical relation. She will extend her trip to Louisville, in order to be
present at a Drawing-room Meeting; to
Lynchburg, where the object of her visit
is social; and to Knoxville, where she
will be the guest of the city at the forthcoming Carnival.

Forty-Niner.

Amos Weed, one of the pioneers of ’40,
has just returned to his home in Merrimae,
Mass., after an absence of 48 years. Mr.
Weed sailed from T. wharf, Boston, with
200 others, on the ship Leonore, Feb. 4,
The party formed themselves under
1840.
the name of the New England Trading
and Mining Association.
They sailed for
San Francisco by the way of Cape Horn,
and arrived at their destination duly 5.
After a short stop at San .Francisco the
vesse sailed up to Benecia, about 40 miles
up the river, where the association was
disbanded and the members scattered, all
going to the mines. Mr. Weed started
his claim and worked it successfully, lie
went to live in San Francisco, and later,
in 1802, he went to San Diego, where he
helped to build the first houses which
were erected in the city.
Mr. Weed was a witness and a participant in many of the stirring scenes of the
newly-opened country. He witnessed the
famous duel between David C. Broderick
and David S. Terry, and attended the
funeral of the victim.
Mr. Weed has a mother residing in
Merrimac, who is almost 100years of age,
and he comes back to his native home
after his long absence to care for her. The
old Forty-niner was 22 years of age when
he left home, and he now returns at the
age of 70.

The Maine Central Railroad.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Maine Central Railroad was held in Portland, Oct. 15th. From the report of the directors it is learned that the passenger
earnings for the year amount to $1,897,249.04; the freight earnings to $2,756,873 36;
the total transportation earnings, including
mails, express and baggage amounts to $4,898,035.91, and the total gross income from
all sources is $4,950,183. The total operating expenses, which cover a period from July
1, 18% to June 30, 1897, amount to $3,173,285.56 and deducting the amount paid for
taxes, interest and rentals, a surplus is left
Of this amount the four
of $357,074 88.
quarterly dividends amounting to $298,524
have been paid, leaving a balance to the
credit of profit and loss of $58,594 88.
The old board of directors was re-elected,
with two changes, Hon. William P. Fyre in
place of ex-Manager Payson Tucker, who
voluntarily withdraws from the directory,
and Hon. Richard Olney of Boston, in place
of the late George M. Pullman.

a

1

The present season has up to date been
the most unsuccessful for many years in
the history of the New England mackerel
fishery. The catch thus far reached is
but about 0,000 barrels, while last year at
this time it was over 50,000 barrels.
From other countries come the same re-

ports.
cough

j

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Bain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Turely Vegetable.
Small Pill,
Small Dose.
Small Price.

STARVING.
There are thousands of children
who are actually Starving. Starving
for a kind of food not furnished in
their regular diet.
Starving not for
milk or cream, but for

P|

ANGIER’S

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hvpophosphites,
The oil inthis Emulsion is already partially digested, so the digestive organs
are saved a great amount of work.
It is readily absorbed and so begins
upon it? mission of good at once.
The hypophosphites also build up
the nerves and put force into all the
activities of tne little body. Delicate
children readilv gain strength from it.
Sold by all druggists.

60e.
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It is the NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and m furnish it with the RE
PUBLICAN JOURNAL, one year for $2,00, ca h in advance.
Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING
Write your
and a

CO,, BELFAST, MAINE,

and afldesson a postal card send l( to (<eo. W. Best Tribune Office. Now-York
sample copy of THE NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIR1 >K will be mailed to you.
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Bookkeeping, etc thoroughly taught BY MAIL
Our system of teaching gives actual
or
personally
daily experience in every branch of business, including
Banking, Merchandising, Commission. Insurance. Transportation, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students \Ye
trainfor Practical work and always secure situations for woaMi.v
nts
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses. Sm.<!<
No vacations
enter any day
Expenses moderate. Con t throw ;v.v
to
ut< d thi BES
less
it
will
cost
when
schools
you
to
temporary
going
t. :ulif
:: disr

STCUnOO

number of students who have left
tell us that six months here is equal to

a

irih*

mrn

a

to any
o
f

REWARD

<

S

incompetent
year in any other school
one

for first ir'>n:

n :••••

a:

Telegraph operator which we'successfuli.v fill
ldf. r *o pr< miv
pa•
competent assistants without eha’*ge
The next best thing to at:.aiding »t.- MOST CEl.liBKATEl) El
If you are me in;•
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
1
send ten two-cent stamps for rive easy b-ssons m sbAddress {mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES, Present Poughkeepsie
1

:

Ni

York

••

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE,

..

D. B. SOUTHWORTH &
PROPRIETORS.

»■

-*TEAIS and TURNOUTS EVERY DESCRIPTION*
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges
ORDERS BY

or

Buckboards.

x

TELEPHONE PROHPTLYFILLE D.
A handsome illustrated ratal
correct style in

State of Maine.
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Collector’s Notice amt Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.

Unpaid taxes

lands

on

of non-resident

situated In the town of

owners

Troy, In the County of

Waldo, for the year 1S9H.
list of taxes

real estate of

following
THEresident
owners, situated in the
on

non-

town <d Troy,
aforesaid, for the year 1800. committed to me tor
collection for said town on the second day ol < >etoher, 1808, remain unpaid; and notice is herei>\
given that if said tax.-s with interest and ehaigeare not previously paid, so-much id' the real estate
is sufficient and necessary to pay the
and
due therefor, including intere-t
charges, will he sold without further notion, at
said
town,
own house i’i
auction
at
the
public
on the tirst
Monday in December, is >7. at nine
o’clock A. M.:
La boil \. Fernald. lohn Bagie\ farm, rout ain
ing .'.7 1 2 acres, hounded on the north b\ lam ot
(Jeo. L. Bagiev and F. S Hollis, east l>\ land of
Deo. H Fernald ami do-.. F. Fernald. south by
land of .los V. Fernald and dohn !
Ba-_h-y. west
by land oi dohn II. Bagiev and the road leading
value. 84-40; amount
from Troy corner to Belfast
of tax, 8<> 28.
La'-orn A. Fernald Containing Id a m
ed hy old county road east h\ .Josiah Harmon'farm*,south by F. S. Hollis' farm, west by an oi
»ad leading from Timv
Marv F. Estes and the
corner to Belfast; value. 81. oo; amount of tax.
82.20

taxed

as

amount

Semi ad«lres- and lead
by ret urn
lo^tie iif flu- latest t'u: tu-’i mi-.
specialty of making i'l kindv

meuts

t<’»

\i ra
im-asure wn Inn;
merits t> tlicla'«-*t
11u• ■ nt •* redye I to

modeliiiii old ca
Seal and sab!*-

ui mir »• i:x
W,- iiuim
line fin
;.u

in

.•

aiso

t>

•■>!<

n

-.

a<

coo !

as new.

H. G. BSRKER, Furrier,
(ianliner, >l;»in<*

Slate of

Maine.

..

Marcia 1). J< man.

Ai\a .Marncn tot.

e<

mamma

(50 acres, range No. lo, bounded north by the
Jesse Cage farm, east and south by James K.
Estes’ farm, west by Burnham line, value, $('.o;
amount of tax, $2.08.
France lo Connor. Range No. 10. lot No. 7. No.
of acres 7; value, $100; amount of tax, $2.20.
Troy, Oct. 11), 1807.
T V. B. HITCHELL,
3w42
Collector of Taxes of the town of

Troy.

POLAND

Spring

*

Water

Is used iu our

prescription de-

partment and in all preparations

requiring

We also
Wants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins. Ginseng
Careful
Se eea, &c.
Full prices guaranteed.
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
furnished
free.
tance.
Shipping Tags, Ropes,
Gm38
Write for latest price circulars.

ant

.tm

d esteem

a

and $100.

Angler Chemical Co., Allston District, boston.

49 Westminster St., Providence, It. I.

danger signal ot worse
troubles to come. Cure the cough and prevent its results by using Dr. Wood's Norway
Pine Syrup.
A

cured by these
Little Pills.

largest possible

money.
IT HAS led in all matters pertaining to the welfare of farmers
villagers, and for over half a cent, ry has held their cm

Rival of Klondike.

SICK HEADACHE

faithfully labored for their prosperity and happiness, i
the improvement of their business and home intere^

for education, for the elevation of American manho'
and true womanhood.
IT HAS told at the fireside, interesting and instinctive st odes
the doings of the world, the nation and States.
IT HAS advised the farmer as to the most approved methods
cultivating and harvesting his crops, and the pm per tin

Miss Fannie King has gone to Boston for
medical treatment.
Ah\ Luring Rumrill of Goose Cove, on the
south part of the island, lost his barn by tire
last Thursday night. He lost two horses,
one cow ami a hog, and the finishing lumber
for his house which was stored in the barn.
Messrs. Haynes and Newman and one more
returned in sell. Nellie from a bird hunt at
Isle ail Haut.
They bagged about GO sea
fowl, and found a ready market for them
here.
Stmr. Frank Jones, while making a landing at N. E. Harbor a few days ago, carried
away one corner of the wharf, which was
a nearly new and substantial structure. New
piling were gotten out, 40 feet in length, aud
the corner rebuilt.

flVER
m PILLS

than $2,000,000, and
brought the aggregate

At that time the
Shaw’s Wonderful

business.

■ ITTLE

Bluffs

prepared for an appeal.
re-organization committee increased its hid by $4,245,941 to cover
these additional sums, thus raising the
total bid to even $50,000,000. In al! other

get it

few years have additional help in his

CARTERS’

“In view of these contentions the decrees of the courts were
unsatisfactory

Totals.§1,678,840,538 §1.582,362,289 and papers

can

It Makes the Dirt

—

The bridge mortmoney considerations.
gages amounted to about $1,200,000, the
lien

when you

—

his

a

a

Advices from Sitka, Alaska, report the
discoveries of gold at Cook Inlet. Ninety
miners coining from the newly discovered
placer diggings have brought 8200,000 in
gold nuggets and dust to the capital of the
Territory. The largest nugget is worth a
little less than 8100.
The miners are reticent about their affairs,
indicating that they desire to keep secret
the exact location of their claims. The discoveries, however, make it certain that this
district and Prince William’s Sonud and the
Copper River country will divide attention
with the Klondike next. year.
Cook Inlet has been designated the garden
spot of Alaska. It puts in from the Northern Pacific Ocean about five hundred miles
northwest from Sitka aud washes the foothills of the Alaska range on the northwest
ami the lowlands of the Keuai Mountains
on the southeast.
It is known that all this
A Very Short Potato Crop.
region is admirably adapted for agricultural
and stock raising industries, that is, from
Not since 1892 lias the potato crop of an Alaskan standpoint. The gold discovthe United States proved so nearly a fail- eries wiil greatly add to its value.
ure, says the American Agriculturist in
its final report of the yield of 1897.
For Maine Harbors.
Compared with the liberal crop of last year
The report of General Wilson, chief of the
there is an apparent falling off of nearly
30 per cent, in tonnage, and the quality of engineers of the army, has been submitted
to the secretary of war.
t\mong the princithe whole is greatly deficient.
pal estimates are tiie following:
County and township returns from all Lubee
Channel. .8 40,000
the leading potato growing States show
Bar Iiarbor Breakwater. lOO.tMH)
the yield of potatoes to be 174,000,000
Sullivan Falls harbor.
50,000
bushels, against 254,000,000 in '90, 280,- Union river.
50.000
in
and
000,000
'95, 105,000,000in ’94,
only Rockland harbor....
410.5(H)
155,000,000 in the short crop of ’92. The Carver’s harbor. 50.0(H)
Portland
harbor.
rate
of
is
at
acre
450,000
average
placed
yield per
04 bushels, taking the country at large,
against 80 bushels in ’90, 89 in ’95 and 02
in ’92.
The reasons for disaster to the potato
crop of 1897 are about as varied as a multiplicity of causes could make them.
Standing out with more prominence than
any other two factors are blight and rot,
as a result of extremes of weather conditions.
Excessive rainfall here and there,
failure of
germination, later serious
drought, rust, scab, insects, etc., have
all been prominently in evidence, though
complaints of this character are less generel than of the two first named.
While
the yield in bushels is small, the quality
is almost deficient.
This is true of most
but not all States.
The crop is best in
the Northwest. Such portions of Canada
as make a specialty of potatoes, notably
Ontario and the Maritime Providences,
show a general but not serious shortage.

sponsible bidder, without any reference to

Missouri River at Omaha and

D. C.

ami

oi

Amt. in circu- Amt. in cireu
lation Oct.
lation Oct.
1, 1896.
1, 1897.
old..on.
§528.098,753
$478,771.490
Standard si! ver dollars
57,145.770
56,i13,178
Sul>.-idiar\ >ilver.
60,228,298
61.176,415
(wild certificates.
38,736,(39
36,898,559
Si!' ci ecruli-ales...
354,431,474
574,620,299
Treas notes, act July
14. ’10.
88,964,047
89,816,063
Veiled States notes.
251,795,544
249,547,300
Cur’v certificates, act
June 8. ‘72.
34,305,000
52,825,100
National 1-ank notes..
220,804,863
226,464,135

WASHINGTON,

nerve1 and his written recommendation to the people
remedy keeps r.ght on curing too most noted who are sick, su-bring or o::t of h nun 1.1 any
and famous among our people as well as those way to use Dr. Greene’s Nervura it' t.i y wish
in the ordinary walks of iife.
to lie sure of a cure, will cause evcunno v!:i)
V.‘o read continually about the cures of well- reads his words to immediately try this grandknown prominent people by this wonderful
t of remedies.
health-giver, l)r. Greene's Ncrvura; but where Headquarters of the Metropolitan Police,
W ashingt >n. i -oi; i( t of Columbia.
one such eminent
clergyman, statesman
“I b:g to say that I have found comfort
] ublic official is cured, there are thousands |
upon thousands of cures constantly being and relief in the use of Dr. Greene's Nervuia
c.fjcted among the common peoplo every- blood and nerve r-uwdy, and recommend it
where.
The common people make up the as good for the circulation and due sti ui.
great mass of our citizens, and it is they, the |
Major W. G. MGOHE,
business man, clerk, salesman, mechanic,]
Superintendent Met. Police. D. C.
and
the
women
of
our
the
toilIf
land,
laborer,
you are sick, suffering, out of order, runing housewife, saleswoman, shop and factory down or do not feel just right, get Dr. Greene's
girl, who receive the most cures and best know Nervura blood and nerve remedy immediately#
and appreciate the great blessing of health and it will give you new, strong, vigorous nerves,
It
strength which Dr. Greene's Nervura always pure blood and sound and perfect health.
brimjs to tiie weak, nervous, run-down, sick will make you look and feel ten years younger,
and debilitated.
and give you a youthful zest and enjoyment
Tiie recent euro by Dr. Greene’s Nervura of life. Don’t wait
take it now and get well.
b: >od and nerve remedy of Major W. G.
Dr. Greene's Nervura has more recomof
Police of Washing- mendations and medical authority behind it
Moore, Superintendant
ton and District of Columbia, is of-the utmost than any other medicine in the world. Physiimportance inasmuch as Maj. Moore, is one of cians endorse and prescribe it; hospitals and
the best known men in this country, he having dispensaries Use it, and it is the prescription
been confidential secretary to a President of and discovery of the iveii-known Dr. Greene of
tiie United States
President Johnson, and 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., who is the
aiso secretary to E. M. Stanton, President most successful physician in curing disease.
Lincoln’s Secretary of War. The cure of so Dr. Greene can be consulted free by all
well-known and famous a man is a guarantee there being no charge for consultation, examto the people that Dr. Greene's Nervura cures, ination or advice either personally or by letter.
Dr.

Margaret E. Sangster.
personality. If a hid of $51,000,000 is
September, IS'.m;, under the Wilson law, made, and the re-organization committee
At the recent celebration of Brooklyn
t will be seen that the dismal predictions
does not increase its offer to $52,000,000, Day at the Tennessee Centennial Exposiof the h ss of our foreign market by the the property will go to tlie parties
making tion, Mrs. Margaret E. Sangster, editor of
enactment of a protective tariff are not tiie new proposal.
The guaranteed bid Harper’s Bazar, an honored resident of
heii g rapidly realized.
was obtained to prevent tlie
possibility of Brooklyn, delivered the poem of the occadisastrous loss.
If this guarantee did not sion at the special exercises in the WoThe K-tober statement of the Treasury exist, an opportunity would be afforded man’s Building.
This lady is identified
Department shows that the money in for bidders to form a combination and with several volumes of graceful and deepcii alati< n to-day is, in round numbers, offer a comparatively low figure for tlie
$10(>,o00,00Q in excess of one year ago. road.
“The increase in the re-organization
( iii i isly, more than one-half of this inbid is easily explained.
cren-c
is in gold. 'The following table, committee’s
issmd by the Treasury Department on Subsequent to tlie filing of the original
October 1st, shows the money in circula- guarantee bid of $40,754,059 a number of
tion h-tober 1st, 1607, compared with Oc- overlooked contentions wTere discovered.
These included the bridge across the
tobei 1st, 18P0:
greater under the

GOLD

of passengers at
will be well patduring the winter, and will surely get the bulk of the business next season.
Every winter the Mount
Desert and Frank Jones are taken off the
route the last of December and we are left
without a boat until spring, unless some
local party places a boat temporarily on the
It is now reported that the Frank
route.
Jones will be placed on the route between
Bar Harbor and Machias, connecting with
the train at the former place.
A heavy forest lire has been raging for
two days at this place near the head of the
harbor on Manset side and at times it was
quite near some of the cottages, but a large
force of men are constantly in the woods
fighting it night and day and have it well
under control.

papers containing the article wore distributed broadcast over the whole State,

heard of the

^Jgglgglg^^

some

Steamer New Brunswick
good freight and a good list
this landing each way and
ronized if she stands by us

attempt to prejudice the voters
against Senator Hanna as the prime instigator of the scheme copies of Cincinnati

never

PNOWDKR

Klondike!

No need to go there for

pairs. She went ashore at 2 a. in., at low
water, about one half mile from the Cranberry Isles life saving station and was uot
Had she
seen at the station until ♦» o’clock.
been seen by them earlier, and anchored,
much damage could have been saved.
The easterly gale of yesterday tumbled
up a very heavy sea this morning and it was
very rough in the western way. Steamer
Cimbria while passing out through this
place bound for Bangor experienced very
rough water. People who were on the shore

paintiug

the

lie said:

Alaska!

nald. They examined the vessel ami found
the keel badly damaged and twisted, and
several holes chafed through on the starboard
side of the hull. The vessel tills at every tide.
The lumber was ordered discharged and
the vessel taken to some railway for re-

in

of tiie road demands.
A particular point of the so-called “deal’’ was
made hv the Democrats in Ohio, and in

which

WASHING

twenty feet uf her keel could be i
clear of the water. The heavy sea at
the sea wall was very grand.
Twins arrived at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel King Oct. 21st.
Mr. Kiug will

cer-

>
year ago an ounce of silver and a
bushel of wheat were at the same price.

DUST

seen

but of course this does not

figure,

GOLD

John L. Stanley wharf and beached. The
captain entered a protest by lawyer E.
Webster French, who appointed a board of
survey composed of Capt. J. L. Stanley,
Capt. W. R. Keene and Capt, James S. Fer-

sea

would indemnify the Government, an arrangement was made with certain parties
that the sale should be started at

Correspondence.

South West Harbor, Oct. 22, 1897. Sell
Harry C. Chester of East Machias, which recently went ashore on Thompson ledge near
Baker’s light with a cargo of lumber, when
bound to Boston, has been taken into the

watching her report that her bow when she
pitched into a sea would at times appear entirely submerged, ami when she rose on a

amount than

prevent others from bidding higher, and
as much higher as the competition for the

the

the Wonderful

prevent tbe property from going under

the

itcs. who cannot bear to see a bushel of
wheat worth two ounces of silver, when

only

Police, Ma-

Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
Was President
Johnson’s Private Secretary, and Formerly Secretary to E. M. Stanton, President
Lincoln’s Secretary of War.

only 190, compared with act upon the authors of the story and uppreceding week, 279 in the on the Democratic party. In the first
corresponding week of last year, 289 in place, the sale of this road was ordered
the corresponding wreekof 1895, and 340 in last
year by the preceding Democratic adthe corresponding week of 1893.
ministration, and the present administration is doing nothing but carrying out the
The farmers of the country wili probabplans and arrangements practically combe
in
interested
the
fact
that
the
Auly
plete
by its predecessor; and in tbe secgust (1897) importations of wool under the
ond place it is idle to talk about inside
new protective tariff
were but a little
and favoritism, for tbe reason that
more than half those of August,
1896, I figures
the road is to lie sold to tbe highest bidunder the free-trade tariff then in opera- |
whoever be may be.
In order to
tion, and that the importation of rnauufac- j der,
tures of

of

Desert

spring

A. A.

have

water

pure water...
this famous

for sale.

HOWES & CO.

j Collector’s Notice and Advertisemem of Sale e?
lands ot Non-nesldent Owners.
In paid faxes on lands of non-resident owner'
situated In Hie town oi Waldo, In the I’ounty of
\\ aldo, for the jear l spfi.
HE billowing list n! taxi1" "ti real estate
i resident owners, situated in the o wn <d Wa
e
do, aforesaid, foi the year 1800, < mum tied to
for eolleeti'in for said town on the first da\ >t
is
hcreb\
ami
notice
**•.
l>•
remain
unpaid;
July,
given it said taxes with interest and charges art
not previously paid, so much of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient and neeessars to p.i\ the
due therefor, including interest and
amount
charges, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction at Silver Harvest Hrange Hall, in
said town, on tin first Monday of December. 1*'.*7.
at nine o’clock a. m.
Joseph Ellis. Hounded on the east b> land M
A. J. Simmons, south and west by county road,
north bv Hrooks line, containing 20 acres. amottn*
of tax, §7 70.
James Holmes estate. Bounded on the east by
Swanville line, south by land of <ieorge W alls,
W. I’. Smitlt, north by land ot
west. b\ land of
W Johnson, containing 300 acres; amount ot tax,
§25 61.
Hounded on the east b\ county
John Logan.
road, north by land of (ieorge Wilson, south b> s
E. Packard estate, west by land ot (.ieorge Whitcomb, containing 100 acres amount of ta x, s 15.88.
Adelbert Nickerson. Bounded on the east b\
Henry I’atterson’s estate, north by land o' Frank
French, south by land of Simon Fay son, west by
land of (’. E. I'ayson,containing 200 acres; amount
of tax.§u> 23.
Waldo, Me., Oct. 10, 1807.
L. L. BARLOW,
3w42
Collector of Taxes ot the town of Waldo.
r

in Cartago, and the San
Augustin in Heredia; besides a young lamHI Bits Of Information (' interning Our Utile
dies seminary in San Jose, and another in
M-ier Republic. “Institutions,” Beneficent And
Alajtiela. There is also a Normal school
otherwise.
in the capital, a School of Arts and
...,■ al
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Trades, a conservatory of music, and sev\n Josk del iNTKiiiou. Sept. 11, 1S07.
Costa Rica’s educaschools.

In

Affairs

:

would

,■

this

in

contagious
Yellow

\\u.

hospitals
Arcadian valley,

think that

hardly

needed
ere

—the San Luis

Costa Rica.

diseases are almost

un-

fever seldom climbs to

altitude, (oSGS

feet above the sea) and

oldest inhabitant can remember few
of

isons

epidemic.

been here
.-l

two

But Y'ellow

or

Jack

three times,

the last calarntous

visitation,

and
some

years ago, tbe charitable associtation
v.n as El Junta de Caridad deterrain-

night

eral

tional system, established and fostered by
the government, maintains a free school
in every town, with the dream in view of
a

country in which every citizen shall

at

least know how to read and write.

At

present only about 12 per cent, of the inhabitants are educated to that extent; but
there is bright hope for the future, since
the 280 so-called model schools, supported by the government, report an average

sweet liquors.
Guarapo is the ferjuice of cane; aguardiente the distilled spirit. The latter
contains 22
various

per
cent, of alcohol and sells at
wholesale for
To cents the bottle.
Of course it is much
milder than our whiskies. The
Costa lticaus are very fond of it—and
I have observed that foreigners are not
always insensible to its charms.

as

wholesome.

The five reservoirs are
small, built of cut stone, the walls 10
feet high, four feet thick and
curiously
buttressed at intervals like a mediaeval

<

«

>

■

«•

a

n

dead eat to the offal of the sewers.
Their sight and scent is remarkably keen
mi a

Porrenir.”
The tra /eler in Costa Rica should not
a visit to that unique institution,

Before an ailing animal is
uncanny.
id, the vultures may be seen collecting
:rom all directions,
circling round and

omit

they alight near the expected
icy.
They are sometimes compelled to
wait the repletion of the miserable curs
i the country, and light noisily among
ihemselves over some particularly liltliy
and
orceau:
afterwards, gorged and
'tupilied, they rest upon tlie roofs, occamnally regarding you with sleepy eyes,
if speculating how soon they may count

city,

cn

-and until

ip

on

'•mes

There are other
your carcass.
for the sick and unfortunate

which
•\
*

reflect great credit on San Jose.
mong them are the leper’s hospital, in

building furnished by the
-vernment; the lying-in hospital; the
opium's asylum for girls, amply providcomfortable

d for in the will of Dona Jeronima Fernandez do Montealegre; the hospital for in-

>

curables, especially designed

for the

poor; and the uew idiot asylum.
named institution was endowed

aged

The last

by means
lottery, conducted under government
auspices, and is not only an ornament to
the capital—a handsome building standing in the midst of well-kept grounds—
but fills a long-felt wrant.
of

a

architectural point of view one of
the finest buildings in San Jose is the
Id

au

University of Santo Tomas, founded as
early as 1815. It has the usual professorships for various courses, and all needed
equipments,

and contains

the National

Library—some 6,000 volumes,
and miscellaneous.

There

equally good colleges

are

scientific
two

in little Costa

other

Rica,

the National
on

ly

a

Liquor Factory.

It stands

hill at the eastern border of the
the railway station, and is usual-

near

mistaken

by strangers for a feudal
high-walled, fortress-like
enclosure, covering about three acres,
contains engine-house, stills, and warecastle.

houses,

The

as

well

as

the residences of

superintendent and engineers.
grounds are entered through a high

the
The

arch
ed gateway of carved stone, whose pediment contains a clock. To the left are some

appreciation aud sympathy in her unielentiug crusade against social vice, re-

quested that she be still the association’s
leader in purity work. With this additiou
the report was submitted to the meeting
and unanimously carried.
The credentials, executed handsomely
and framed for the occasion, of the
Icelandic delegate, Miss Johannsdottir,
were presented to Mrs. Carse as keeper of
the archives in Chicago.. Miss Johannsdottir, who is President of the W. C. T. U.
of Iceland, and niece of the Premier of
Iceland, came forward and made a very
pleasing speech in broken English which
was received with much applause.

A discussion on the subject, “How we
may advance the white ribbon cause in all
oiiiees, whence custodians issue to escort I countries,” followed. It was led by Mrs.
1 Louise Rounds, President of the Illinois
all visitors about the premises.
The
W. C. T. U., who spoke very forcibly
head engineer in this factory is a North and
practically. Miss Phelps of Canada
American, formerly of St. Louis; and followed, giving a short resume of the
Mrs. Beauthere are two German engineers and 25 or system in vogue in Canada.
champ, Assistant Secretary of the United
50 native assistants.
The four large stills States W. C. T.
made
a
U.,
stirring
were
manufactured iu Glasgow, on what address which aroused the greatest enthusiasm
as
to
the
best
methods
of the
is known as the “coffee principle.”
work.
Each of the fermentation houses holds
Miss Kirk of Australia gave particulars
four rows of big tanks, each tank with a of her country in this
connection, showing that the work was in a very systethe storage
capacity ot 12,:>U0 bottles,
matic condition.
One of the features of
warehouses show long rows of
banks, the
special mention was the enlistment of
made of teak-wood from India, each tank the
wage-workers, supporting girls in
holding 23,000 quarts. I counted 60 of the work which was found to bring good
them, the total capacity being 1,380,000 results, and was specially commended
by Miss Willard. Mrs. Todd, ex-Presiquarts' The present out-put of this in- dent
of the Dominion W. C. T. U. broachstitution is about a million aud a half,
ed a plan of doing more thorough and
annually;- -yet none of it is exported, and better work by sending Miss Frances E.
Willard, with her right haud worker,
you rarely see drunkenness in Costa Kica.
Miss
Gordon, round the world to
Nor
all, for large quantities of wine propogate
and strengthen work in other
and beer are imported, besides a good countries.
Other speakers were Miss
deal of illicit distilling of aguardiente, or Cummings of Australia, Mrs. Helen Bullock, U. S. A., Mrs. Walling, U. S. A.,
rum made from
sugar-cane. The Governand Dr. Amelia Yeomans, Vice President
ment claims the monopoly of its manu- Dominion
W. C. T. U., and the session
facture, however, and compounds it with was closed by benediction.

i^tliis
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Hosmer, Edmunds Co., South Dakota, Oct. 20, 1807.
Although Dakota has
had rain enough the past season to pro-

Just a
Little Pain.

duce half

a dozen crops the crop is no
than an average for this country. A
few men got 15 or 20 bushels of wheat per

more

High up in the hills back of the liquor acre, but it was due to luck and not
good
factory are the city reservoirs. Water is sense and the majority got no more than
brought to San Jose in an open aqueduct 8 bushels. Since the country has been infrom a river eight miles distant.
It is fested with cactus we have considered
yellow and turbid, but when filtered be- spring plowing best, as it destroys all
comes beautifully
clear, and is regarded weeds. But the past spring it did not

daily attendance of 25,000 pupils—to say
'liat no future epidemic should lind
nothing of more than 100 private schools,
people unprepared and tbe sick with- including several kindergartens conduct- castle. The supply of water
being much
a home.
To this end they built the
ed on the German plan. The amended greater than is needed for private use,
hospital. San Juan de Dios, tbe larg- constitution semewhat ambiguously says: the surplus is devoted to running the
iabiding in San Jose and one of the
‘■Elementary instruction of both sexes is machinery of several factories. Mains
The
notable in Central America.
free, and provided for by the convey the water throughout the city to
obligatory,
■t its em tion was defrayed from a
Its immediate supervision the houses and a hundred fountains. All
government.
m the hands of the Junta and from
the filters and appurtenances of latest
shall be for the municipality; the supreme
:i;ng percentage on wills: and to this
make were brought from the United
Costa
the
executive.
for
Every
inspection
States.
It may be mentioned, en paxsa lit,
the same means maintain it.
The
Rican or foreigner is free to give or re- that the
water-tax in San Jose is sixteen
table association is by no means a
ceive instruction in institutions which are dollars a year! There are a few
hydrants
ne.
It frequently happens that a
in use in ease of tire,—but tbe fire denot maintained at public expense.’’
:i_ Costa Kican leaves a fat legacy to
is
limited
to
one hand engine.
Journalism, that important adjunct to partment
Fannie Brigham Ward.
buita, to be used for sweet charity’s
education, is still attended with
popular
01 ,1 living citizen contributes a few
The Waldo County W. C. T. U.
difficulties in the most progressive of
.isainl to its store in acknowledgment
these revolutionary Republics. At presThe
Resolutions Adopted and Offli ers Elected,
as
iveil favor,—such
the birth of a
ent three newspapers are published in
Toronto, Ont., Oct. gT. The third
the recovery of a loved one from illSan Jose—two dailies, La Republics and and last
day's session of the World’s W.
o:' the successful outcome of some
El Comercio, and one tri-weekly, called C. T. U. convention opened witli the inness venture. The expanses of “.Saint
terest unabated.
Miss Slack presided.
La Gaeeta.
They are all single sheets, At the
of the majority of the dele: t rod's
request
hospital are few, although about
for
10
inches by 12, and sell
gates the complete list of authorized delee its doors were opened,(1n>2), no one
La Gaeeta is the official gates was read, eomprisiug, after several
cents each.
d of shelter, native or foreign, has
a total of god and more.
journal, published at the national print- additions,
Of the names added, that of M:ss Corbeen turned away.
For many years
ing office, and contains the acts of Con- nelia Dow,
daughter of the late Gen. Neal
John Hogan, of Pliiladelpia, gave his
gress, reports of the various ministers, and Dow, was received with enthusiasm, and
noble services.gratuitously as medical
municipal announcements. The two dai- given precedence of all the names prelintcudent. The sick are few indeed lies arc made
sented.
up of long-winded editorials
After the reading of the report of Mrs.
1
s h< Jlew of the hills where the air is
on all manner of topics, ancient and modJ. K, Barney on “Penal, charitable and
and sweet—a happy mean between
news
of
with
a
modicum
telegraphic
ern,
reformatory work,” an hour of devotionn
heat and the rigors of northern
and local gossip, commercial advertise- al work was instituted, conducted by Miss
Greenwood of Brooklyn, who gave an extors.
The great white-painted structments and shipping intelligence from the
position of Bible study of a unique and
on the road that leads to the
cemeports of Limon and Punta Arenas. Speak- practical nature. Miss Mary E. Green of
s is
bO feet long, including two wings
ing of the joys of journalism in this part of Honolulu was then introduced, and related her experiences among the Hawaii
100 feet square.
The left wing is
the world, we may refer to the fate of
Islanders.
than sufficient for the ordinary uses
Senor Don Marchel, editor of Las Brujas,
Miss Green was followed by Commanne
hospital—the right wing being the leading newspaper of San Jose during der Evangeline Booth, one of the daugh>ionallv utilized for a prison for unthe presidency of Bernardo Soto. One day ters of Gen. Booth, who brought the devotional hour to a close.
;cted persons charged with venial
Don Marchel published an article which
The Executive Committee then reportuses.
The few inmates are most in
so offended the ruler of the so-called lieed the following-named newly elected
inatic wards, and nine-tenths of them
officers:
editor
to
come
Honorary President, Mrs. M. C.
public that he sent for the
I suppose the reason is that at
w.mieu.
Not daring to dis- Leavitt, Boston; President, Miss Frances
once to the palace.
E.
Willard, Evanston, 111. : Vice Presi.lie the people of tropical regions are
>bey, the offender hastened to the exe- dent at Large, Lady Henry
Somerset,
t iong lived, as a rule, and seldom lingcutive mansion, where he was ushered England; Secretary, Miss Agnes E. Slack,
witli chronic diseases, as at the North,
into Soto’s private apartment. At sight England; Assistant Secretary, Miss Anna
passions of love, hate, grief and jeal- of Marchel, the President leaped to his Gordon, Evanston, 111.; Tieasurer, Mrs.
,sy, intensified
by proximity to the feet in ungovernable fury, seized a loaded Mary M. Sanderson, Danville, Quebec.
ruing sun, unsettle the mind more pistol that happened to lie near and shot
The afternoon’s session proved the
.idily—especially among the weaker sex. full into the face 01 Unsurprised and un- most crowded qf auy of the whole convention.
The meeting was opened with
sa signilicaut circumstance in all equaarmed man, missing him by the merest
prayer, and the minutes of the whole con:i:tl regions that the prisons contain c banco.
Naturally, at this alarming junc- vention were read by Miss Slack. Mis.
n women than men; the latter mostly
Matilda B. Curse read a report on the deture Senor Marchel stood not upon the
arcerated for theft druukeness and order of
of World’s Archives, and a pagoing, but took to his heels partment
on the Tress by Miss Reed was
.m>r crimes, the former for the murder
rend,
with expedition.
Half an hour later, per
showing that about (),5SS, or one-third of
>ver, husband, or female rival- the while in his own house making hasty pre- the
newspapers, published W. C. T. U.
••ving cause being jealousy and the agent parations to leave the country, lie was ar- matter, 3,:500 giving space for a W. C. T.
U. column.
son, or tlie small stiletto which every rested by officers of the Government and
Mrs. Kirk, Secretary of Australia's \V.
man of the. middle and lower classes
taken to prison; where, that very night,
(’. T. U., read the report of the Commita:
stack in her hair or her waist-baud.
the
President’s
100
lashes
were
tee on Resolutions.
order,
by
•lily male lunatic just now in San Juan well laid on his bare back. As Soto was
Among them was the following on the
spual lias been there many years. aware, this was the worst punishment subject of social purity:
Whereas, the regulation of vice has beis an amusing case, though a hopeless that could
possibly be devised; because, come ail aggressive
question in the W. (J. T.
ids mild vagary consisting in a be- aside from physical pain,
T.
and the discussion *>1 it as represented in
any haughty
that a multitude of n>jiilvU-s (turkey scion of Old Castile would rather die a the contagious diseases act has assumed a
character which we cannot ignore;
zards) are after him, and all he wants hundred deaths than suiter such humiliaResolved, that while we do not forget that
even The most consecrated anil true
which to disperse them and secure tion.
Nor was this all.
may
honestly differ in relation to vital matters,
met
Next morning, weak and bleeding as he and while we would abstain from
happiness, is a hat. Needless
anything
-av that
hundreds of hats, of every was, Marchel, handcuffed like a galley- that would savor of criticism or judgment of
the world’s W. ('. T. U.,
motives,
yet
we,
age and condition, have been pre- slave, was marched off with several other must earnestly protest against
anything that
;t«*d b- him: but be tear up every political offenders and a few common would even seem to commit our great orthe instant he lays hand on it criminals to Punta Arenas, where he was ganization to any effort at regulation or
license as applied to any and all forms of sin,
iamors for more.
The imaginary forced to board an outward-bound steam- and we most unequivocally declare our abhorrence of any compromise whatever with
k< \ buzzards keep him perpetually er, aud forbidden to return.
Without
anything which is wrong in principle or sinisv.
Night and day they never cease trial by law, or opportunity to defend ful in practice. We utter this, our convicand protest, and our determination
.: suing each othei
through his disordered himself, he was sentenced to perpetual tion
never to surrender the principles for which
i:
while he hoots and howls and
his
confiscated
and
his
we
have
exile,
property
always stood as a body, and this we
do in the name of God and home and every
at them, and pelts them with bits
family left to the charity of friends.
laud."
plastei, rushing round and round the
Perhaps the most popular “Institution
Besolutious were also adopted con‘in and
dispersing them iu desperate of San Jose is the International Club, gratulating Her Majesty, Queen
Victoria,
lion.
The wonder is that more peo- which numbers
among its members every on her resplendent reign, regretting the
are not mad on the subject of
zopi- gentleman in the city. It occupies a persistency of the United States Senate in
to ratify the Anglo-American ar-'
Here, as everywhere else in {Spanish spacious, one-story, white-painted build- refusing
bitration treaty; declaring for church corhn. the carrion birds are protected
contains
and
reception, reading, operation against lynching, and for equal
ing
law from human assault, the penalty
billiard, card and bar-rooms. In the suffrage.
With reference to labor questions the
injuring one being greater than that court is a fountain, surrounded by beauticommittee favored the eighi-hour law for
house-breaking or horse-stealing. ful dowers. The reading room is rich iu
wage-workers aud opposition was express> ire the scavengers provided by naperiodicals—Spanish, English, German ed to strikes. Evangelistic training schools
and the hotter and therefore the and
r.
French; the library, of 5,000 volumes, were commended, and recognition and
requested,and confidence was expressler the region, the more vultures has is in all
languages, German classics and help
ed in the official orgau of the Union.
Arse Mother Nature provided.
At the
of
works
travel
English
predominating. menia was refered to and the massacres
•*t peep of dawn you see them perched
Another club, “El Commercio,” stands were deeply deplored. Lynching and drink
t 1 ie house-tops, the church
steeples, the next in importance, with upwards of v()0 on ships and railways and gambling were
of other resolutions, the whole preinetery walls and every other available members. The San Jose Philharmonic topics
the feeling of the association as
senting
•sting place generally with bedraggled Society has also many members, including reported by the committee in the live
ngs outstretched to dry.
During the several professors and all the musical matters of the day.
Dr. Mary Wood Allen, Superintendent
There are also several
iy they tumble awkwardly about the talent of the city.
of the Social Purity Department, offered
•rets in search of garbage of every sort,
scieutitic societies of law and medicine; a resolution
that, after regretting the ab
mi all is grist that comes to their mill, and a literary association known as “El senee of Mrs. J. E.
Butler, expressing
a

Letter from South Dakota.

meoted

rain from

the time snow

June, consequently grain

melted

sown

on

The first touch of Rheumatism is a
fair warning of much torture to follow.
The little pains which dart through the

body

not so severe at first,
possibly a
pang, and cause little inconvenience, but if the warning is unheeded,
they will multiply rapidly and increase
in severity until they become almost

spring

dried out and did not sprout until
the June rains, while that drilled in stubble
came up at once and made a fair crop.
We had some
to

unbearable.

Rheumatism as a rule is much severer
in winter, though many are so afflicted
with it that they are crippled all the
Those who felt its first
year round.
touch last year, may be sure that with
the first season oi cold or disagreeable
weather, the mild pain of last year will
return as a severe one, and become more
and more intense until the disease has
them completely iu its grasp.
Being a disease of the blood of the
most obstinate type, Rheumatism can
be cured only by a real blood remedy.
No liniments or ointments can possibly
reach the disease.
Swift’s Specific
(S. -S. S.) is the only cure for Rheumatism, because it is the only blood remedy
that goes down to the very bottom of all
obstinate blood troubles, and cures cases
which other remedies cannot reach.

quite hot days, but not

injure

Most of the late
crops.
harvested green, as it did not
seem to ripen on account of so much wet

grain

was

weather.
Competition has placed the
price of threshing so low that machines
have not been able to make expenses for
the past few years, and so many have gone
to other localities that some grain must
be left unthreshed if
winter.

have

we

have threshed

They

per bushel out of the
year charge 7 cents.
cents

me nesertecl

Homes

striking

present

it

thickly

settled

or

early

an

low

as

stack,

as

5

but this

Dickey county

contrast to the

portions of

are

mere

until

plowing

enough

Glenwood

CLENWOOD

more

McPherson

county, South Dakota. Dickey Co., North

Dakota, w as settled by speculators, while
a large part of McPherson
county was settled by Russians, who came here to make
themselves homes. They get no better
crops than the people of Dickey county,
but they build their own houses from sod
mud.

or

The

brick and

wall,

mud is

dried,

either made into

placed

or

at

thoroughly

in

once

about 2 feet thick aud 2 feet

and when

Parlor Stoves \ Ranges
are highest grade, none are ever exchanged for scmeth;ng better, for ihey are the best
We can now show you a large and varied stock of the
famous Glenwood goods.

a

high,

dried another 2 feet

is added.

The mud is preferable, as mice
do not trouble it, while a sod house is infested with mice.
They whitewash the
alls inside and

w

paint

the doors and win-

quite attractive. The contents of the
barnyard is mixed with straw and water
and made into bricks which are piled up
and plastered over for the winter’s fuel.
They also have large furnaces for straw.
Thus the hardy industrious pioneer settler has found a free soil and produced
nearly everything he needs at home. His
only expenses are for tea, coffee and
Stock is largely depended upon
sugar.
As the settler acquires
instead of grain.
wealth, the sod and mud house is abandoned, and
ever

of the finest farm houses

some

he found in these Rus-

to

saw are

settlements.
They are eager for
knowledge, hut their progress has been
greatly retarded by the employment of
teachers who knew nothing of German,
f’upils often learn to read a book through
without knowing the meaning of the
sian

But wherever the Russians

words.
ihe

majority they

are

in

careful to elect offi-

are

who will look after their interests.

cers

Eureka is the terminus of

a

railroad and

lively town, with 23 grain buyers and
15 saloons, and with lumber yards, banks,
and everything that goes to make up a

is

OIL HEATING STOVES

frames and thus make their homes

dow

I

,

a

just

store and post office, and ilosmer,
across the line in Edmunds county,
a

has about the

Lutheran churches

same.

and

|1
;

scattered over the country.
Without
regard to nationality the people are agreed

arc

that it is not safe to hire both

capital

cure
Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula, Contagious Blood
Poison, Cancer, Eczema, or any other
blood disease, no matter how obstinate.

Books mailed free.

Address the Swift

Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

and

Leola,
some

we

nothing except

miles

west

the Cotean hills.

entering

the hills

occasional

an

After the

path,

I

goods and

M. L.

pries that will suit.

at

MITCHELL,

115 Higli Street,

COLLECTOR’S
(Jn;ald taxes

on

lands of non-resident

for the year

owners

NOTICE.

situated in the town of Monroe. In the

ountj of Waldo,

ISidi.

stare .it non-resident owners in Tie tow
ol taxes on real
<>t \ 1 •..
t8t»0. committed to me for collection ol said town on the 8th day
1
Ini; r.-n
i.
i■ 11.aid
notice is hereby given that if said taxes, intere t and charges are not
ml
real estate taxed as is sullicient to pay the amount due therefor, including 'Vciw
Ivet ndn
be sold at public auction at town house in said town, on the first Monday
o'clock a. M.:

rpiIE following list

.•

■

>.

!>■:

.;

I

>•'. Ml

Mi. "I

•;

Lot.

Acres.

•17-is
:u\

15
47
1-2

c"

21
10

mat.

lil'.lM
Tax.
>

s1,1
r-.io
,r> t
.22
1

25

.-!<»

...Core.

Frank ....Land

For

we see

bunch of

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE.
In paid taxes on lands situated In the town of Searsport, in the County of Waldo, for ihe star iM.ti.
following list of taxes 01 real estate of non resident owners in the t u n >; s«*ar>p..r
,1 m.-. iso.
year 181)8, committed to me lor nolle, ti.-n tor said town, on the fourth day
unpaid, and notice is hereby .uiven that if said tuxes mi-rest and charges ait* no: p-v. i..i;m\ i:...

TILE

much of the real estate taxed as is sullh-ieid to pay the amount due therefor, in.*
it
imh'.m
charges, "ill he sold at public auction tit the town house in >anl town, (the s.ono I.ciii: r!:>• pi.
the last preceding annual town meeting of said town "as held <*n tin* lii-t .M.> i..
..i !».
181>7, at 1) o’clock a. m.
Names of
N
l..\
Description cd
Heal Estate.
Owners.
Acres.
Value. H«*
Everett Tower’s lot. west side <>t turnpiUt
Cunningham, Frank..
on Hatie brook.
»
i..
Dwelley, James M.Eevensaler bit.part of tin*.» <1 Dwt
.. plant
Stairs, Mrs. Win. A.Lot of land on east of turnpike. .1 p u
Daniel Blake place.
n*.n<
Lampher. Win., heirs.
Searsport, October 18. 181)7.—3w42
.•

with

only

can

I

....

■

their

'*

h. KNEELANI), Collector of Taxes for the

the train pass
every day, and as 1 go home at night 1 can
see both the towns of Hosmer and Hills-

town

of

Searsport, io» the

so

car

see

Maine Central R. R.

WINTER RATES

Geo. M, G'oi.e.

view.

Speaker Reed

on

fairly,

while ideals

TIM E-TA BLE.

Critics.

What a line aerial creature is the man
who shingles into the fog! Him no attraction of gravitation pulls to earth and if it
Neverdid lie would only fall on roses.
theless it may be that those who coniine
themselves to actual roofs shelter more
human beings from the heat of the sun,
the fall of tlie snow and the drippings of
the clouds, than those who do nothing and
say much. While, however, we may properly protest against wholesale belief in
the harvesting powers of those who return
bringing no sheaves with them, it would
be unwisdom not to admit their very great
A horse kicking across tin.
usefulness.
team, to put the question in its worst form,
may not pull a pound, but lie may excite
tlie other horses to pull the team out of
flic slough, even if they refuse to do it any
To put it, however,
way but their own.
mure

stock of

C
Staples, Charles E.Land, 2 lots.
3w43
JEREMIAH BOWEN, Collector of Mouroe.

clothing. The clothing of two men caught
fire and it is said they will be cripples for
life, if they recover. 1 am located for the
winter where

Fine

more

escaping

some

large

BANQUET, RECEPTION, PARLOR, HALL and STAND LAMPS.

Moore,

of

devastated hundred of square miles and
destroyed something for every settler in
its

and

......

precipitous and |
stoney hills are passed settlers are found,
and the valleys are large and fertile. Just
north of Leola we crossed the path of a
prairie lire which was driven eastward by
wind the Saturday before.
a fierce
It

cattle.

new

—

to

come

miles after

few

A

Name.
Description.
Kanjit*.
Croxtord, Isaiali..Land, E. L liartlett piece, land
ami buildings.
C
F
.Homestead, laud and buildini:*'.
Curtis, Mary Ann
C
K.
Will.C.
Robertson's
place.
Cunningham,
F
..Land..
Downes, Noah, estate
..ID,non
Hanson, Edgar....Land
C
Leonard, K 1*. .Land, Smith & brown lot....
Marden, Charles.Land...lo.ono

county—a slightly undulating prairie—
a

—

,\

labor for the purpose of producing stock.
The county passed through from Eilendale to Leola is very similar to Dickey

getting

LAMPS.

fails to

never

labor for the purpose of producing grain.
But it is safe to hire either capital or

hut after

give a nice, clean heat in many places where it is
not convenient to use coal or wood stoves.
WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES.

Vegetable

Ilillsview lias two eleva-

western town.

tors,

Capt. O. E. Hughes, the popular rail- !
road man of Columbia, S. C., says:
“At first I paid very little attention to
the little pains, but they became so
much sharper and more frequent that
before long I was almost disabled. The
disease attacked my muscles, which
would swell to many times their natural
size, and give me the most intense pain.
“I was ready to doubt that Rheumatism could be cured, when I was advised
to try S. S. S. This remedy seemed to
get right at the cause of the disease, and
soon cured me
completely. I believe
that S. S. S. is the only cure for Rheumatism, for I have had no return of the
: ^disease for eight
years.”
The mercurial and potash remedies,
Which the doctors always prescribe for
Rheumatism, only aggravate the trouble,
and cause a stiffness in the joints and
aching of the bones which add so much to
the distresscf the disease, besides seriously affecting the digestive organs. S.S.S.
(Swift’s Specific) is the only cure for
Rheumatism because it is absolutely free
f
—ercury or other minerals.
>lood remedy guaranteed

are

seldom reach-

idols a"e a part of the forces of the
world and work as all the others forces do
to make the world better and more inIll other words, discontent
habitable.
aud complaint do really lill a great part in
the history of progress, and even the
vaguest unrest lias its uses. [Hou. Thomas
li. Reed in The Illustrated American.

ed,

serious illness, like typhoid fever,
pneumonia, or the grip, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has wonderful strength-giving power.
After

On and after Oct. 4, 1897t trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains lor
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

A

Masonic

Temple, Belfast, Me.

Easy

Operate

asy to

•Largest Stock ok
FURS
MAINE.

TINT

---

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

30
10
53
00

1
tl
1
1
i
1

10
35
40

1* M

4 r»
52
15
45
lo
32
00
25

of,
lo
20
an
4a
50
1 5S
2 15
a 25

3
3
4
4
5
5

2 47

7 05

5 45
0 25

1 40
5 57

1)08

Waterville

(>
t>

v M

Portland.

AM

12 23

«*#>,{w.d:422
TO BELFAST.

1* M

7 00

Boston,
A M

FUR

7 00

11 00

Waterville.

0 55

7 00
7 15

Old

M

A M

A M
8 50
0 08

1 20

A M

....

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

REPAIRIHG

A

1)00
8 30
1* M

Portland.

..

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.

10 25
11 00
11 15
11 2o
11 57
12 15
12 25
12 45

0 17
tO 23
0 3.8
0 40
no oo
10 05

4 30
1 15
v M

r>
r,
5
5
5

or,
22
32
35)
52

0 03

IC> 13
(5 20

tr iag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by L M. Gkorok,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Boothhv, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 24, 1897.

manner.

Style Capes

$■> ',*,5.

Commencing flonday, Oct. is, 1NO 7

umi
Karo between Bedast a ml Boston redmv
SB.OO to
late between Searsport ami 1 *«■ ^t• u
ed
from s'i l'» to >1’ Be ami a pnj oitmeare reduction made ii r lie pi ire id t livoiiub i.• k«*t» bet wyen
Bosti n and a", ’andii g> on 1 ** nobsrot river.
aiThe priee ol rooms, ai■eonm-"dat ing t w pc
1 .'<» <
eaeli, will be reduced h um s'J.'1" am!
$1 .f>o .mil S .in each.
Steamers IVnobseot and < >t\ .d Ban^*-r will
leave Bel last, alternately for Bust on. via < at mini
and dockland. Mondays. AVrdnesdavs, Thursdays
and Saturdays at a I •« uh 2.B0 n. m.
Fm Bangor, x ia way-landings. Tui sdax-. I ldirs
days. Fridays and Saturdays at about s.oo a. m
or upon arrival oi steamei lo.in Boston.
<

<

**

HKTI liMM. TO RKLFAST.
From Boston, via way-landings, M unlay
hies
davs. Thursdays and Fridays at .” oo n. m.
f'rom Bangor, via way-landings, Mondays. W ednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11 00 x m.
AMI.LIAM 1!. HILL, (Jen’l Manager, Boston,
( HAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent Belfast.

iBBKRlOOir

MADB INTO

A FULL LINE OF

Hood’s
with

7
7
7
8
Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive. 8
11
Bangor..

r m

M

Bangor

Goods sent

Mass.

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

STYLISH

Proprietors, Lowell.
The only pills to take

It OS TO.\

Fiu'c'k

A M

Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
size tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man

said:
You never know you.
have taken a pill till it is all
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,

TO

in

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoint. 17 20

possible

Take

II< <lno( ion

BELFAST
FROM

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION done in the best

to

CIr«'si(

GEO. F.

COLLARETTES.
mall

on

approval and orders by

promptly attended
PRICKS LOW.

to.
3m33

LYFORD & WOODWARD,
FURRIERS,
BANGOR,

MAINE

EAMES, M.D,D.D.S,

The Nose and Throat.
No. J249

Newbury Street,

(Near Corner

of

Fairfield

Hours 12 to 2.

Other hours

appointment only.
October, 1896.-1 y45

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,

St.)
MASS.

BOSTON.

Hot

by

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1897.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

j B,1&iness°Manager.

A.RILSBURY,

C HA HI ES

“International bimetalism is
say

fraud,”

a

But there is

Augusta Age.

the

s

uo

paper, the New York Tribune. Clearly
the worst fate that could befall Greater
New York was the triumph of Tammany,

Tammany

was

as-

sured.
The real Mayor of Greater Xew- York is
“Boss” Broker, a man of doubtful ante-

Editorial

Notes.

cedents and unsavory record.
The

sliriekers are

calamity

seeking

cover

are entertained for the safety
again. Wheat has made another advance.
brig Henry B. Cleaves,” says a
despatch. This is doubtful EngThe Mexicans missed the greatest opporThe brig has been heard from.
tune, of their lives when William Jennings

“Doubts
of tlie
press
lish.

Another sportsman has been shot—misa deer—and foot ball casualties

didn’t visit them.

taken for

has not been

fatal

a

accident for

bicycle

least a week.

at

It is

Bucksport party on
trip down the bay “shot 24 ducks

reported that

recent

a

But there

coming in thick and fast.

are

a

We

and live bushels of clams.”
der the

are un-

that there is

impression

law

a

be.

to

Oct.

boy—born

a

Queen Victoria cabled
on

vicinity of large man“kicking,” against the
Dingley law.
in

not

are

the effect of the

The proportion of those who fail to see
returning prosperity is estimated now

at

something

less than one-fourth of one

per cent.

congratulations.

with

overwhelmned
itations

living

Those

the

28th—and exPicsident and Mrs. Cleveland have been
is

It

of

waves

ufactories

there

If not,

against shooting clams.

ought

Republican prosperity
continue to wash away the planks from
the silvercratic Chicago platform.
The

as

follows: “Felic-

only *153,000,000

With

of silver coined

day of your happiness, by the United States mints
bring you joy. Victo- silverites cannot make out

this the

and may your heir

last year the
a

strong

ease

about “discrimination” against silver.

ria."
'1 lie ( aiais Times is very sour on the
new u-li commissioner, lion. L. T. Carled says “he is now measured up as
mpetent, tactless blowhead.” We

ton.
..him.,

m
rceognize the description this way.
Commissioner Carleton must have unin-

Wheat has gone up again,but the calamityites have some consolation left in the
fact that the New

England mackerel catch
00,000 barrels short of that of a year ago.

is

.!.

t<

iit

pet

ionally stepped

the Times man’s

on

on.

>

i'ue Grangers of Waldo county will read
interest and, we trust, with profit,

Wheat, Silver, and Bryan! Last year
they all stood together, but they have
since parted company, though Bryan has
been trying to keep pace with silver in
its downward

course.

with

letter from A Patn

tinnil.

,n

ami

outndied

tm it

t

by

Perhaps

farmers.

if

had beer, exercised in admis-

an-

there would be less

membership

to

-n

in another col-

The Grange is a farmers organiza1 n should be composed of farmers

11oi

a."

n

complaii' of the control passing

<

alien hands.

to

regard to the Battle Ilymn sung
tin- Maine Musical Festival, of which
ltentioii has been made in these columns,
With

at

we

informed that

ate

the sheet music

(Oliver Ditson Co.) bears the credit of
K.

by

“Translation

(Mr. Chap-

L. C.”

man's wife.) The music was composed
by Mr. Chapman. The compiler of the
Souvenir

Program

seems to

have been the

fault.

one at

Henry George, the candidate of

tion

admit

now

President

the

that

that of

was

of the

course

wisdom and

di-

plomacy in dealing with this delicate question.
The export trade of September was the
heaviest of any month in the year, and
was

work. and has called forth universal tributes to bis sincerity of purpose and his
The funeral took place
worth as a man.
and tens of thousands viewed the

amounted to
years,
of over -I'l per cent,

September

of

a

*104,091,705, again
that

over

of

the

year ago.

1t is understood that McLean paid Byran
for liis silver speeches in Ohio in gold coin
of “standard
was

weight

and fineness.” This
McLean’s principles,
who

against

pays in silver and demands gold, but
Bryan was firm and he had the upper hand.
It must have caused Mr. Bryan
in his side when he went
and noticed

a

through

stitch
Ohio

all sides signs of prosperity
where last year he found the conditions
reversed, and where he predicted that
on

without free coinage of silver
ment was possible.

no

improve-

it

lay in state. The obsequies
But little credit will redound to the
impressive. Henry George, Democratic editors who are attempting to
Jr., was promptly nominated to fill his
decry President McKinley’s action in the
father's place, and with scarcely an inappointment of a special reciprocity comterruption the campaign went on.
missioner. In view of the Democratic remost

were

We reprint from the Portland Sunday
Times—-with the accompanying portrait,
for which we

are

indebted to the courtesy
account of

journal—an interesting

.>f that

the ( :ii:iornia experiences of a well known
oin/'-n <•! Waldo county, Jlon. Crosby
The account of Mr.
3-Yv.iri «,f Unity.
y-win's second trip to California, overland. i .specially interesting to the writer,
who made the

buffalo and

'.ater, when

years

trip, in part,

same

still

plentiful, although
temporarily, peaceful.

were

were,

a

few

Indians

they

taking

life

have

a

lu other

wider

range,

reputation, and affecting all

or

the relations of life.

seem

If the newspapers

should,

Bradstreet’s statement of business
continued

con-

healthy gain

greater than those of a year ago. The
business failures were also nearly a third
less and the North American exports of
wheat were 25 per cent, more than a year
ago.

Bryan “explains” very satisfachimself, why silver has fallen a
its value since he was roaming the

to

fifth of

country last year, while

at the same time
wheat has advanced 50 per cent, in value,
but now and then he runs up against a

farmer who can’t

social

his

logic.

farmers can’t

According

to the

Popocratic arguments

of last year a vote for McKinley meant to
the farmer wheat at twenty-five cents a

bushel,

but one for Bryan meant a dollar
bushel for wheat and then every dollar
wTas to be worth two
dollars, so that the

a

dent.

a

through
some

be convinced.

in

week there would be

see

It is remarkable how

farmers

single

a

throughout the country. The bank clearings of last week were nearly 25 per cent,

without investigation, publish a
tithe of the unfounded rumors set afloat
a

tlieir best policy
to be to turn to other fields.

ditions shows

Mr.

to disasters at sea.

only

communities

reciprociety,

on

would

torily,

The city of Gloucester is fortunate if
the unfounded rumors circulated there
relate

cord

the latter

If there- is one thing above another
which is contemptible, especially in a seafaring community, it is the circulation of
rumors of disasters, which have no foundation. and which only result in causing
needless anxiety to those having friends
upon the vessels concerning which the
lumors are set afloat.
[Cape Ann Advertiser.

with

revolution.

be

eight times as well off
Bryan as with McKinley for PresiAll right as a theory.
were

to

Adams,

editor

Argus, takes from Maine
sturdy and prominent figure.

of the Portland

journalism

a

No man in all the State
to his co-workers, and

was

better known

none

was

held in

higher regard and esteem. He was a
ly man, a kindly man, and an able

man-

man,
and his friends and admirers were not confined to the party he served so conscien-

tiously

and

so

disinterestedly.

ury officials considerable annoyance. This
is a novel sensation for the Treasury em-

ployees

whose experience in that Departincoming of Cleve-

ment dates from the
landism.

A charter

thought that the mails and wires
kept hot and humming with reto why Japan ought not to have

It was

he rarely failed to be present at its sessions and its excursions, ever manifested

would be

ports

an active
affairs, and opened the doors of his hospitable home in

aaopiea
the trip of

in its

Mr.

as

me
a

For many years he had been an active
worker in the First Parish Unitarian church
and had long occupied an important position in its corps of officials.
In the fraternity oi uaa *enowsmp ue was
one of the oldest Odd Fellows in the State
in years of membership and had been accorded the highest office in the State organization of the Lodge as well as Grand Patriarch of the Encampment. He was a member of Siloam Lodge and Buckingham Encampment, both of Boston, and of Fidelity
The local orRebekali Lodge of this town.
ganizations all attended the funeral services
and the burial rites were performed at the
grave. Representatives from the Boston organizations and from the State Grand Lodge
were in attendance.
His first wife died many years ago, but he
married soon after comiug to Framingham
Miss Lucy Homer, who now survives.
Of the deceased it can most truly be said
that he had a broad and comprehensive
mind, a kind heart, generous public spirit,
genial disposition, and many other virtues
that go to make up an exemplary citizen.
It was a representative and a large gathering of people that assembled in the Unitarian church yesterday afternoon to honor the
memory of the deceased. The services were
conducted by Rev. E. C. Smith, the pastor,
and Rev. Charles A. Humphreys of Randolph, who for 18 years was Mr. Porter’s
clergyman. They both offered tributes to
his useful life. The Apollo quartette of Boston sang three times.
The space about the casket and around
the altar was literally filled with one of the
finest displays of lioral pieces seen in Framingham for a long time. These embraced
contributions from the various Odd Fellows’
lodges, Sons and Daughters of Maine, Nurses
from the Training School and other organiz itions, as well as private remembrances.
There were seated in the body of the
church, all of the officers of the Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows, Judge A. O. Maiden
of Stoughton, Framingham L nlge, I. O.O.
F delegates from Siloam lodge and Buck
ingham Encampment of Boston, the Fram

lows bodies with which Mr. Porter had been
connected.
Messrs. Enos H. Tucker, William E. Ford
and William Marble were present as past
masters of the Grand Lodge.
The quartette tendered “Lead Kindly
Light,” “Passing out of the Shadow,” and
“We’ll Meet Again, ’Twill uot be Long.”
At the grave in Edgell Grove cemetery
the beautiful and impressive burial rites of
the order were performed by Siloam Lodge,
No. 2 of Boston. [The Framingham, Mass.,
Gazette.

hearts of many go
out to them in tenderest sympathy in their
was

held, and the

deep affliction.
The
been

municipal contest in New York has
The stakes were
most exciting.

large. The success of Tammany meant
the distribution of enormous patronage
and the absorbtion

by

the leaders of mil-

public money. Democrats
Republicans have alike been divided.

lions of the
and

The press of New York city, almost without exception, cut loose from party allegiance. The Democratic New Y^ork Sun
declared itself

unequivocally

for the Re-

publican candidate. The New Y ork Herald, after sitting awhile on the fence, advocated the election of Low, the citizens’
candidate.

Mr.

support of that

Low has also had the
ever

staunch

Republican

It costs the

and the dealer
consumer less, as ho

proprietor

More but it costs the
gets more doses for Ins money.
More curative power is secured by its peculiar
combination, proportion and process,
which makes it peculiar to itself.
More people are employed and more space occupied in its Laboratory than any other.
More wonderful cures effected and more testimonials received than by any other.
More sales and more increase year by year
are reported by druggists.
Moro people are taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
today than any other, and more are
taking it today than ever before.
More and still more reasons might be
given why you should take

Hoods
Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier.
j,

$1; six for $5.

cure all Liver Ills and
Sick Headache. 25cents.

rs-ii

IlOOCl S FillS

always at his home on the Camp
Ground at Temple Heights when the meetings were in session. Beautiful floral tributes were furnished by
Mrs. J. F. Noyes
and Mrs. Georgie Rolerson Dickey of Belfast, Mrs. Clarence Smith, Waldo, Mrs. «T.
H. Coney, Augusta. The funeral services
were held at his residence Friday, Oct. 29,
was

o’clock, Mrs. M. J. Wentworth officiating. The bereaved family have the sympathy of a large circle of friends as the many
present on the occasion will testify. The
following lines were read at the services by
at 12

Wentworth:
So thick the graves within the churchyard

Mrs.

growing,

Oh lonely heart.
So oft the bitter tears
When they depart.

our

eyes o’ertlowing

We k’ss the pallid lips that do not answer
Our sad good-by.
The journey hence, alas, we may not follow
With mortal eye.
Heartsick

we

turn

us

from the mocking

silence,

The starless gloom,
Back to

our

pathway, lonely,and

so

Bereft of bloom.

suddenly

so

torn

and

bleeding?
But this sweet thought—
The mortal
eye or ear sense

not

their

presence

result ot

gold standard,
certain trio of American silver
as a

heard from these patriots.
After meals you should have simply a
feeling of comfort and satisfaction. You
should not feel any special indications that
digest ion is going on. If you do, you have
i ^digestion, which means not digestion.
This may be the beginning of so many dangerous diseases that it is best to take it in
hand at once and treat it with Shaker Digestive Cordial. For you know that indigestion makes poison, which causes pain and
sickness. And that Shaker Digestive Cordial helps digestion and cures indigestion.
Shaker Digestive Cordial does this by pro-

viding the digestive materials in which the
sick stomach is wanting. It also tones up
and strengthens the digestive organs and
makes them perfectly healthy. This is the
rationale of its method of cure, as the doctors would say. Sold by druggists, price 10
cents to $1.00 per bottle.

sehoolhouse

Warren E. Pitcher went to Boston Oct.
30th for employment.

Great

Rev. G. E. Tufts again tilled the pulpit at
the Baptist church last Sunday.
Mrs.

Goes

a

visit in

bravely

on.

Pumpkin Show

Who ever saw such big

pumpkins

before?

We shall award the LIVE DOLLARS SATURDAY, NOV. 13.
Trot in your big ones and get the five dollars.

Osgood Woodbury returned home

Oct. 29th from

STILL

^ND

wa:

Boston.

Mrs. Grace C. Fuller of East Boston is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Mitchell.

giving the people the best trades they
Clothing and furnishings, that is

are

WE

Mrs. Flora Brohan went to Boston last
Saturday for an extended visit to friends in
that city and vicinity.

ever saw in

the

reason we are on

top in

line.

our

•

•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Forest Currier of Camden
a part of Saturday and Sunday as the

spent

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

guests of Mrs. Rose Patterson.
Miss

Helen Cummings of Cambridge,
Mass., and Miss Minnie Dodge of Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cumare the guests of

Men's Fine Suits

mings.

And Overcoats

Mr. W. E. Patterson will go to Boston on
to accept a situation that
has been tendered him by a large dye concern of that city.

Saturday’s boat

Sell. Helen, Capt. Alonzo Batchelder,
came into the Cove last Wednesday from
Bangor, loaded with lumber for New York.
She sailed Friday.

MADE FROri
jEST

|

in the morning
and get the BEST ONES.

gJ^Come early
ALSO SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

good price.
Miss Beulah Rhodes, who has been confined to her room by a severe sore throat, is
slowly recovering, which is a great relief to
her parents, who were fearful that it was to
be a malignant case of diphtheria.

on

*

Suits of unusually good quality.
Mothers, bring voui boys to us and
SAVE MONKY. Those suits are those usually sold at $3.50 to $5.00.
No gold watches with these, only more for your money than y<m ever
saw before.
Our price is

of cottage lots, and also a similar
the opposite side. The street ex-

row

row

*

*

*

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING, 41015 years

Oscar Hills is building a road across H.
H. Andrews' land, parallel with the south
line and far enough therefrom to leave a

good

$9.75.

L

fjaTERlAU

The auction sale of the farming tools and
implements of the late S. S. Lane last Saturday was a great success. Bids were lively and everything sold brought a fairly

From a big manufacturer to cleau
them up.
Suits and Overcoats
worth $12.00 to $15.00, while
this lot lasts the price will be.

«Np 1

TITTIES
The

HARRY W, CLARK,

tends west from George street just south of
“the hollow.”
Mr. Andrews is building it
at his own expense to sell his lots.

Clothier and

Henry Dunbar of Belfast is making noticeaide improvements at his farm near Brown’s
Corner.
He recently built a barn .‘50x40
feet, with 10-foot posts and 7 1-2-foot basement.
The barn floor is 12 feet wide, with a

83 iViain St.,

Tailor,

BELFAST.

14-foot mow on each side. He has cleared
field of 5 acres, which is laid down to
grass ; is clearing another of 2 1-2 acres, and
will soon begin on another uf 2 acres.

Our frieuds die not.
us,

Nor their sweet song.
Our blinded eyes the curtains that divide

SAVE. MONEY

The reservoir of the Northport Water Co.
only be a source of great benefit to
the Methodist campground, for which it is
intended, hut to the imhabitants of that
section of East Northport known as Brown’s
Corner. Every house there could he easily
supplied with water from the reservoir, as it
has an elevation of something like 180 feet
above high water of the bay, which would
produce all the pressure required. Perhaps
some time the company may conclude to
lay a main pipe for the convenience of those
who desire to tap it for domestic use. No
doubt it would prove a very profitable venture for the company, and a great convenwill not

We may not heed the forms that walk beside,
us

long—

Not long the journey hence, the lull uprising
He knoweth best;
He knows how soon the heart and feet
aweary

Must need find rest
Myra Wentworth Emerson.
The funeral of

Corner

one

Oh what shall heal the heart

But not for

Brown’s

late Representative
Win. L. Littlefield, was held at his home,
No. 12 Church street, Thursday, Oct. 28th.
Rev. J. M. Leighton conducted the services,
our

I5Y

lil'YINO...

Watches. Clocks,
Silver'amu Plated Ware
or

National

Bank^BuHtlingf

J ^ Q G K E & SON.

ience.

Our neighbor, Mrs. B., hearing a great
largely attended by our towns rumpus among the hens rushed across the
The officiating clergyman was a road to
Thomas C. Porter was the son of Zaccheus people.
investigate, and was greatly surand Rachel Porter of this city. His father neighbor, and a personal friend, of the de- prised to find a magnificent black fox havwas one of the early settlers of Belfast, and
ceased, and spoke feelingly of his many ing a tussle with a very large rooster. She
L A. KNOWLTON, President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
entered upon the practice of law here in 1813 good qualities, his staunch friendships, his
clapped her hands, danced a jig, and the
in partnership with the Hon. John Wilson,
devotion to his family, and his love for his fox fled, the rooster
ami
all
of
crowed,
the grandfather of Mr. J. F. Wilson of this home. The floral tributes were many and the hens cackled with
delight to see the
From
and
included
the
Mr.
Porter
died
Nov.
at
the
beautiful,
following:
9,
1824,
city.
enemy of their race cheated of his prey.
E.
of
44
his
a
Messrs.
died
Jan.
wife
and
his
wife,
wreath;
age
years. Rachel,
INDIVIDUAL Feb. 2S, 1S9I.
daughter,
But alas! the day of reckoning came too
Dec. 1MI4.
July 24, 1394.
March 5, 1S95
DEPOSITS:
1(5, 1801, aged 73 years. Of their children but C. Hilton and W. P. Thompson and famil- soon for the poor rooster; for next morning
$.'19,353.119
359.IS0.29
S79.4sO.59
Ss3.97s.53B
one survives, Mrs. Abby C. Pilsbury of this
Dec. 13, 4S95.
July 11,1 >95.
ies, a pillow; Timothy Chase Lodge, a pil- lieynard again appeared in all his glory, got
July 14, 1 S9H.
fVi
LsCC.lV TV
/ , if
S123.HS5.5S
SIOO.S3S.17.
city. Thomas C. Porter began his business low; Palestine Commandary, Knights Tem- his eye on the slick looking Bramah that
S172.OH3.lt!
career in the drug store of W. O. Poor, BelThe
Loon
a
and
a
cross
crowed
at
him
the day before, and in less
crown;
Club,
plar,
fast, and before attaining his majority went large broken column; Bradford Thomas & time than it takes to tell it the rooster was
Ihese fly ares are taken from oar swnr restatements to the
to Boston, where he continued, in the same
Co., cut flowers; his associates at Bradford winking a last farewell to his companions,
Comptroller
line. He made rapid adva ncement and be Thomas & Go’s., a cross ; O. W. Hewett & Co. as the fox bouuded over the
stone wall into of the Currency, Washinyton, on the ab tv reflates.
fore many years was a member of one of the and employes, a harp; Portland friends—A. the woods.
^DEPOSITS in the INTEREST r)KI>\RT\IENT payable on (iennn.l, dr v interest
vahh
ary 1st ami July 1st. Deposit* tlnrins the lirst three .lays of.
h dr v ini
large wholesale drug houses of Boston. The D. Sullivan, Dr. B. B. Foster and D. W. Hes„ the
The reservoir to supply the Camp Ground oi that month. This department offers
.,,-ii to ilen
B ...
firm underwent some changes of name and
much
as
Mr.
Albert
R.
and
,i
'■
eltine—cut liowers;
every deposii
an I all .I.-n., sits iit ,,n
Day
with water is rapidly nearing completion. amount of our
Capital Stock.
members, but always included Mr. Porter. Mr. F. H. Parkhurst, a pillow; Hon. Henry
This Hank beiiK the latest, establish--; Tank in Wal lo Counrv. mu
The first examination of the earth deceived
At one time it was Cushing, Porter & Cates,
ments iu Fire an l I* ir^l ir IV > .f
B. Cleaves, a wreath; Geo. P. Field, chrysk-rYiv-» V nan
the surveyors somewhat, streaks of sand be- bank in this cuutv.
at another Porter, Coring & Co.
For many
anthemums; Mrs. R. P. Chase ami Mrs. C.
We have SAKE l)KP(Mir BOXM at S3, S5 anil $s per vear.
v:
b v
met with in what was supposed to be
ing
years past Mr. Porter had done business
lock.*, so they m tv i> taken to an 1 from the Hank if I ./sire 1
W. Walden, English violets; Mrs. C. H.
solid clay. This made it necessary to do
under the firm name of Thomas C. Porter &
Field, cut flowers; Miss Turner, cut flow- much more
excavating than was expected.
Co., making a specialty of dye stuffs and
ers; Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McDonald, a cres- A trench (> feet wide
was -lug around the
chemicals.
cent; Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hall, cut flowers; outside of the pit until a solid bed of
clay
By his first wife he had two children, a D. B. Southwortli, a cross; J. H. Howes, a
was reached, which took it about 2 feet be
son and daughter, who attained manhood
B.
a
S.
Fred
H.
basket;
Spear,
basket;
low the bottom of the reservoir. This pit
and womanhood and married. The son, T.
Webb, k basket; Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Pote, was filled with “puddled*’ clay, the material
Curtis Porter, was associated with his father
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER BEFORE.
a wreath; H. N. Whitman, a wreath; Mr.
being shoveled in, thoroughly wet and
in business.
Both children died severa
and Mrs. Geo. A. Quirnby, Mrs. O. E. Clay, pounded down. This
wall will be car- AGENT FOR WALDO COI N TN FOR
clay
years ago, the daughter, Mrs, Van Praag,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Quirnby, Mr. and Mrs. ried up to the height originally intended
leaving several children. For years Mr. F. J. Rigby, Mrs. J. W. Frederick, Mr. and above the outside
surface, making the rePorter and his family came every summer to
Mrs. W. H. Quirnby, roses; Mr. and Mrs. servoir externally as first planned, but with
his old home on Primrose Hill, the house
Geo. W. Burkett, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Burns, this additional clay wall below the earth's
“U1K KIND THAI NEVER ISKKVKS."
now occupied by Dr. G. C. Kilgore, which
Mrs. W. B. Swan, pinks. Dr. G. P. Lom- surface to hard pan.
The water, which
was built by his father.
Of late his visits
W.
C.
Walden
KYKRYTHINC,
comes from a spring, is remarkably pure,
bard, Messrs. R. P. Chase,
have been infrequent and brief, and he was
and J. H. Howes acted as bearers. Among aud the pipes are of sufficient capacity, with
ill HAKDWAKK
known only to our older citizens, by whom
the friends from out of town who came to this storage reservoir
holding 25.*},000 gallons
he was held in high esteem.
SUCCESSOR TO J. H. & J. W. JONES
attend the funeral were: Hon, H. L. Shep- to supply the Camp Ground for
many years
Hon.
A.
R.
President
herd, Rockport;
Day,
I
to come.
of the Maine Senate, Corinna, Hon. Albert
Wellington Shorey of Waldo passed away
Wednesday morning, Oct. 27th, after an ill- Pierce, Frankfort, Messrs. F. T. Clapp, D.
His health had been poor N. Hardacker, J. D. Nichols, A. F. Walness of nine days.
for two or three years and he had been grad- dron, H. F. Hildreth, C. F. McIntosh and
ually failing. In Ins last illness he was not John Pillsbury, Boston, N. B. Cobb and A.
Established in 1836.
H. Jones, Rockland, G. W. Achorn, Camconsidered to be in any danger until Sunday
and
A.
E.
W.
A.
From
that
time
until
the
last
Brooks,
Smith,
few
Chase,
den,
morning.
CAPITaL STOCK, $150,000
which

were

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
Deposits Solicited

3183,869.99

..

>

Buns s Ammunition a~aT
Washburn & Moen

Hay Wires!
60 Main Street,

J. W. JONES,

hours he

was

a

great sufferer.

He

was

de-

Of a large fami.y of children, but
three brothers and one sister are now' living.
14 years old
Mr. Shorey left home when
and lived with an uncle in Albion a few
years. He then went to Waldo and worked
several years for the late Horace Littlefield.
In 1848 he bought the farm that he lived on
when he passed away, and had lived there
all the time except one year when he
rented his farm, moved to the Head of the

Shorey.

ride, and

run

me

saw-nun.

At

tne end ol

the year he returned to his
farm.
In
1849 he married Louisa Durham, daughter

Peering to its members on many never to statesmen who took a vacation in Japan at
Mrs. Adams and the expense of the silver trust, but the of John and Drusilla Durham of Waldo.
be forgotten occasions.
the other members of the household shar- American people have again been doomed Eight children were born to them—six sons
and two daughters—and all attained maned the esteem in which the husband and to disappointment and not a word has been
father

Medicinal value in a bottle of Hood’s Sarsapar ilia than in any other preparation.
More skill is required, more care taken, more
expense incurred in its manufacture.

success.

figures show that the gold of his family but once in that time. All that
reserve increased nearly $4,000,000 in the
love and kindness could do for him was
first half of October, reaching a total of done. Husband and fat.ier is now at rest.
more than $150,000,000.
The reserve is Mr. Shorey was born i;i Albion, June 11,
getting so unwieldly as to cause the Treas- 1824, and was the son of Daniel aud Betsy

member of the Maine Press Association

interest

of the city.
Porter came to Framingham about
twenty years ago aud soon after purchased property on Winthrop street where he
has since resided. He has alwrays been an
At the
active and public spirited citizen.
organization of the Framingham Hospital
he was elected its president and has occupied that position ever since, working through
each year with earnestness and well directed effort, aud to him is due the credit for its
men

The

NEWS.

painted last week.

Richmond.

lirious the last two days, not recognizing any

The ollical

The death of Col. John M.

head of the firm of T. C. Porter & Co. since
Their business was brokers aud com1840.
mission merchants in dye stuffs aud chemicals at 165 Milk street. Boston. He was a native of Belfast, Maine,aud came to Boston in
early life and his characteristics of honesty,
industry aud perseverance had won him a
place amoug the most esteemed business

ingham Daughters of Rebekali, trustees offrom thegreater than in any September for the Framingham Hospital, Nurses
Trainiug School, and members of Odd Felit

the

Jeffersonian Democracy for Mayor of
Greater New York, died of apoplexy Oct.
His death is attributed to over2 Mh.

♦Sunday,
body as

Parties who shouted for instant action
by the administration on the Cuban ques-

More

Thomas C. Porter died at his home, 44
Winthrop street, South Framingham, at an
early hour Tuesday morning, Oct. 26th, aged

an organization everywhere recognized as
For some time past he had suffer76 years.
corrupt and unscrupulous, an enemy alike ed more or less from sickness, but had been
morals.
at
business
and
of good government
nearly every day up to a week
good
before his death, the immediate cause of
There seemed but one way to defeat Tamwhich was a complication of diseases which
Funeral sermany, and that was for all good citizens developed into pneumonia.
vices were held Thursday from the Unitarone
of
Low.
No
to rally to the support
ian church, Framingham, Rev. E. C. Smith
believed it possible to elect a straight Re- officiating, aud interment wras in Edgell
when
Gen.
and
Tracy Grove cemetery.
publican ticket,
Deceased was one of the long-time busiwas nominated it was generally recognizness men of Boston and had been at the

ed that the success of

international bimetalism.

NORTHPORT

ODituary.

hood and

womanhood but

one

son,

who

passed away

in miancy tmrty years ago.
Four of the sons lived in Montana several
years: J. D. Shorey .carpenter, White Sulphur
Springs; J. W. and G. B. Shorey, ranchmen,
Lake Basin, and R. O. Shorey, the youngest
son, runs a ranch of Roberts. The remaining children live in the east and were with
him through his illness and present at the
funeral. They are Mrs. J. H. McGray of
Knox, C. W. Shorey, who lives on the old
homestead, and Miss Carrie E., living with
her mother in the old home. His home was
ever open to all.
A great worker, he was always ready to assist those who were ill or
needy. He was a charter member of Frederick Ritchie Grange and was buried under
its order. Mr. Shorey was a man highly esteemed by all who knew him and was very
decided in what he believed to be just and

right. In belief he was a Spiritualist and an
ardent and zealous worker in the cause. He

The funeral of A. J. Harriman took place
at his late home, 13 Congress street, at 10.3C
a. in., Oct. 29th, Rev. C. H. Wells of the
The at
Universalist church officiating.
tendance was very large, showing the
wide acquaintance of the deceased and the
esteem in which he was held in the community where he had so long been a familial
figure. The floor under the casket was car
peted with cut flowers and upon the casket
were handsome floral tributes from the family, friends and neighbors. The bearers
were
Benj. Kelley. J. F. Wilson, J. W.
Knowlton and S. G. Norton.
C. Duffy, one of Camden’s old au<:
respected citizens died at his home on the
Cobb Road Oct. 22d. Mr. Duffy had been ir
feeble health for some time and on Friday
laid down to take his accustomed nap before
dinner and went to sleep to wake in another
world. He died as he had lived peacefully,
leaving a loving wife and three sons, Everet,
N., Charles F. and Ralph P. Duffy, also one
daughter, Mrs. Orris Bowers. Deceased was
a member of Amity Lodge, F. & A. M., and
was buried by the Lodge with Masonic honors.
Mr. Duffy was born and always lived
in Camden and was09years and 22 days old.
He was for a good many years the manager
of D. H. Bisbee’s Powder Mills and during
that time there was notone accident, which
The funeral was
was quite remarkable.
held from his late home Oct. 24th, at 2
o’clock. [Camden Herald.
Robert

A telegram received in Bangor on Friday
conveyed the news of the death of Capt.
Arthur Armstrong of Hampden, master of

the three-masted schooner Marion Hill of
Boston. The schooner was wrecked early in
October near Azua, south side of San DomiuArmstrong died at the port
go, and Capt.
on the 13th. The crew arrived in New Yorkon Friday. Capt. Armstrong was well known
in shipping circles, from Bangor all along
the coast. His brother is master of the schooner Norombega, which sailed from Bangor
on Friday,
just before arrival of the sad
news from San Domingo.

II

Reliable Goods!
Correct Styles!
Lowest Prices!

Worn Out?

Do you come to the close of
the day thoroughly exhausted?
Does this continue day after
day, possibly week after week?
Perhaps you are even too exhausted to sleep. Then something is wrong. All these
things indicate that you are
suffering from nervous exhaustion. Your nerves need
feeding and your blood en-

These

are

the mottoes at

E, P. FROST

SURPLUS.

the
Safe

Clothing Store,

riching,

deposit boxes for
$8

Our new

CANTON

Help

BROS., BIXBY & CO..
Fox boro. Mass.

4w44

of Cod-liver Oil, with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda,
contains just the remedies to
meet these wants. The codliver oil gives the needed
strength, enriches the blood,
feeds the nerves, and the hypophosphites give them tone
and vigor, Be sure you get
SCOTT'S Emulfiom
All
SCOTT &

A STEAM BOILER
about 25 It. I*., with

Offices for Rent.
The

rooms over

Mayo & White, High street,

re

cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
are

for rent with immediate

possession.

Enquire

of

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 29, 1897.—30tf

<tl I connections

com-

Attention Pensioners
Having purchased

estate of J. C.

the original records of the
Cates, for the convenience of all

pensioners having claims pending, and of those
who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase of pensions, 1 will be at C F. Cobbett’s
shoe shop, 127 Main street, opposite the post
office, Nov. 8 and 9, 181*7, but only the morning
of the 8th.
4w41

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Great Bargain.

Swale Hay Wanted

Fine farm in

Ground, 135

..BY..

land, nice buildings,

never

F. G. WHITE,
I

large
soil,

failing water. Will be sold very low and

easy terms.

j

Good

L. C. MORSE.

E. H. DURGIN, M D.

Northport, two miles from Camp

acres

orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year.

BELFAST.

1

plete, has been but little used by Bet
f.ist Coliseum Co. Call ou
-VSA c. moos or
NYU. HUSTON.
Belfast, May (1,1897.—IStf

druggists; $oc. and fz.oo.

24 Frout Street,
October 7, 1897.—5w40

$5. Jo.50 and

vault is

WANTFD
goods.

#.t

vault.

To engage for coming sea**^**^’ * L*''
sun, experienced operators
on W. «Sr <». straw machine, tine work
on ladie>‘

Scott’s Emulsion

rent at
a year.

une<iualed in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED
■
security auamst Artaud burglary in the country
Those renting boxes
m
have the exclusive
privilege of taking their b ixes to and from the

7+ MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

Female

$33,000
OKI'OSI 1'S SOLICI l’EI»

on

40tf

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.
Office.hours until 9

a. m.

From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

SEARSPORT,
Telephone Connection.

m.

MAINE.
13tf

Hit

NfcW*>

Uh

K.

KbLhAM.

Nickerson has been appointed post
Swanville, vice F. L. Osgood.

master at

the Church of
.arterlv meeting
he held in the church at Knox
fginning Nov. 11th, and continuof

Sunday.
League will present the
"Your Mother’s Apron String,”
K vestry. Tuesday evening, Nov.

worth

The Universalist Society will hold their
fair Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 7-8.
Remember the parish gathering and
supper at the Universalist vestry this, Thurs-

day, evening.

The news of the death of A. J. Harriman,
the veteran driver who has carried many a
visitor from Belfast to North port, was "received with regret by many people in
Bangor
i.-partment was called out early who
have kuown him for years as a kinduing by a burning chimney in hearted man, always ready with a pleasant
No damage ; word or to do a kindly act.
Bank buildiug.
•:gs
[Bangor Daily
News.
and the water was not turned on.
"Sion

cts.; children 10 cts.

have been granted

as

follows:

Ceorge H. Trundy, North Isles-toration and increase, David S.

Vinalhaveu; original,
Harriet Harriman, Frankfort,

deceased,
u

..

Jones is putting up additional
•n his place on Northport avenue,
cep a large flock of sheep the com-

s

Arnold had about 50 head
Northport avenue last week.

W. A.

r.

le

on

painting in Spear, May & Stover’s
window, which has attracted conattention the past week, was the
K. H Crie, who took
course of
Matinieus tins summer under a well
i! list.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
v ert
by the colored troupe of the
Penobscot, to have been given in
to. Winterport, last Saturday night,
ned one week—to Saturday, Nov.
int of the weather interfering
<

the steamers.

avements of
.Maimed

letters remaining in the

11dice for the week ending Oct.
Mrs. Sedelia A. Wilson. GeuMr. Herbert F. Cobb, Albert R.
Belfast Woolen
J. < i Walker,
ist

s

The lecture

the Universalist church
Saturday evening, Nov. 6th, by Mr. Elbert
Hubbard, on “The Footsteps of Shakes-

peare,” will be of interest to all lovers of
the works of the great poet, and especially
to pupils in our schools, who are beginning
the study of literature.
The members of A. E. Clark Camp, Sous of
Veteraus, are requested to meet at the headquarters Sunday forenoon, Nov. 7th, promptly at 10 o’clock. The Camp will attend
divine services at the Methodist Episcopal
church. The camps of Monroe and Brooks
are

invited. Members will appear in uniform.

The Belfast High School has a prescribed
course of reading—the books all to be found
Each ( lass is requirin the public library.
ed to read five books during the year, two
in the fall term, oue in the winter, and two
The plan is an excellent one,
in the spring.
and should be adopted in Hallowell; for our
best scholars are lamentably deficient in
knowledge of the English language. IHallowell Register.

of New York, who has the
building the extension of the

.rrav
a

>uel>e< railroad from Burnham
d arri veil at the latter place last
liis ton s, aud yesterday morning
: 11 work at Burnham with a crew
•:
and *.'• teams.
Only local labor
ved ami Mr. Murray will
■.1 the work himself.
\

\

MaTINK

11 KK AT

rough day

Oel. __M

I S

The

Matinieus.

at

-mug Co. lost two seine boats;
1
don lost a lobster ear: and

damage

great

to

the lobster pots.

of every

the little

surprise
(i
Butman arrived from RockSome of the older people said
e-. -r
came on such a r< ugh day

A

one

n:

uni company appeared at the
House. Wednesday evening,
Ft .u-Frou before a small audi<

a.

part

a,

M;
am!

t"

support was excellent,
audience found it difficult

a<-r

tie

:

the departure from ponis an artiste of wide

Lima

i-

leading lady,

:•

ne

more

French acthe intenser

whose

marked

in

the play. Mile Kliea but receutfrom a visit to her former borne
and was gowned in the latest eos1

ac

Worth, and
llliancy.

diamonds of

wore

daz-

Eugene Lamb, Emilus
>nd Jacob Meservey were before the
ourt Oct. 2*dth, un complaint of spece officer Joseph F. Wiley of Liucolndlarge of disturbing a dance and
Court.

k

the officer. There has been trouble

ing

uunlay night dances at Linconlville
and Mr. Wiley claims that the rewere the guilty parties.
The rets were bound over to the Supreme
Court in $200 each. Thompson for
McLellau for defendants.
Weathek.

k

and

warm

cry

October just closed

dry

month. The

mean

50 15°, against
ami 1-s 50° average for October

irt

40 2fS:

was

for

The highest temperapast.
7'
the loth day; lowest 51 the
;r
Murch’s highest record was made
k, but the mercury went some*
:«-r Utter in the day.
Rain fell on
t,h a r- tal precij-itiit ’mu of '1 inches,
m- smallest, rainfall recorded by Mr.
■c
l.as kept a record <>f precipitairs

•:

June,
••

i.g

1SP1.

and 1 ikl’Airs
John M< Taggart
repairs aud improvements to his

Primrose Hill... .Geo. W Benson
.g a new foundation to his stable on
'reel.

..A. S. Heal is

building

anew

Cedar street... W C.
i'elv finished a stable at his home
'•tic
River.... F. N. Waterman is
a stable at his place on Mayo street.
T< bins
Bros, have built an addition,
■•*on the north side of their stone
It will he used as an office, aud to
iiis

place

nil

finished granite and marble_C. M.
is repairing his houses ou Bridge
Cooper & Co. and building a new
cion and strengthening the frame of
■ng lumber storehouse at the foot of
'on

ig street.

Clubbing Offer. So many read
tve expressed a desire fora
paper in
tion with The Journal, devoted maiuirm and home interests, that we have
contract with the Phelps Publishing
<ny by which we can furnish Farm
d -me, a semi-monthly, free, to all sub:s who
pay one 37ear’s subscription to
kw

:•■publican Journal

in advance.
Anfcature of this offer is explained in
i vertisement. This is distinct from
‘er of the New York Tribune.
Ad-

paying subscribers

can
have their
the two papers, but we cannot fur'Th.
Farm and Home is probably
now to some of our readers.
It coni’ 1<> pages, is ably edited and f\i 113* lilted.

1

Two ladies had a narrow esn this city last Thursday afternoon,
started out with a team from the Hayi'Ents.

the horse became frightened
street and ran.
In turning into

'Mble and
:11 ss

„r street one of the wheels of the buggy
tpsed and both ladies were thrown out.
was quite badly bruised about the face
was not otherwise injured.
The other
iped unharmed. The horse kept on up
igh Spring, Beaver and Church streets,
Egging the carriage on three wheels, and
t'
stopped on Primrose Hill_Willis N.
of Amesbury, Mass., formerly of
ggs
fast and Brooks, was severely injured
"
»*
riding his bicycle in Amesbury Oct.

between two electric

riding
tracks and in crossing over to leave the
lra,'k the tire of the front wheel came off
aiul the wheel collapsed. He was taken
up
1
'lead, but rallied soon after being taken
1 nie.
The Amesbury Daily News says:
bruises were found, but it is thought he
we

was

ar

int have

struck on his stomach in such a
that it affected his heart. Undoubtedly it was the same as the blow Corbett re*‘d from Fitzsimmons.
The physician is
,! the
opinion that no serious result will
velop, but Mr. Briggs complains of a good
d«il of pain in the region of his kidneys.”
ft** was able to be about the next
day, but
iianner

feeling very

sore.

Facts.

Capt. Leroy A. Coombs arrived Oct. 31st in his sloop Sigdrifa with 3
barrels of tinkers caught the day before in
Fish

a

weir

peared
M

at

at
at

Vinalhaven. Oue school had apVinalhaven and quite a large

number were caught.
They were very
small and retailed here at 15 cents per
dozen-Sch. Hector, Capt. Bray, arrived
Nov. 1st from Deer Isle with a load of corued fish....The Bucksport grand banker M.
B. Stetson, Capt. Murdock Mdnnis, arrived
home Saturday forenooi
from her second
T-' the Grand Banks this season.
She
left Bucks] <irt Sept. 1st and the Banks Oct.
17th, calling at Halifax and leaving that
p<Tt the I'dth. She brought some 1,80<> quintals of cod, not a full fare, but as much as
she expected to get. She reports the Edgar

trip

Rev. H. H. Churchill will lecture

on

“Tem-

perance” in Memorial Hall Friday evening,
November 5th, admission free.
We were notified by the tax collector of
Tslesboro, but too late to take the names
from the advertisement, that the non-resi-

Mrs. T. L. Shute went to Rockland Nov.
to visit her father.

Mrs. Viola Ames and daughter Ida left
Nov. 1st, for the West, after spending the
summer in Belfast.

dent, taxes of James Driukwater and H. F.
Hanson had been paid.

The Free Library will probably be closed
several days next week because of repairs
iu the heating apparatus.

W. A. Swift has gathered his cotton crop
—one boll—from a
plant grown in a pot. in
his shoe store. Those who have seen cotton

Miss Charlotte E. Staples has finished her
school at Elliugwood’s Corner, Winterport,
and is at home for a vacation.

growing say it. is of excellent quality and
the boll of good size.
Band Entertainment. The Belfast Band
is preparing for an entertainment to be iven
the third or fourth week of tins
mouth, to
include a supper, a drama, a few dances aud
a hand concert.
It is hardly necessary to
add that everything on the
program will he
tirst-class. Further particulars will be given
later.
Two

W. J. Havner will give a graphophone
Belfaat. Opera House Friday evening Nov. 5th ; admissiou 10 cents.

concert at

A very enjoyable Halloiween party was
held Oct. 29th under the auspius of the social
committe of the North Church \ P. S. C. E.
Mrs. Lydia A. Bickford of Auburn will
inspect T. H. Marshall Relief Corps Friday,
Nov. 5th. There will be a special meeting
this, Thursday, afternoon.

belonging to D. C. Greenlaw
Clarence Couant and Charles Welch will
went overboard Nov. 2d, but were rescued
to put up a telgo to Mt. Waldo this week
without damage. One went off the wharf ephone line for the Mt. Waldo Granite Co.
at Brooksville when a herd was
being load- The line will be something over a mile long.
ed on str. Silver Star, and oue was crowded
William H. Holt is running a water cart,
off the gang plank while being disembarked
supplying pure spring water at 10 cts. for
at Belfast.
two gallons. Orders are taken at Ginn &
oxen

East Belfast. Miss Hattie M. Ward
has returned home from China, where she
has been with her grandparents for two
mouths-The Christian Endeavorers met
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Nickerson
last Thursday night. Supper was served to
04 and a very nice time was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague and Miss Lydia J.
Annis of Islesboro visited Mrs. A. E
Michaels and Mrs. M. E. Achorn last week.
Mrs. Maiy I. Michals returned home
for Boston last week....Miss Pearl Nash
returned from Lawrence by train Monday
...

Field’s and E. H. Mathews.’
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M., will be held this,
Thursday, evening; of Phcenix Lodge next
Monday evening: work in the third degree.
The police found the door of Frank M.
Lancaster’s store open Tuesday night and
thought a burglary had been committed.
Investigation showed that the door had been

insecurely fastened and accidentally pushed
open. Nothing was missing.
individuals in this community who delight in sending to out-oftown papers reports derogatory to Belfast
There

are

certain

night.B. Kelley improved his house,
occupied by George E. Michaels, last week
was in reby putting in new windows and clapboard- and Waldo county. The latest
here.
The fact
ing and painting-Mr. and Mrs. Samuel i gard to an influx of tramps
in Waldo
Haskell of China visited Mr. H. s daughter, ! is there are but two tramps
tl ere have been no others
Mrs. E P. Michaels, on Swan Lake avenue, county jail, ami
j
last week.

there this fail.

By invitation of Mrs. Mary S. Snow of the
Thk Wrong Cow. A little girl in this!
School Committee the teachers of
Bangor
city came to her parents one day recently j
made an excursion to that city Nov.
Belfast
and reported that she had seen a man leadThey went by steamer Castine, and
ing their cow out of the pasture. “And,”
ware accompanied bv Superintendent Brick
she added, “the cow knew me. sh.<• turned
S. Foster as doing well.
and Mr. Howard of the School Committee.
her head around and mooed and wanted to
! The object of the trip was to visit the
Foot Ball. The first foot ball game of come with me,” A search was at once bef Bangor.
The Belfast schools
schools
the season with an out d town team was gun and was finally giv-*n un late t night. 1
w
re closed during the day.
During the search a man who lias the care ;
p ayed here October doth, between the BelState Constable J. R. Mears posted libels
’I another eow in the same pasture was seen
fast and
Thomaston High schools. The
of liquors seized at
Belfast won, 20 to 0. Following is the sum- and he reported that when he took up his 1 Nov. ;:d on a quantity
the Commonwealth Hotel. There were 3
<-"W the other was not in the pasture. When i
mary :
gallons of cherry rum, 3 quarts of whiskey,
Belfast.
Thomaston
I the owner of the lost cow got home he found !
Woods. 1. h.
...l.e Harry McDonald
4 gallons of ale ami ltlO bottles of lager.
his cow in her stable, having been returned i
lobs. r. <•
l.e. Maxcy
Geo. W. Patterson, the proprietor of the
Flanders, q. b.. .1. t. Five
during his search by the owner of the other |
Brown. 1. h. I*..1. g. H.-ilis Reed
was arraigned in the PoCommonwealth,
cow.
The
hired man who had the care of
MeLelFn, 1. t
..r. g. I?. Lennond
lice Court on search and seizure process,
Merrill, r. h. b...r. t. Whitnev
the cow had made a mistake. His cow had
j
11 ay ford,
t
.t. <•.
i.ermond
and sentenced to a tine of $100 and GO days
Hussey, r. g..j. a. Feehau got out of the pasture and lie had taken up,
Simmons, 1. g.1. h. b. Austin fed and milked his neighbor’s cow, without iu jail, from which he appealed.
White. (-...
.r. li. h. Welt
Fannie Rice Coming. Fannie Rice will
French, r. e ..f. b. Hugh McDonald knowing the difference. When the owner
Conant, l.e.
came home lie was told of his neighbor’s
appear at the Belfast Opera House Monday
0.
Score—Belfast 20, Thomaston
Touchdowns, loss and on
going to his barn at once saw evening, Nov. 8th, in her latest success, “At
Brown
Woods. .Merrill. Touchbacks. Hugh
McDonald *2. Referee, Bates. Empire, Hayford, that a mistake had been made,
This is the present
iris own the French Ball.”
Time, 15 minute halves.
co w was found in a neighboring pasture.
laughing success of the season and the greatThe visitors came by electrics and team
est hit this clever little artist has ever made.
via. Camden, and returned early the next
Chat. The first turkeys of the season !
Fanny Rice, who is a host in herself, is supwere brought to P. S. Staples’ market Oct.
morning.
; ported hy an exceedingly strong company.
Melvin Clark of Prospect. They reThe Folk e Record. The police record 30th, by
It is said that one of the strongest features
tailed at 18 and 20 cts-E. M. Sanborn
of Fannie Rice’s operatic comedy is the fact
system has been in operation since last
two handsome grilles for a
finished,
lately
Thursday night, and is proving successful.
that it creates so much laughter and genucustomer in Jacksonville.
They measure 15 ine
It is not, as some suppose, an alarm system
applause, and at the same time teaches
feet and 8 feet, respectively... W. A. Clark
for calling the police, or to be used in case of
a wholesome moral.
The critics say that it
and Wells & Co. have hail incandescent
tire, but is merely to keep a record of the
is so entirely different in construction from
electric
outside
their
lights
placed
stores,
whereabouts of the police while they are on
any other play as to be a refreshing and dean improvement that is welcomed
by a. 1_
duty. There are nine boxes at different
In it Miss Rice has made
Frank L. Pond of Augusta canvassed this ! lightful novelty.
points in the city, which the police are exthe reputation of being the funniest woman
section last week for Stillson’s History of
pected to wind up at stated intervals. The
on the American stage.
Odd Fellowship-The first freezing weathwinding of the boxes is recorded on a dial
The Belfast Band. It is hard to realize
er of the season was the night of Oct. 29th.
in the city rooms showing the time and
The thermometer stood at 31° the morning that the Belfast Band has entered upon its
number of the box. The locations of the
td the 30th....Wm. H. Thomas, who has eighth year, but its records show that to Vie
boxes has been changed somewhat from the
been driving a 10-cent carriage for C. H. a fact, and its seventh annual meeting was
and
are
as
follows;
No. 1, at
original plan,
has taken
Otis Whitmore’s held last Monday. The report of C. O. Poor,
Chamberlain,
the corner of Main street and Waldo avenue
treasurer, showed the receipts for the past
Mr. W. not being able to do the work.
team,
2, rear of Carle & Jones’ store; d, on Primto have been $1895.03; expenditures
-At I>. O. Norton’s market last week one year
rose Hill; 4, rear of W. (_). Poor 6c Son’s
$1811 71 ; balance in treasury, $83.32. Carl
moose .and one deer were cut up, 42 part'
west end of Critchett, Sibley &
store;
Ames was voted in as an active member and
Co.’s shoe, factory ; (>, Lewis’ wharf; 7, corner ridges sold, besides a few plover and woodA. D. Chase as an honorary member. The
cock.
Mr.
Norton
also
had
a fine showing
and
Miller
of Church
streets; 8, rear of A.C.
following officers were elected for the ensuchickens
and
of
ducks-Edmond
Wilson
Burgess store 0, Carter & Co.’s shipyard
II. Harmon; secreshot a grey squirrel the first of the week ing year: President, I.
Oct. 18th Messrs. Geo. E.
Big Game.
Lewis F. Poor; treasurer, Clarence O,
that measured 28 1-2 inches from the end of tary,
Johnson, K F. Dunton, and Cbas P. Hazel- the nose to the
Poor*, leader, B. A. Roundy; sergeant, L. P.
tip of the tail, and weighed j
tine left on a deer hunting trip. They went
Chase; property man, Charles Godfrey;
one and a half pounds_Chas. R. Coom >s
to Stacyville and thence t<> a camp but three
business managers, S. W. Johnson, C. O.
is mounting a very large
deer's head for
miles from the village. They found everyL. F. Poor, W. B. Wadsworth, Geo. T.
Searsport parties. The antlers measure 25 j Poor,
thing dry in the woods so that the slightest inches each in
Read. A committee" consisting of B. A.
length, spread 51 1-24inches I
movement made a loud
R. P. Chase and G. T. Read was
noise, and the and have K
points each... .S. G. Small lost a Roundy,
ground was so hard that the tracks of game valuable spirit level out of his carriage on ! appointed to pur toilet facilities and city
could not be seen. Messrs. Johnson and the street recently-A number of ladies in water into the band rooms. The band has
j
Dunton returned Oct. 28th, and reported this
vicinity have guns or rifles and a^e be- j given the usual number of free outdoor conthat they had beautiful weather for an outcoming quite expert hunters_Charles B. j certs, and has had a few entertainments, be.
ing, but very poor hunting. They did not Hazeltine has sold his riding horse Hickory sides some engagements for local societies
and out of tow n celebrations.
The outlook
succeed in killing a single animal of any Knox to W. B. Bacon of Jamaica
Plain, !
kind. Judge Johnson, however, bought a Mass...
for the future is good.
&
Co.
have
of
Frank
.Cooper
bought
deer for B. O. Norton, which was cut up for R.
New Advertisements. Geo. W. Burkett,
Wiggin a Detroit fire-proof safe weighThe Judge had the
customers Saturday.
ing 2,200 pounds. They are building a brick Odd Fellows’ Block, Mam street, is making
head mounted by C. R. Coombs, and the
a radical change in his glove department,
foundation for the safe to rest on.
skin will be tanned at Liberty. Mr. Hazeland will close out what gloves he has in
Shipping
Items.
The
of
the
with
tine returned Saturday evening
a small
captain
tug stock at reduced prices. This sale is for oue
North
America has liled a claim in the U.
doe. He left the camp that morning empty
week only.
See prices quoted. He will
handed, but having a couple of hours to S. Court of Wilmington, Del., for $20,000 also close 5 pieces of heavy cloaking at $1.25,
spare at Stacyville before the train left against ship Emily F. Whitney, for services former price $2.25.. William A. Clark, manstrayed into the pasture and soon saw and rendered when she went on Marshall’s ufacturer, Pheuix Row, Belfast, has clothes
The vessel and cargo
shot his deer. The animal was cut up at P. shoal, Delaware Bay.
ready to wear and will make to order_
S. Staples’ market.John J. Mellon and were worth $150,000. The owners of the Hon. Fred
Atwood, Winterport, can furnish
Edward B. Fletcher returned Oct. 30th, from tug have offered to settle their claim for
surety bonds for administrators, cashiers,
$7,500, which the owners of the ship decline
a week’s deer hunting at West Sebois Lake.
trustees and contractors at reasonable rates.
to pay. They have given bonds for $10,000
They report that they killed three deer, but
Thompson & Foster, 58 Church street,
for
vessel
and
her
and
the
the
cargo,
ship want a few more girls in the
brought none home-B. H. Conant and
shop; also to
will
commence
case
loading
oil. at New
Carroll Thompson are at Brownville deer
take work home.The attention of our
York for Shanghai-Sell. Abide F. Morhunting.
readers in Brooks and vicinity to called to
ris of Gloucester, 77 tons, has been sold to
tne advt. ot m. j. now, brooks, dealer in
Steamer Notes. The night of Oct. 28th Boston
parties and is fitting out for Alaska.
dry and fancy goods-The great pumpkin
was a foggy one outside.
The City of BanNewburyport parties are negotiating for
show at So Main street, continues, and Satgor bound from Boston ran up lier time to sell. Concord of.Gloucester, also for Alaska.
Nov. Id, Harry W. Clark, the clothier
urday,
Monhegan, and laid to until daylight. She
The Morse Iron Works of South Brookand tailor, will award $5 for the biggest
arrived here at 11 a. m. The Penobscot, lyn, N. Y., are getting the dismasted
ship
'pound to Boston, laid iu Rockland until May Flint in shape to again undertake her pumpkin brought in. He is offering great
in clothing ...Examinations free
Friday morning, and arrived in Boston at 5 long voyage-Isaac L. Skotield, Solon E. bargains
Chase & Doak, jewelers and opticians, 25
j p. m. She left again at 11 p. m. and arrived Turner and Amos D. Carver have been by
Main St., Belfast-Mrs. Wellington Shorey
about 2 30 Saturday, thus granted an American
in Belfast at
register for t-lie British and
family publish a card of thanks. .Calvin
the
two
boats
back
to
their
bringing
regular ship Bangalore. The repairs on this ves|
trips. The Penobscot bound up river and sel, after she was wrecked, amounted to Hervey offers for rent his store on Phenix
Row ; also three pleasant rooms above.
the City of Bangor hound down met in Bel- $55,400.... The two schooners owned
by F.
fast harbor Saturday afternoon. The PenobW. Collins of Rockland and hauled out for
Heirs of Benj. Low Win a Suit.
scot was obliged to wait off in the harbor 15
the winter at the lower bridge have attractor 20 minutes for the City of Bangor to get
ed some attention and we give their tonuage,
In the superior civil court at Salem Oct.
the case of the heirs of Benjamin Low
from the wharf-A subscription etc., from the government list: Sell Bar
away
Bel, 22nd, Brainard
Low of this city was heard,
paper has been circulated among the busi- built at Damariscotta in 1883, 12 tons; sch. against
taking up the entire day, going to the jury
ness men of Camden for stock in the steamer
Fannie May, built at Harpswell in 1888, 8 late in the afternoon.
The action is on a
Salacia, and if #10,000 is subscribed it is un- tons....Sch. Henry Whitney was in port writ of entry, the plaintiffs seeking to recover possession of the wharf property at
derstood the boat will continue to run be- Oct. 29th, with coal from Edgewater for
the head of the harbor, while the defendant
tween Portland and Camden, making two
Sandypoint-Sch. Sarah L. Davis arrived claims the property by adverse possession,
of
Banweek_The
steamer
City
Nov. 1st, with cement from Eddyville for having purchased the property of Benjamin
trips per
Low iu 1872, but not receiving a deed for it.
gor will not be withdrawn from the Boston Cooper & Co. aud brimstone from Boston
Oct. 25th, the jury returned a verdict for the
& Bangor route Nov. 6th, as announced, but for Bangor... .Sch. Ida Hudson arrived Nov.
plaintiffs.
will be continued as long as the freight busi- 1st with corn for Ginn & Field from PortHow’s This!
ness on the line will warrant running two
land-Sch. Amy Knight arrived Oct. 30th
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
boats_It is announced that the steamer from Bangor with lumber for Mathews Bros.
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Frank Jones has done more business this -Sch. Paul Seavey went to
Bangor Oct. Catarrh Cure.
season than any year since she was built.
28th, to load lumber for Bostou_Sch.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,Props., Toledo, O.
During the summer she had all the freight Crown of Brooklin, Capt. Sprague, arrived
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
she could carry and was generously patron- Oct. 31st, to buy goods... Sloop Mystic Belle for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
ized by the traveling public. She will prob- arrived Nov. 1st from Brooklin to
repair hoi.orable in all business transactions and finanably be kept on the route until Dec. 1st.... sails-Sch. Lester A. Lewis, New York for cially able to carry out any obligations made by
The Deer Isle Gazette reports that word has Bangor, put into Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. their firm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
been received there to the effect that the 1st, with her forward
rigging gone and her
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,.Wholesale DrugStmr. New Brunswick had been condemned hull cut to the waterline. She was in
colgists, Toledo, O.
by the Inspectors and her passenger license lision off the Isles of Shoals with an unHall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
taken away. The company say, however, known schooner. The Lewis was
picked up directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
that they will have a boat on in her place in by tug Howell in a
sinking condition. Re- the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
a few days.
pairs will be made at Portsmouth.
4w44
Druggists. Testimonials free.
...

...

...

The Churches.

3d,

Rev. H. H. Churchill of Bath baptized
three men near the eastern end of the lower

«-KID GLOVES.-®*

bridge Sunday forenoon.
Rev. W. E. Gaskin of Waterville preached
last Sunday in the Universalist church in
the absence of the pastor.
Rev. J. M. Leighton will give the second
of his series of sermons on Good Citizenship at the Unitarian church next Sunday ;
subject, “Some elements of good citizen-

__

GEORGE W. BDRKETT

ship.”
Revival meetings are being held at the
Clark school house in Monroe, and eleven
have made a profession of religion. The

meetings

conducted by Bros. Moody and
The interest is very good.

are

Dawson.

Will make

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning worship
with sermon at 10.45 o’clock, followed by
Sunday school. Young people’s devotional
meeting at six o’clock, led by Miss Edith
Brown. Topic, “The Universalism of Tennyson.” At the morning service the following anthems will be rendered: “Rock of
Ages,” Buck; “Out of the Depths,” Marston.

#Kid Glove Departments
CARPENTERS have been at work changing his
ter

There will be a church rally at the MethoEpiscopal church Wednesday, Nov. 10th,

2 o’clock p. m. The aged memcongregation are most
cordially invited to be present in the afternoon.
Refreshments will be served at 4 30,
also at G p. m. All members of the church
and congregatiou are expected to attend.
The exercises in the evening will consist of
at

bers of the church and

music, remarks and

a

10 Doz. Foster Suede 7-Hook Lace Glovts, warranted,

social time.

Subject of the morning

sermon,

St.OO,

“Bringing

The eveniug sermon will be upon “Consecrated Fearlessness” Dan. G: 10. A cordial invitation is
extended to all. The music for the day will
be as follows:
Morning—Anthem, The
Loving Father Speaketh, Macy; selection,

Thee,

in

former

10 Doz.

tion, chorus; Trio, selected, ladies voices.

$1.00,

price, $1.25.

Mouesquetire Foster Gloves, $1.00,

former

Evening—Selec-

Cressev.

regular price $1.25.

7 Doz. Dresden Foster Lace Gloves,

Tithes” Mai. 3: 10.

Hiding

room.

ONLY.^"~

At the Baptist church next Sunday the
pastor will preach morning and evening.
in the

coun-

We purpose to keep the LARGEST
and MOST VARIED assortment of Gloves ever
seen in this section, consequently we shall close
out what Gloves we have in stock at reduced
prices. THIS SALE IS FOR ONE WEEK

dist

beginning

RADICAL CHANGE in his-*'-

a

price, $2.00.

10 Doz. 2-Clasp Isabella Gloves only

Methodist
Services at the
Episcopal
elm veil next Sunday, Nov. 7 th, will be as
follows: sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a. m.,
topic, “The Way to the Ivory Throne,” 2
Chron. 9:18; Sunday school at the close of
the sermon; Junior League meeting at 3.30

$1.00.

20 Doz. Black Kid Gloves, Job Lot,

Epwortli League meeting at G, leader,
Miss Millie Grout; topic, “The Church of
St. Paul, its unity of life, faith and hope,”
Eph. 4:4 G; song and prayer service at 7.

only 50c

p. m.;

VVE SHALL CLOSE ALSO

weekly prayer meeting will be Tuesday
evening at 7.15; class meeting Thursday

The

*5 Pcs.

evening.
The topic of the mid-week meeting at the
North church this, Thursday, evening at
7.15 will be:
“Neighborly Duties.” The

Heavy Cloaking, $1,25,*

former price $2.2>.

Sunday services will he as follows: The
pastor, Rev. George S. Mills, will preach at
After the sermon the ordinance
10 45 a. m.
of thv Lord’s Supper will he observed. This
service will he followed by the session of
the Sunday school. The V. P. S. C. E. will
hold its annual meeting at G p. m. Reports
of the work of the past year will be presentNew onicers will he chosen ami new
eu.
committees appointed.
The new officers

6 lore Rocking Clairs Left, only $1.75 ead
.worth <'3.00....

...

and committees will fie installed fiy the
pastor. At 7 15 there will be a lecture fiy
the pastor in the series on Elijah, the Prophet-Reformer.

GEO. W. BURKETT,
Odd Fellows’

All

Facts

are

Monday Evening, NOV. 8.

fiction;
Is always hedged about with proof;
Has to stand the test of investigation ;
Or it drifts

The time is fast

Investigate closely the following:
scrutiny the more convincing the

At the French Bell.

result.
A Belfast citizen

speaks here;
Speaks from experience and conviction;
Relates facts—stubborn facts,
That be may disputed—hut cannot be disproved.
Captain S. R. Cottrell of No. 5 Bell street, says:
•T have had kidney trouble for years and it grew
It was brought on, no doubt,
worse all the time.
by hard work, such as lifting heavy trunks and
other freight, and being exposed to all kinds of
weather. I did nothing to rtlieve it, hoping that,
On the contrary my
in time it would pass oil'.
back across the kidneys pained me so that I often
had to walk lame. At night, when my day’s work
"•as done I have sat tluwn to read the paper, hut
my hack pained me so I could not sit still. I would
walk around a little while then go to bed, expecting to find relief. In place of obtaining it, as a

rule I would roll and toss until exhausted, then
fiually fall asleep, only to wake up in the early
morning with that same pain across my kidneys. I
also had a weakness in the kidney secretions
which was annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills
advertised and got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store. The first box did me so much good
that I got a second and they cured my backache.
My nervousness left. I can sleep better at night
than I have for a long time. The kidney weakness
is less annoying and the secretions of the kidneys
Doan’s Kidney Pills did me
are nearly normal.

Remember the name, DOAN” S, and takeno substitute.

V /

in china

cases

heretofore;

neater and

more

dainty

at

and $1.00.

Kilgore & Wilson’s.

as

in every

*vay.

■

obtained

by using Dederick's upi-ghr m an (»x
press. It seems at present as thm b ; lie laraer
part of our surplus hay must find a m irket on the
cattle steamers, where sp u e i- au ab-.lute neces-

sity, ami hay put up in

Fine Seal
Garments

a
old myl.. presses
be used for this purpose wi .-*1 a barter
pressed article can be obiained, am; even then
must be sold at a discount. It i> of vital import
aiice, especially in this year of low prices, tha; the
tanners co-operate with the dealers ami pres-mrs
in this matter and raise the stamlard of «mr hav.

not

Don’t

l»y producing a perfectly pres^ i
bay
Tht Dederiek presses in this '••in arc operated by Freeman Ellis X. Son, So. Bro .k-; Charles
Barnes, Waldo; Edw'ard (Ireer, Belmont, and K.
B. <Jreeley, Swanviile. Communications to any

REPAIRS and ALTERATIONS
prices consistent with honest work.
charge of a practical furrier with
nineteen years’ experience.
fl3P*Send address for an illustrated catalogue.
at the lowest
All work in

H. G. BARKER, Furrier,
3m36

Hake

want

girls

Lubin’s Latest Odors!
“Flowers of

France” and

the

shop;

also

j

BEST ULSTER

$

+
+

IN THE CITY,
Hadn’t you better
It costs nothin'!

TO

old atomizers

IUT*Step

in

and look at them.

POOR^ SON,
Diuggifcts,

Belfast.

ir.Is

at

t
2
i

BHfaii. ♦
♦

J, Dow

out of employment and want a position,paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from $200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write the
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa., stating
age, whether married or single, last or present
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and faster than you ever made before in your life.
6m44
are

TO LET.
The store on High street, now
pied by the American Express
pany. Apply to

occu-

Holiday Hoods

in

a

specialty.

abundance.

WANTED.
People of Maine

to

know that

we

9ell Hen’s

Woonsocket Rubber Boots, first quality. $1,89*
Ladies’ Goodyear Glove Rubbers, all styles. 39o«

FOSTER. AVERY & CO.,
516 Congress St., Portland.
The Hesse Syndicate Clothers and Outfitters,
3w44*
Operators of 27 Stores.

com-

SURETY BONDS
Administrators, Cashiers, Trustrees, Con-

tractors, at reasonable rates.
8w44
FRED ATWOOD.

Millineiy Departmsnt.

Ladies’ Boots and Shoes

TO LET.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.

For

I INK STOCK OK.

Ory and Fancy Goods,
SSBiES

repaired at slight cost. 1

B5P“New goods arriving each day.

buy.

HEIST.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you

A Beautiful Line of Imported Atomizers. £a°v"

you

BROOKS \ ILL V(iK, MAIN K,

at

.A

ALL TEX CENTS PER OX.

Soaps

see it before
to examine

Marcellas
|
STORE arid ROOMS

use in atomizers: Lilly of the
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom Arbutus,

and Perfumes.

j

SC TEN DOLLARS?

FOSI KK,
THOMPSON
58 Church St Belfast, Me.

CALVIN HERVEY.
Belfast, Nov. 4, 189 7 —44tf

new

% •«■♦•♦♦♦»♦♦*

HAVE THE

vyn

to

The best for

Roger & Gal let’s

2 m 80

WHITE

F. <i.

♦

My store on Plienix Row, Belfast, is for rent
Also three pleasant rooms above. Apply to

New Toilet Waters!

White, Belfast will

(i.

take work home.

“Cyclamen,” by

ounce.

F.

M
t E. P. FROST’S,74

Wanted at Once
more

or

to

Then go into the household specialty business.
You can make from $15 to $20 a week*. Sells on
sight. We will furnish outfits—two articles—and
start you, on receipt of one dollar.

few

parties,

receive prompt attention.

♦

Honey?

in

of the above

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦

Gardiner, Maine.
Do you

••

Keeps

♦

the old lever presses but have the best
highest prices, which can mm !*»

use

and obtain the
done

specialty, made to measure from selected skins.
For style, quality and tit they are unexcelled.

A

A

Sets

instead of satin trimmed

sale

Household Specialty Co., 50 School
4t44
Street, Boston, Mass.

cure

.

now on

tion of the crop shall e«pi c that >! :my oilier portion of the country.
This result can only bo

will

Hani=

I__

35c., 50c., 75c.

Tickets

-

..for

ly through the middle and western States; in view
of these facts it is essential 1>
uceessaiy in order
to secure the
highest prices fm- ,>ur proem'! i*• the
various markets ot the <muitry, tha' the prepara

Assisted by the Cleverest and Most distinguished Company of Singers and
Comedians before the Public.

I-1 Toilet

NEW IDEAS

1897 will he put upon tin* market tor sale. Rea section of the <*.
untry show the
argest crop of bay raised in many years, especialports from

FANNY RICE.

Prices

County.

approaching when the ha\ crop

of

AMERICA’S FUNNIEST WOMAN,

1 have recommended them to my

friends, and will, whenever I have the chance.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are a good medicine and
worthy of recommendation.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per
box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster*Milbum Co., Buffalo, NY.. sole agents for the United States.

I

Of Waldo

the realm of doubt.

to

good.

To the Farmers

The Second and Best Edition of the Greatest
Laughing Success of the Age,

The closer the

lots of

Opera House,

Belfast

stubborn;

Some may be disputed,
None can be disproved.
A fact is the opposite of

BELFAST.

_—k.

Belfast People Have to do is to
Follow the Example of Fellow
Citizens.

Block,

Agent.

Furnished
borhood.
October

rooms in

Inquire

a

uesirable

neigh-

at

23 Cedar Street, Belfast.
19, 1897.—3w42

GOLD

Story

of

a

Party

Across

OF

SEEKERS

that Sailed from Bath.

the

Plains
The

in

the

Days
of

Adventures

’49.

Adventures
of
a

Indians
JTaine

on

and

Sea

and

A NECKLACE OF PEARLS

Shore.

Boy.

The party were engaged in mining fourAt the end of that time
teen months.
The gold,
Mr. Fowler started for home.
which they had kept buried near their
camp, so that it might not be stolen, was
collected and sent home by express. However, the miners generally carried on their
persons all they could, but a man could
not carry about his person under his
clothes more than $3,000 or $-1,000 worth
of the heavy dust.
Mr. Fowler returned home by way of
tlie Isthmus of Panama, which at that
time was becoming a favorite route. Some
of his gold, sewed up in chamois skin
bags, he. carried beneath his clothes, suspended by straps of deer hide. He had
to cross the Isthmus on a mule, the railThe perspiration
road not being built.
caused the deer hide straps to roll up and
pull out until they became like small whipcords, cutting into the lies]) and causing
the weight of gold to produce intense

[Portland Sunday Times.J
Of the Argonauts of 1649 one of the
most enterprising and adventurous was
lion. Crosby Fowler of Unity, formerly
county commissioner of Waldo county,and
a well-known citizen of Eastern Maine.
Mr. Fowler was a young man of twenty
years when the great California gold excitement began, in the winter and spring
of 1649 stories of the wonderful discoveries
in the Eldorado of the West began to be
discussed by the firesides of Waldo and
Kennebec counties.
The young men of that day were more
adventurous than those of to-day; for
more of them started for California tiian
even think of going to Klondike to-day.
Yet California was at that time as much
an unknown country as Alaska is^to-day.
“There were as many lions in our way
then," says Mr. Fowler, “as are now put
The
before those going to the Klondike.
newspapers were as l ull of stories of perils
then

i>ut j
as they are now.
we found that all these terrors diminished
as we approached them, and 1 imagine it
is so with the perils of the Klondike.”
It was a formidable undertaking for a
country boy of 20 years to set out for
California in 1849. Mr. Fowler sailed from
Bath in the ship Hampton, the vessel i
leaving the Kennebec in the early days of j
September, 1849, and entering the Golden j
(»ate in eight, days less than six months. !
The Hampton was a hip of about 448
tons.
She was commanded by Captain |
Davis, a huge man, six and one-lialf feet j
tall. Mr. Fowler’s brother, Dutton Fowl- j
er, had been to sea several years and hail ;
risen to be mate of the Hampton.
The ship carried forty-six passengers!
when she left Bath, each paying 8200 or
82."»0 passage money, according as he went j
in the first or second cabin.
Of the passengers, Mr. Fowler remem \
bers the names of William Bodfisli, Ben- j
jainin Libby, Samuel Kendall, and a Mr. ;
Flood of Fail field, Kobert Henry, Albert
Bates and Mr. Kidder ot Skowhegan; j
Stephen T. and .Joseph Hack*iff of I'nitv; j
Augustus D. Blown of Portland: Dr.
Burleigh, a brother oi the late Hall C.
Buileigh, and Captain Foote of Sidney,
even then an old man. Most of tin m m n
avc dead.
Samuel Kendall of Fairiicid
and Albeit Bates of Skowhegan arc living.
Dr. Buileigh became a prominent man in
Idaho, and was one of the witnesses at j
the impeachment of President .Johnson, j
Joseph IlacklilT was drowned wliiie crossing the Middle Fork of the Canadian,
Diver in a canoe.

and

hardships

FOWLKB

■

j

Eustes Elected commander.

r many the adventurous
young man from
Hampton nail the : Maine was
passengers
The fourth annual encampment of the
to start across the plains,
j
regular sea fare of those days—dull, lie had lo8ready
cattle, most of them cows, Maine Union Veterans’ Union was called
lohseouse,t(a combination of jhard bread ; with
enough oxen to haul his two wagons to order at Old Town at 10 a. m., Oct.
and beet), beans, potatoes, yams, chick- j
27th, with about 70 delegates in ‘attendover the mountains when they should at
ens and tresli pork.
“There was a great i
The places represented were: Aulast leave the prairies. Besides himself lie ance.
deal of growling at the food,” says Mr.
Bucksport, Belfast, Gardiner,
gusta,
1 had with him seven young Missourians,
knocked
around
Fowler, “but alter I had
who were wishing to go to California and Brunswick, Waterviile, Dover and Foxthe world two or three years I concluded
Lewiston and Auburn,
croft,
to
Brewer,
were glad
join his party. They were
that we lived pretty well on the Ilatnp- |
armed with lilies, were unerring shots, Biddeford, Saco, Lisbon, Pittsfield, Newton.”
honest and kind-hearted, but very ! port, Unity, Rockland, Skowliegan and
The ship stopped at Rio Janeiro and brave,
ignorant. They feared neither man nor Old Town.
Valparaiso; hut these incidents did not
The Union Veterans' Union is somebut stood iu wholesome awe of
diminish greatly the tediousness of the Indian,
witches.
One of them believed lie had what differently constituted than the G.
long voyage. They read, played checkers had
personal experience with a certain A. R., owing to the fact that no person is
and other games, and watched he horizon
witch, Dr. Skaggs, who, he supposed, : accepted as a member unless lie has acintently for that most exciting of ocean
been at the front and “smelled
every bullet which he fired from ! tually
incidents, the appearance of a sail. While caught
All of the members seem to
His rifle.
The young Missourian, being ! powder.”
were
Horn
blown
they
rounding Cape
at bis inability to shoot any game, j be proud of the fact that they are entitled
southward so far by a fierce gale that they grieved
loaded his rille with a bird’s heart, by the ! to this distinction and that none of those
reached a place w here the sun scarcely
advice of an old lady experienced in com- who went half way to the front and then
set ar. all, and where the young men from
turned back for some cause or other can
Maine could read the line print of their batting witches. At a certain time lie fired
this rille over his shoulder.
After that be enrolled on the list of members of the
Hihles by sunlight at any hour of the
The U. V. U. of Maine was orlie had no trouble getting game, and order.
night.
the next time lie saw Dr. Skaggs that ganized four years ago and it has slowdy
Mr. Fowler was very sick during tlie
until it is represented throughout
ti sr portion of the voyage, and, thinks he worthy had his right hand in a sliug. The gained
bird’s heart had stopped his catching of the State by some 20 commands and has
w mid have
died but for the faithful
members.
447
bullets.
nursing of Stephen Rackliff, who had
The officers of the past year were: Dept.
It was in March that the little outfit left
practiced medicine somewhat. One of the
Com., Gen. M. A. Murphy of Lewiston;
civilization
behind
and
started
on
their
six
did
die
the
before
reached
passengers
ship
1st Asst. Coni., J. W. P. Johnson of
months’ march across the plains and the
Rio Janeiro.
Gardiner; 2d Asst. Com., Geo. M. Lovermountains.
Their
route
was
the
old
one
in
the
by
LSoO,
filially,
bebruary day
ing of Waterville; Adj. Gen., Gen. J.
Hampton sailed in the Golden Gate, and Fremont trail through the South Pass. Edwin Nye of Auburn; Q. M. Gen., J.
the Argonauts from Maine saw the forest They took Lawson’s Cut Off, thus avoidM. Fernald of Lewiston; sergeant, W. S.
of masts of the vessels that had brought ing the Salt Lake region, where the MorNorcross, Lewiston; chaplain, P. It. Goodhundreds of other Argonauts. These ves- mons were reported to be levying a heavy
rich, Brunswick; chief mustering officer,
sels were lying so close together that a tribute in the form of pasturage fees.
M. C. Dilworih, Belfast; inspector generThe perils of the journey were lessened
great storm which soon swept the harbor
al, O. B. Bridge, Old Town; executive
caused them to crash into one another somewhat by two government garrisons,
W. S. Noyes, Saco; Evander
at Forts Kearney and Laramie, llut these committee,
with great damage.
Gilpatrick, Waterville; Lewis Selving,
“As I stepped ashore in San Francisco,” were long distances apart, and the Indians
Augusta; Charles O. Wadsworth, Gardisays Mr. Fowler, “one ot the first men I were very plentiful.
ner; L. D. Carver, Rockland; Frank F.
met was William Weeks of Clinton (now
But the trail was almost as well traveled Goss,
Auburn; M. A. Dorsey, Springvale.
He
said
to
me:
as
a
Benton).
“Well, Fowler,
country highway in Maine, and trains
At the morning session, Gen. M. A.
1 suppose that you are like all the rest were
so
and
so well
passing
frequently
Murphy, department commander, in his
who land here?”
manned that in a few hours, in case of annual
address, spoke of the need of the
‘How is that?’ I said.
200
or
300
all
armed
and
attack,
men,
commander acting as recruiting officer.
‘No money,’ he replied.
trained to lighting, could be gathered.
He said that by a little effort the order
“1 was obliged to confess that I had
Trouble was met but once, however.
might be greatly increased in numbers.
only five cents, and as it took forty cents Near Dead Man’s creek, in Utah or Nevada, The report of Col. J. Edwin Nye, adjuof
the
letters
to get one
from home that there was an attack one
night. Whether tant general, showed the total number of
were awaiting me in the post office, 1
the assilants were Indians or Mormons it new members mustered
during the past
could not be said to be in the best of cir- was impossible to tell.
Mr. Fowler was
year to be 103; gained by transfer, 1; gain
Weeks took from his pocket on guard that
cumstances.
He saw' nothing, cd by reinstatement, 18:
night.
making a total
fifty dollars in gold dust, doue up in a but his dog was so uneasy and barked so gain of 122. The losses by death number
1
of
thanked
him
for
much
that
the
whole
newspaper.
piece
camp were aroused.
10; by transfer, 3; by suspension, 00; by
it, and began to look for work. 1 soon Soon shots were heard farther along on honorable
discharge, 7; by surrendered
found it and began helping unload a ves- the trail, in the direction of the
of
camp
charter, 28, making a total loss of 108.
L returned the a train owned
sel at a dollar an hour.
a
Mr.
Ross
of
Portland,
by
The net gain is 14.
gold dust to Weeks, and did not want for As Mr. Ross afterwards related, he was
At noon dinner was served in the dining
a dollar after that.
Weeks was, by the lying under one of his
and
saw
a
room at City liall and a sumptuous repast
wagons,
He fired, whereupon was
way, a brilliant man, and after strange man creeping up.
enjoyed. At tlie afternoon session
vicissitudes of fortune became, I think, the man arose and
discharged his rifle. these officers were elected: Department
of
and
a
attorney general
California,
pres- The bullet struck a chain hanging from commander, William T. Eustes,
Dixfield;
idential elector on the Lincoln ticket.
the wagon, and split, the two parts strik- first district
deputy commander, G. M.
After working for a time at San Fran- ing Mr. Ross on the neck and arm.
Ross Love ing, Waterville; second district depcisco, Mr. Fowler, in company with his and his men sought Mr. Fowler’s camp, uty commander, S. P. Lagros, Bucksport;
brother Dutton, Orriu Bates and Benja- while the assailants started off with his
surgeon, W. S. Norcross, Augusta; chapmin Libby, went to the Middle Fork of cattle.
lain, Rev. J. W. Webster, Newport. The
tiie American River and began mining
One night, while they were marching officers were installed
by Henry I. Lord
with the picks, shovel and cradle.
They along the Platte river, a hail storm stam- of Saco. The evening session consisted
worked there fourteen months.
It was peded the cattle and Mr. Fowler saw his of a
with
a
musical
campfire,
program by
hard labor, with the toiler’s spirits now whole investment
scattering in the dark- the city band and speeches by members
dampened by ill luck and now exhilarated ness and storm. In the morning he took of the Union and citizens.
by success. Many days they would get the trail with his Missourians, and after
For Over Fifty I ears.
nothing, and sometimes there would be a a long search found the cattle mixed up
day when the result of their toil would be with a herd of buffalos. It required time
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
dust
to
make
a
thousand
and patience to sort them out; hut gradu- Winslow’s
yellow’
enough
Soothing Syrup has been used for
dollars.
Generally they dug down from ally it was done. The buffalo were not over fifty years by millions of mothers for
six to fifteen feet, until they came to a afraid of man or hostile to him.
their
children
while teething, with perfect
They
ledge. The gold was usually in the last would move along with the cows, as the success. It soothes the child, softens the
foot of earth next the ledge. Sometimes latter were driven, and had a habit of gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
the best remedy for Diarrlicea. Is pleasthey would be rewarded by finding nug- running a short distance, then, diving is
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
gets of considerable size. One Sunday, forward and scooting along on their sides
of the world. Twenty-five cents a botwhen they were not at work, Mr. Fowler or back. They were very agile, and would part Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
tle.
began idly to split into a seam of slate, perform the act in a manner very remark- ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
that happened to attract his interest by able for such huge, clumsy
appearing take no other kind.
the neatness with which it could be split beasts.
into sheets.
What was his surprise to
The buffalo were very thick on the
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
find, on splitting the slate, bright, clean, plains. They were in sight most of the all stock, cured in 30 minutes
by Woolford’s
between
the
of
slate.
the
yellow gold
layers
time, feeding along
prairie, but all Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
And that seam yielded several hundred feeding in one direction,
according|as they A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
dollars.
were
north or south.

J lie

oil

the

**

migrating,

Register

of

Deep

Water

Brackett.... Rev. Frank li.

The'Fi nest’Chew

weut to

the best

flavor is

because there is

large buck-A hunting party composed
of E. N. Shaw, D. M. Parks, S. K. Haines, ,T.
W. Manson, H. C. Hunter and E. P. White
have gone for a two weeks’ outing to Spencer bay, Moosehead Lake-Miss Nellie Oshorn started for Portland Monday morning.
She intends to spend the winter with friends
there and in Gorham-A line set of builda

|

only

the best leaf in

coos

GEO. W. BURGESS.

highly, was burned in the barn. The buildings were insured, but not for anywhere
near enough to cover the loss_Mrs. Jennie Randlett lias gone to Oakfield,where she
will remain for the winter with her husband,

Sept 20.
Emily F Whitney,

A S Pendleton, arrived
New York Oct 1G from Iliola via DelaBreakwater.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols,from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d
ware

j JOB PRINTER,

son

1

of

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

wife of Harmony wrere the
guests of George Willis one day last w'eek.
Mrs. Maria Nickels, who has lived in her
brother's, I. H. Lancey’s, house for several

Laughlin

!

and

x'x

I
•Xlx*
*
j

|

POSTERS,
BILL HEADS.
j X!X
LETTER HEADS, Vx"
1
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,
I

■

4

(TOI*T DAVIS’.)
A. Sure and Safe Remedy in every case
and every kind of Bowel Complaint is

At a

Wm II Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived
Manila On. 2 ) from Shanghai.
W J Rotcii, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New York June 10 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 3G N, ion 38 W.

This is a true statement and it can’t
made too strong or too emphatic.

at

It is

a

simple,

safe and

quick

cure

Alice Reed, \lanson Ford, arr'ved at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 irom New York; in port Aug

..

Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Oct 15 from Gape Town via Barbadoes.

28 for

Harvard, Colcord,
Hampton Roads, ldg.

at

lquique May

10 for

Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, at Hong lvoug Sept 29
for Baltimore.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Rio Janeiro Oct. 8 from Bridgewater, N. S.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 14
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 0 for Lyttletou and Dunedin;
spoken oept 29, lat 4 N, Ion 20 W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
New York Oct 4 for Martinique; spoken Oct
11, lat 34 20, Ion 03 50.
Rose luuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Barbadoes Sept 27 from Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from

be

■

for

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey,

W

R Gilkey, arrived

HALES
OF

r

the throat

LNECl

TAR

j

If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horebound and Tar you know what a

safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

Soft’s Nerveriue Pills
The

great

remedy

for

nervous

prost r a tio n and
all nervous
diseases of the

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

generative

or-

gans of either

A

as Nervous
Prostration, Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

sex, such

MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prep's, Cleveland, Dhio.
FOB SALE BY K. H. MOODY.

Iyr38

VfHATDO THE CHILDREN DRINK?
give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee The
more Grain-O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. GrainDon’t

passing sigh.

look

iu tne

Most

women

early twenties,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
October, A. 1 >. 1897.

new

have

tne

a

worn

ngure

loses

its roundness, the face the glow of youth,
and from that time ou they age rapidly. All
this is wroug and unnecessary.
Let everybody to whom this word may come, men and
women alike, consult Dr. Greene, and learn
from his great experience the cause of your
trouble, and secure his invaluable advice.
Dr. Greene, discoverer of the famous Nervura, and many other wouderful remedies,
invites consultation at his office, 34 Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., either by persoualcall
or by
letter through the mail, and in either
case he will give you advice absolutely free
of all charge.
This offer is for everybody,
old and young, rich and poor, and thousands of happy.people testify to-day to the
practical nature of the experienced advice
of this great specialist and the marvelous
curative power of his remedies. Don’t be
satisfied to grow old prematurely when the
advice of this famous physiciau is at your
disposal for the asking, wholly free of

charge.

certain

instrument, purporting
will and
and codicil
A
HANNAH
ON
ot

be the last
thereto ot
Winterport, in ',ii-i
having been presentto

testament
A NT, late

O is made of pure grains, and when properly pre- j
County ol Waldo, deceased,
pared tastes like the choice grades of coffee, but ed for probate.
costs about 1-4 as much. All grocers sell it. 15c.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this oniei ;•> In* puband 25c
lished three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Hellast. that they may appear
»

James Pattee & Son,
Fire, Life

**«»

Accident Insurance,
i

OFFICE

:

HASONIC

MAIN STREET

53tf

TFMPLE,

ENTRANCE,

BELFAST, MAINE.

GRAY’S RULTOTSS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
SEND FOR FREE

CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L, QRAY, PORTLAND, ME.

at a Probate Court. to lie held at Heltast, within
and tor said County, on the second I'm—ilay ot
November next, t ten of the clock be I ore m.. .11,
and show cause, it any they have, why the same
should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GH< >. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. V IIazeltink, Register.

in male

or

female.

Relieves retention of

If you want
water almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
Iy28
Belfast, Me.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumjrs, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
\VILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

in the County ol Waldo, dec* ascii, and giva a
All persons having d a
the law directs
estate of said occc.iseo are desiipresent the same for settlement. and a! ind
thereto are requested to make p.i\m*-nt ;m
O/.KO 1» CASTN E
atelv.
W aldohoro. »>ct 12. 1N'J7.

as

against the

1

WALDO SS.- Mipmiu- Judicial
September term, 1 S07
Hu>rn III r. Mo-:.
< it 1/ of If

And

ijiifit

no',
r*.

-/

Joliet

to
.1.

/../

I.

h

<

o

s.

urt t>
!■
i-u Mi;_i:vstum l" ilic
at
lie time --t service d the wrb
inhabitant of this talc, and bad na^ent, -n at tor ney within the same, that In id
<»r estate have been attacb.Ml in this acti.-u
she has had no notice -d -ai-i suit and a.
nient.it is Ordered, that notice <d the pen iof this suit he nivtn to the said d- tendar
publishing an attested copy <-t this *i«It
pother with an abstract ot the piamtill's
three weeks successively in the Kepul-iican J
nal, a newspaper printed at Belfast m the <
of W aldo, the last publication to be not less t1
thirty days before the next term of this t -uirt.
he holden at Belfast, within and tor the <’«• unt>
W aldo, on the first Tuesday of January, 1897,
said detendent may then and there appeal,
answer to said suit, it she shall see eau-c
Attest: T1LE8TON WALH.1N t ier'
i<i»\v

femlant,
not an

..

At a l'rohate Court held at Heltast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
October, A. L). 1897.

tor
ot I

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of SA M I' HI; C. G HI l- FI N
latent Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented tor probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to he held at Heltast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

Relief In Six Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,

-«

J

AND

lungs
neglected.

Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from

a

j

j

HOREHOUNO

Boston

People age quickly in this American life,
and instances of preservation of youthful
strength and vigor in mature years are pointed to as remarkable. We are educated to
believe in early decay of physical beauty
and strength, especially in our young women, and permit the decline to continue with

Register.

■

Boston Oct 11 from Philadelphia.

Old, Young People.

copy.

V

HONEY

at

Oct 17 for Savaunah.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Oct (i for New York.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
Perth Amboy Oct 20 for Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Perth
Amboy Oct 20 from Newr York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Oct 27 from Swran’s Island.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Portland ldg for
South America.
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at St
Lucia Oct 14 from Philadelphia.
Sal lie I’Oil, W H West, arrived at Pernambuco Oct 19 from New York
Tofa, A S Wilson,arrived at Fortde France
Sept 14 from New York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Portland Oct 8 for Port Spain.

Attest:
Cl! AS P. HaZELTINE,

bonds a.- ihe law dnv»>. A! pei-oii-.an
i-.t-i.
mam;-against the es,..
n
it ••m.
; sired to present the -ai
1 indebted thereto are ie-p,e>'ed
makAt a Probate Court hem at Be ast, within and
u
i.l. i.l.U\
iiuiuediatei v
for the County ot Waldo, on the second TuesWiiiterport »»• t. 12. C-c'7
day ot October, A. 1). J ~*7.
DM IMS 1 RA 1 Rl\ > M i’ICE
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
11
: -!..
will an«l testament ot JOHN STOKEEE, hue
A hereiiy gives
ot Winterport, in said County m Wal*l", dccasappointed Auuiini-!'atnx d tin
ed, having been presented tor pr dutc.
GEt)RGE AMnSNK HOI S,
i
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- in the
;• -ed
iei
County ot \\ aid
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
:
All nm-m-.
bonds as the la w dir,
published three weeks successively m the K» pub- ;i maim.-, against tin esi.a
d
ican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
desired to j «esent tin- -ame i..r -«••' •••mm
appear at a Probate Court, to be belli at Belfast, indebted hereto are re< ,■•••-a■.. n makr
within ami for said County, on the second TuesNl<
DEI RHINE
immeiliately.
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
Searsport. < >rt 12. l.S'.r.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approve ami allowed.
n
TORS' NOTICE
Tlu s
CEO. E. .JOHNS* >N. 1 edge.
give notice that they h.ive a- n .1 y
A true copy. Attest:
U the :ilst
::
-i X:
te*»\U;..
eil
Executors
I
( has. l\ Hazkltine. Register.
; r.e of Montville,
ASA HALL
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wirnin and tor
in the County >t Maul. licensed, a id i.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of i as the law limi ts
A.
poisons having
October, A. D. 1897.
against the estate of said deceased are
4 certain instrument, purporting to I-- the ast
piesent tin* same !■ >r settlenient, and ad m
A will and testament of ISAAC li. SHERMAN, thereto are requested to make payment
W A Y L A N1 > A Ha
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceas- lately.
MARTHA E. HAl
ed. having been presented for prolate
S'. 17.
1
Montvilie,
Oct.
12.
be
That
notice
to
all
inOrdered,
given
persons
terested by causing a copy of this ..rder t<
be
4 !)M IN i.sTRA TOR'S NOTICE,
'i'hes.ipublished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Be!fast*tbat they may A lie re y gives liotiet* that lie lias p«-.-n
lie
U
Anininist
rato;
ol
t
estate
appear at a Probate Court, to be neUl at Bel 1'ast
pointed
within and for saitl County, on the second TuesNANCY HALEY, lace of W interpor ’.
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have, why the in the County ol Waldo, deceased,and giv* 1
as the law
directs.
All persons having .an.
same should not be proved, approved undallowed.
CEO. E. JOHNS!>N. Judge.
against the .-state ol sain di-nas.-d are .1. -1
present the same lot settlement, ami a,; a
A true copy. Attest
thereto ate requested to make payment m
( has P Hazelune, Register.
HEN It\ E. 11 Al
ately.
W interport. Oet. t2. IS'oT.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday el
The sub.4 DM1MSTKATRIVS N» -1 ICE.
October, A. D. 1897.
notice that she has bem:
certain instrument, purporting to be tlie last A lierehy gives
1
Aiiministracrix
ol
the
estate
will and testament of BOHAN P. FIK..1). appointed
JOHN
late of Belfast, in said Count} of Waldo, deceasARR, late of Searsport.
ed, having been presented lor probate.
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, and given
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- as the law directs. All persons having ,|m
terested by causing a copy of this order to he against the estate of said deeeased arc u« so
published three weeks successively in the Repub present the same lor settlement,, ami a, ime
liean Journal, printed at Belfast', that they may thereto are requested 10 make payment
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, ately to W. 1 t. Runnelis <■: s>cni sp. .n
M lN.NlE A
HI l.i \
within and for said County, on the second Tues- tlmrized agent
Stoneliam, Mass 1M'7.
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, il any they have, why the
4 1>M IN 1STRATOR'S NdTKT
The
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
A hereby gives notice that In inis been a
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
pointed Administrator -u the estate of
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazkltine, Register.
FLY IRA HEATH, late f Troy,

of

eases

are

true

.••

whe^dis-

Hong Kong Aug 0 for Rajang.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, at Port Spain Sept

20 for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Boston Oct 10 from Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A O Colcord, arrived at
New' York Sept 17 from Port Spain.

A

reaps

his richest

i

•••

consumption

and

Bel.‘ast,within and for

«

18.
C

P Dixon, N F Gilkev, arrived at Port
Elizabeth, Oct 20 from New Yor
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug

s

County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. I>. ts'*7.
L>.UlMSTRATOE> N< »'[ |i i
■[}.,■
H. Cl IMTS, widow of .JOSEPH
hereby give notna ti ,e he has
pHAREoTTE
!
( rims, late of Winterport. in said County | pointed Auministratoi ot the est tte
Vd
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
MA11Y Mi H Uhl.I., late ul I i.
that
Bouden
he
admin
praying
Ellery
appointed
istrator of the estate ol said deceased, with the in the County id. \s aim., der.*ased, and g
1 as the law 11; * ;
All per-m.
haviiig
will annexed.
I against the estate of .-am .e.i-eu ale ui
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to j presenit.be same lor set? ieii.ent, and uR
all persons interested hy causing a copy ot this I thereto anre«pie>Led to make pavm*"
order to be published three weeks successively in
FRANK a. EAR
ately.
the Republican Journal prime I at Be.last, that j
net. 12. 1SU7.
Cutty
j
they may appear a a Probate Court, to In-hcid at
Belfast, within and lor said Coumy.on the secI Ilf
MCI I i'l Ill'S Mi'i.l I
ond Tuesday ol November next, a: *•••: ot the cock
a
rJ
lull lee
has
v.-s
before noon, and show cause, it any they have-, ed Lxeeuior oi the last will and l- .-taint
why the prayer of said petitioner should’mu be
CLEMEN 1 W. i.ANE l.-te ot >\ n :•
|
granted.
CE< > E. JOHNS* )N, Judge.
! in the County ot \\ a .do net a-rd,

Cramps,
Congh, Rheumatism,
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhma, Croap, Toothache.
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.

BARKS.

at

The

FREEMAN \\ LI.EM AN. late of Sar-i
in the County of Waldo, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All persons h
! ,-aui dtceasi
maims against the estate
siieil to present the same lor setlieiue
indebted thereto are reipiested to makt
CATHERINE F. \N El.i
immediately.
Seaisinont. net. 12, 1st*7.

the

Pain-Kilter.

Japan.

l’robateCourt held

IbMIXiSTRATRLVS NnTICE

hereby gives notitv that she lias
appointed Administratrix -d theest.au

PROBATE NOTICES,

Pain-Killer.

>.

in the County of Waldo, deceased,ami g:'
All persons ha\ing
as the law directs.
against the estate of said dcm-ased are m
present, the same for settlement. and all n
thereto are reipiested v<> make pa\mriu
JAMES WARD\'!
ately.
\N interport, Oct. J2, 1897.

S D

Francisco Oct 5 from Karluk.
State of Maine, II G Curtis, arrived at
New York Oct 0 from Manila.
Til lie E Starbuk, Ebon Curtis, sailed from
Newcastle Sept. 8 for Honolulu.
Wm H Mary, Amsbury, at New York for

DM

CHARLES L. WARD NY EEL, late of \N

Anti all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

vicinity.

Carleton, Amsbury, at Shanghae Sept
22 from Singapore.
ct Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San

t hi
1STRA rOR’S N<) 1'h E
notice that he has
of
of
Administrator
the
estate
appointed
A

I

>.

i\ hereby gives

I CARDS,

years has moved into W. R. Hunnewell’s
house on Park street_D. M. Parks, T. E.
B. Knowles, W. J. McFarlane, and C. F.
Monk attended the meeting of the Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows in Portland last
w'eek-Neal Morrill and John Lindsey
shot a large buck in West Pittsfield last
week. Deer are said to be plentiful in that

j
j

guardianship

•

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦m

business there_Mrs. E. A. JohnWaterville has recently visited her
daughter, Mrs. VV. L. Parks-Dr. Mc-

topgailaut yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 27

j

In Court o' Prot.atc, In I
SS.
on the second
Tuesday
1897. JAMES E. MAKHK.V Onardian
RIS E. NICKERSON, mini r, ot swanvii:
County, having presented his lirst a■<
hu allowam-e
Ordered, That notice thereof be give
weeks successively, in the R»
printed in Belfast, in said county, that a.
interested may attend at a Prohate <
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot
her next, and show cause, if any they L
the said account should not be allowed.
OEO. E JOHNSON. J
A true copy. Attest
(Has. P. Hazflunk, Rt

YY^ALDO
?V fast,

♦♦♦

who is in

with loss <>t

i

..

White about 2 12 miles from here, were
one morning
recently. The son
went to the barn early with a kerosene lauteru to do the chores. He fell—as we understand it—in the scaffold and got caught in
the floor, upsetting the lantern and setting
the hay on fire. Everything was burned; a
nice, large house and nearly all its furnishings. The family horse, which they valued

tevideo

!

Alf A EDO SS. in ( n it ot Pro-.ate. In
Vv last, on the s< md 'Ihie-dav
1897. OEOROE A. AVERY. Executor m
will ot MARY J. PI ER( E, late ot Prosaid County, deceased, ha\ ing jtresenteo
account ol administration ot
said est.v.
low auce.
Ordered, That notice thereof he gi\.
weeks successively, in the Republican
printed in Belfast in said count >. that ail
interested may attend at a Prorate Cm
held at Beltast outlie second Tuesday H
her next, and show cause, if any they In
the said account should not be allowed.
OHO. E JOHNSON J
A true copy. Attest
Cl*as. P. Hazel, inf, Re.

Freeman

Mr.

j

...

burned

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Sept 27 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Boston Oct 12 from Singapore.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Capitau, A L Carver, from Baltimore
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Mon-

for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, ion 43 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at Manila
Sept 23 from Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New York.
May Fliut, EDI* Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; arrived at
New York Get 8 with loss of spars.
Puritan, V N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
Juue 17 for New York.
R R Tkoimts, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 tor Hong Kong; spoken
Sept 10, lat 32, ion 52.
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, sailed from New
York June 20 tor Hong Kong.

occupied by

In Court of Probate, In- <;
V\'ALIK) SS
M
fast, on the second Tuesday ol
BEN.J. E. RICE. Adminisrratm mi tin
FRANK W RICE, .ate ol Mm kton s
said < minty, deceased, baaing presenu
and.final account «>i administration ol
lor allowance.
Ordered, That nonce thereo 1 be gr
weeks successively, m the Republican
printed in Bel last, in said County. that
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday ot
her next, and show cause, n any tIvey h
the,said account should not be allowed.
LEO. E. ,JOHNS( )N, .1
A true copy. Attest
('ll as. p rl AZKi.i INF, Re.

tobacco—

choice

its

has recently been on a hunting trip to
the vicinity of Lily Bay, and brought home

and

|

—

Perkins

ings, owned

^

1

Folsom,
Colorado last spring for his
health, has so far regained it that lie is able
to preach, and lias had a call to take charge
of a pastorate at Lake City-Mrs. M. L.
Strickland has returned from a visit to Oakland, accompanied by her sister, Miss Minnie
Lane, who will remain a short time... .Guy

Vessels.

,'.i‘

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held
Tf
fast, on the second Tuesday ot
1897.
JOSEPH CARLETON, Executor
last will of ROBERT (i. CAMPBELL.
Winterport, in said County, deceased, ha\
sen ted bis second account of admmisti
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be give;
weeks successively, in the Republican .)
printed in Belfast, in said county, that a,
interested may attend at a Probate Com
liehl at Belfast, on the second Tuesday m
her next, and show cause, if any they ha
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOH NSON .1
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazeetjke, It*

from a very severe cold....
Lewis F. Brackett is at home from Portland
on a short visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
who

''v

-.

recovering

Daniel

"1

certain instrument, purporting to h<
will and testament of WINSLOW v\
HER, late of Troy, in said County of \\,,
ceased, having been presented for probat<
Ordered, That notice be given to all pei
teresied by causing a copy of this order >
lished three weeks successively in the R.
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they ma\
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellain and for said County, on the second
of November next, at ten of the clo< l.
noon, and show cause, if any they have,
same should not he proved, approved and
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Re

A

Boston a week or more on a visit. Mr.
Libby will buy his stock of holiday goods
before returning
home_Miss Geneva
Stevens, who passed the summer with her
aunt, Miss Ada Coffin, has returned to her
home in Salem, Mass_Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Jackman of Mt. Vernon called on friends
and relatives here last week_Mr. William C. Chapman of Camden is stopping
for the present with his sister, Mrs. Benjamin Spaulding-Mr. J. S. Davis is just

SHIPS.

at

Spaulding

Win-

in

permission, reter to the following* women, all of
whom speak from experience:
Miss Celia Van
Horn, 1012 Sharswood St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss
Grace Collorti, 1434 Eastern Ave., Cincinnati, O.;
Mrs. Newell, 50 Ryerson St.. Brooklyn, N. V.; Mrs.
Isabel Oberg, 220 Chestnut St., Woburn, Mass.,
Mrs. A. 11. Cole, New Rochelle, N. V., and many
others
For special symptoms Mrs. Pinkham lias prepared a
Sanative Wash, which will cure local troubles. Live these
medicines a trial.
Write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., if you are not quite
satisfied; you can address private questions to a woman.

At Buffalo Licks, on the Platte River,
there was a most remarkable collection of
buffalo bones.
There were thousands of
acres of them. The plains’ people thought
it was a place where for ages the old buffalo had come to die. But it seemed more
probable that in some remarkable snow
storm a vast herd had perished. The bones
seemed to lie in groups, where the buffalo
had huddled together for protection.
There were some interesting sights along
the great trail.
One day they met an
emigrant family returning from Oregon.
There were three little children, and they
were packed upon a mule in the queerest
On each side of the mule was a
way.
greenhide pannier. In one of these was
the oldest baby, while in the other it was
balanced by the two younger.
The little
pain.
unce auoara me steamer Mr. jowier folks were asleep, and as the mule trotted
w as constrained to let the purser keep his
along their little heads would bob about
gold. As that official viewed his clothes, like marbles.
On Truckee River they met the famous
which had suffered from many months of
adventure, he remarked: “You are the hero of the Plains, Kit Carson, who was
He
last man whom 1 should expect to have driving an immense flock of sheep.
was a line appearing
man and looked
any gold.”
Mr. Fowler arrived home in 1851, but equal to his reputed adventures.
When they left the prairies they passed
he soon began to think again of CaliforHe had noticed while there that the through the great pine forests of the Siernia.
Mexican cows—the only ones in the coun- ras, and iinally, on September 11, 1854,
try—did not produce milk, or at least the day Mr. Fowler was 25 years old, they
kicked so badly that they could not be reached the abodes of men in California.
The cows which he had bought for 88
milked if they did produce it.
He therefore conceived the idea that dairy cows or 810 in Missouri and Arkansas, were
worth 8125 in California.
He had, howwould be in demand there.
There was only one way to get the cows ever, lost a considerable number on the
The dews of the prairies
to California, and that was by way of the long march.
plains—the great plains of the buffalo and had softened their hoofs, and they had bethe Indian. Mr. Fowler selected the years come too footsore to proceed.
He was a young
1853 4 for his venture.
Having sold bis cattle Mr. Fowler reman of So years, but he boldly
started turned to Maine by way of Nicaragua.
This
was an easier route than that of the
westward alone, to drive his herd of cows
to California.
Isthmus, over which he had passed on his
former
return.
went
from
to
He
Cincinnati by j
By the ahl of steamers
Augusta
rail, and from Cincinnati proceeded west- on Lake Nicaragua and on the rivers the
land journey was reduced to 1) or 10 miles
ward by steamer on the Ohio river.
Mr. Fowler bought his cattle in South- and this was made iu coaches on a good
er
Missouri and Arkansas.
While get- road.
After a prosperous homeward journey
ting them together and purchasing his !
outfit lie traveled about Missouri consul- ! Mr. Fowler returned to Unity, having
m .l>!v.
If was just as the Territory of had adventures enough, and content to
Kansas was opening, and the contest of pass the remainder of his days in peaceful
the pro-slavery and anti-slavery people Maine life.
was beginning.
Bands of Missourians
Maine Union Veterans’ Union.
were encountered, all
travelling towards
K uisas, where they were to vote to make
Fourth Annual Encampment at Old Town. VV. T.
it a slave State.

Benjamin

of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
for the County of Waldo, on the second
of November, A. D. 1897.

throp has been at home the past week,
visiting .his family in this place and his
aged mother in Hartland, who passed away
Oct. 22d, and was buried Sunday.... Mrs.
Tremont Hubbard of Dorchester, Mass., is
in town visiting her sister, Miss Laura M.
Lear—Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Libby have been

a

one,

j

HON, CROSBY

Mr.

beautiful possession. If a woman owns
and if a single pearl drops off the string,
she makes haste to find and restore it.
J
Good health is a more valuable possession
than a necklace of the most beautiful pearls,
yet one b3r one the jewels of health slip away,
and women seem indifferent until it is almost
too late, and they cannot be restored.
To die before you are really old is to suffer
premature death, and that is a sin. It is a sin
because it is the result of repeated violations
of nature's laws.
Pain, lassitude and weariness, inability to
sleep, dreadful dreams, starting violently from
sleep, are all sy^mptoms of nerve trouble.
You cannot have nerve trouble and keep
your health. In ninety^nine cases out of a
hundred the womb, the ovaries and the bladder
are affected.
They are not vital organs, hence
they give out soonest.
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vegetable Compound, by building up the nerves and restoring woman s
organism to its natural state, relieves all these troubleIn eon fin nation of this we, by
some uterine symptoms.

Is

Buffalo.

within-'4

Pittsfield Paragraphs.

EXECUTORS NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
give notice that they have been duly appointed
Executors ot the last will and testament of

1J

GORHAM

CLOUGH, late of Unity,
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said dein the

ceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
L. H. MOSHER,
RUSSELL A. SHAW.
Oct.
1897.
Unity,
12,

A ns IK ACT OT

TLTT.’S

WU1T.

Action of debt for the recoveiy of a tax of id
dollars and seventy five cents assessed upon
fendant’s ri al estate, situated in Belfast, in
County ot W aldo,and described as follows, to
The homestead of W side ot W Swauvillc
first N. of school-house, Hist. No. 1 1. brin-; :<
l)iv. 2, containing fifty-two acres, as her propturn of the Citv, State* and County taxes tor t
year A. 1>. 1890.
Ad damnum, one hundred dollars.
W rit dated the28th day of July, A. l>. 1897
turnable to and entered at the September tern,
this court, 1897.
Date of real estate attachment July 28. 189
at 3 h. and 16 m. v. m.
Plaintiff's Atty., Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast, M»
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstraof the Writ.
3w42
AttestT1LESTON WADL1N, Clerfc
■-

1 iterary News
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Notes.

Capt. Rivers in Quandary.

>,-tober number of Babyland, and
m -n and Women—two dainty juvei/.nes—have been received from
islier, Charles E. Graff, 150 MasNew York.
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the Craw-

It’s easy
the start.

at

Craw-

stands

”

\

And it wears
___

every time

—

on

well.

It looks

it wears. It is the
shoe that suits
every way.
as

well

as

—

F

|II. FRANCIS

Ac CO.,

Sole Agents, Belfast.

so

Some of Maine’s Noted Men.

The Belfast Free

MUNYON’S

Captain Rivers of the American ship A.
Q. Ropes is in a quandary as to how he will
secure a crew.
He is ready to sail for Liverpool^ but cannot secure the eighteen men
to
man
his vessel. According to
necessary
instructions received from Washington, the
Uuited States Shipping Commissioner must
get a hill signed by the sailor, showing the
amount in which he is indebted-to the shipping-master, the boarding-master, the storekeeper and others. “Jack” is satisfied, but

M iT ini Jil'liWJ I f|T3> ford.

every pair. And, betteryet—the
price suits as well as the shoe.

long maintained
nous position in the current littlie day, that it requires only to
At this season,
to be valued.
mg Age lias

is

men

You don’t
have to “break

A Shoe That Suits.

ford Shoe for

ilier Maine Sportman presents
.able anil entertaining papers.
: handsome half-tone illustramuch to the appearance of this
Among the more important pafollowing: “Camping Out in
■k." “How to Preserve Your
Maine for Moose,” “A June
the Maine woods,” and “Train
a
Dogs.” The departments contimely matter.

i

Craw-

munificence.

collector’s ISTotlo©.
Unpaid Taxes

on Lands of Non-Resident Owners situated in the town of Islesbo o, in the County of Waldo, for the year 1896.

Down Goes the Death Rate Before the
Medical Conqueror.
It

following
THEyear
1896, committed

list of taxes

Professor
Munyon*s greatest
pleasure to select some city where disease
is running rampant and the death rate
is high, and give away, without money

Poland, and Senator Frye was orator of
the day. He said, “Standing where 1 do

Ford,

to-day,

Harris, Joel Chandler.

1 can look back

old Oxford
county, hilly, rocky, sterile, bleak. 1
can say to you that there six governors of
this State have been born, six governors
of other and different States, four United
States senators, twenty members of the
national nouse ot representatives, judges,
superintendents of schools, major generals, cabinet officers, a vice-president of
ial prize photograph number of j the United
States, and so on.” In Rum••«»1 i'a 11 Magazine is indeed an ford Wm. W.
Kimball, the Chicago piano
a cess.
The handsome cover, |
maker, was born, also in Rumford, S. S.
ie.iutiful half-tone illustrations, j
of
the “Alphabet of GeoloHall, author
i.er of special articles combine !
invented the blackboard, and was
gy,"
s issue an
unusally attractive j the first to use it in schools.
leading articles iuelude: “The | Across the mountains, twenty miles
A Sextette of j
Navy Yard."
away, is Farmington, where lieu Butler
ims
"New York’s Art Col- j
taught the academy, and where the noted
“Julia
Arhe Kye of Paris,"
There John
Abbott family was reared.
< «>11 eee of
and
“New
War,"
s. c. Abbott pleached in the CongregaThe depart- j tional church and wrote
:eation Piers.”
history; there
much up-to-date matter.
Jacob Abbott lived and wrote scientific
: ag
article in the N >vember ! articles: Lyman Abbott, wlio occupies
Beechers Plymouth pulpit, studied for
■.
ir.»u. .1. It. Carlisle, Ex-SecI'reasury, who discusses in the ministry under his uncle, and was
tw" papers the “Dangerous ! called to ].»reach before lie was ordained,
1
ar Electoral
System." Mr. in the little church in Temple. The church
lims that the system, even ae- ; w:.- without a pastin', and would be closed
us
uiginal design, was. never it»r the winter unless Lyman would take
lie hesitated, accepted,
i'll tuir theory of government, 1 charge of it.
worked hard for a year, and laid the founi: e >iisistent with itself; for if
dation of a useful life amid the hills of
w
re in fact incapable of se.-si-lent or Vice-President by a j Temple. Old 'Squire Abbott, the father
lived in a plain litthey were equally incapable] of the older Abbotts,
was highly respected.
Auc-unpetent agents to perform ! tle house and
othei noted personage lived in Farming1 >r them.
ton in ltnis, when 1 attended normal
\.v-ember Forum Dr. Walter] school there.
It was Camp Meeting John
!
of
ervising
Surgeon-General
^a]
Allen, the hero of 307 camp meetings.
has
an
inService,
Hospital
John was a wonderful man to move ail
and timely article on “Some audience.
He sung “with the spirit and
the Yellow Fever Epidemic,”
understanding also.” John had a grandlie urges the necessity of our 1
daughter born here who inherited his
lent making strong “representaability to sing. Lillian Norton was her
the government responsible for name, and L have read that she was a poor
nt insanitary condition or Hashop clerk in Boston, when some one heard
ir.
Wyman asserts that out of her sing and sent her to study music. She
to
this
e visitations of yellowfever
married an Englishman, Gower, who went
known to have come from Cuba, up in a balloon and was never heard from.
•hree have been directly traced to Nordn a will visit her old home this Octoof Havana.
ber.
Not far from Farmington, Gen, O. O.
sity has been aroused as to the
oid make-up of Literature, the Howard, the Christian soldier, was rearand his brother preached to us at
miug international gazette of lit- ed,
It is announced that the Farmington. Another brother 1 met there,
deism.
C. II. Howard, is editor of “Farm, Field
will be about seven inches
: ss
j and Fireside,” at Chicago. General
inches, perhaps the most conven- |1 Howard
was educated at Kent’s Hill, a
There
sizes for easy handling.
over
Methodist
for
•nly two columns on each page, some two Seminary, presided
years past by Rev. Dr. C. W.
in large type upon paper of exwho preached to us at Viroqua
.ality. The number of pages will Gallagher,
1
camp meeting, and who was formerly
:i, twenty-four to thirty-four, acof Lawrence University.
> the
activity of the publishing president
A day's walk from here brings one to
nd the importance of the books
the “Norlands,” the home of the Wash•wed. There is to be a specially
burn family, at Livermore.
This family
Literature
•over in two colors.
furnished a governor for Illinois, one for
at 10 ceuts a
over

j

1

j

1

1

1

1

■

|

published weekly
"4.00

a

our own

year.

state

and

for

Minnesota.

1 he

same town of Livermore gave Timothy O.
brilliant special cover by Corwin Howe, postmaster general of the United
Vinson, Mark Twain’s humorous States. A little further away is Augusta,
bis voyage from India to South
where Melville W. Fuller, chief justice of
Castrated with immense spirit by the United States supreme court was born,
>-t and Peter Newell; the first and where
Blaine resided.
Nearby is
11 tlu; “Dana Reminiscences of
the home of Annie Louise Carey, and still
illusTlv.-uts of the Civil War,'1
where Nelson Dingley
nearer Lewiston,
-ai the new (Government ( ollec- j has so long edited the Journal, which has
Vi War Photographs;and the ac- so vigorc msly championed prohibition
i dison's all but fabulous invenand cleanliness in politics.
At Bucktield we passed Hotel Long, the
nagnetic ore extractor, and the
plant established in the New birthplace of John D. Long, secretary of
attains for its operation, with
the navy, an ex-governor of Massachu* rat
accompaying pictures—the setts, the only teetotaler in McKinley’s
v number of McClure's Magazine
cabinet apd an humble Sunday school
lirly said to set a new standard teacher in the Unitarian church at Ilingham.
The secretary is here enjoying the
ne literature.
bracing atmosphere, and when here one
al features of Harper’s Maga- summer with his
wife, walked to the White
November are “With the Greek Mountains, a hundred miles
in
away.
by Richard Harding Davis, this county, Artemus Ward wTas born
1 from photographs taken by the and lies buried.
Daniel Webster taught
•’A Pair of Patient Lovers,” by school nearby. Hawthorne lived a
year
Dean Howells, illustrated by down at Raymond, and writes:
K. >terner; “The City to the North
It was in the woods <>f Maine that I first
nV’ by James Barnes, illustrated
got my cursed habits of solitude.
a wings by C.
D. Weldon, Charles
Portland was the home of S. S. Prenand
Victor
n,
Harry Fenn,
j tiss, of N. I*.
Willis, of Longfellow and
“The New Japan,” by Torn
Tom Reed.
Neal I low has lived there althe Japanese Minister to the
most a eentuary. A photo of Longfellow’s
States; “In Memoriam—Olivia
birthplace includes that of Tom Reed.
Clemens,” a poem by S. L. C.
At Bowdoin college many noted men
Twain); “The Century’s Progress have been educated.
Hawthorne, Long»gy,” by Henry Smith Williams, fellow, President
Pierce, Melville Fuller,
illustrated from drawings by
Dr. Doyle, father of the
of the
Day and J. W. Finn; “Daniel Hawaiian republic, Willispresident
and a host of
er,”bythe Don. Carl. Schurz; and others.
Pardon of Sainte-Anne D’Aurayin
At Berwick near the New
iv,” by George Wharton Edwards, line, Mrs. Stowe wrote a book Hampshire
which imtied by the author.
mortalized her name and emancipated a
race of bondsmen.
last number of Harper’s Round
completed Volume XVIII., and
to a close its career as a weekly
The Missing Girl’s Story.
d.
Commencing with November
The Maine papers recently printed extendwas enlarged to double its former
made its bow as a monthly pub- j ed accounts of the return to Belfast of a girl
The first monthly number of ; named Nellie Brown, who disappeared from
that city in January, IS'. 12, and was believed
■w
Harper’s Round Table, dated j to have committed
suicide. Many people in
her, makes a very strong appeal to j this section of the State were rather surprised
It con ! that they had never heard of the
ies and interests of youth.
sensational
forty-eight pages of attractive |1 incident before. The reason, it seems, is
matter and of admirable ill us- because it all didn’t happen in Belfast at all,
but m Otego, N Y, Mrs. Susie }\ Vose, of
cover design,
j>, with a beautiful
l")i> Union street, has sent us a copy of the
st instalment of “Four for a KorUtica (N. Y. ) Globe of January 23, 1892,
an exciting tale of
mystery and containing
an account of the disappearance,
ire by Albert Lee, is the opening
just as it is described in the recent publicaand it is followed by a thrilling tions as having occurred in Belfast. We
“Tory of football, entitled “The In- presume it is the Nellie Brown who has now
: the Game,” by Hamblen Sears, forreturned to Otego; but how Belfast got mixaptain <>f the football team at llar- ed up in the shuttle we cannot imagine—unless
because Belfast is always bound to have
Tlie other contributions include
a
hand in anything that is sensational.
a
Harold MarW. J.
■

Leicester.

Paul

told love. 1897

Wildwoods.
ford. 1897

Story

of

an un-

228 10

Aaron in the
Illustrated by O. ner327.36

Harrison, Benjamin. This country of
ours. 1897.1056 36
Ingersoll, Ernest. Wild neighbors:
out-doors studies in the United
States. 1897
946.8
Ravenel, H. H. Eliza Pickney.
(Women of colonial and revolutionary times). 1896
838 24
Witt, Charles. Classic mythology.
Translated from the German bv F,
Youugbusband with a preface by A.
Sidgwick. A glossary. 1887.1028 9

Henderson,

» GREAT SURPRISE IS IN STORE
who wiil go to-day and get a package of
IN o. it takes the place of coffee at about
’he cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and
lose

as well as the adult
It is made of pure grains and
and tastes like the finest grades of Mocha
•lava coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
•'

given to the children

-veat

benefit.

n-O is better for the

system than a tonic, beits benefit is permanent. What coffee breaks

’>

t»rain-0 builds up.
15c. and 25c.

‘,rain-0.

Ask your grocer for

published and mailed

m

New

York, and

not

from this office.

The country will mourn the death of
John L. Worden, not as Admiral Worden,
but as the hero who in the little Monitor
the origin of i sank the great Confederate Tam, Merrill] ac, in Hampton Hoads and by the action
saved a good portion of the Union fleet.

[Special list of references on
our National Holiday.J
"The first New England Thanksgiving was
not observed by Plymouth Pilgrim or Boston Puritan. ‘Gyving God thanks’ for safe
arrival and many other liberal blessings
was first beard on
New England shores
from tlie lips of the Popham colonists at
Monhegan, in the Thanksgiving service of
the Church of England.”
Mr* A. J/. F.arle.
American Cyclopaedia, v. 15, p. 883
Book of days. v. *2
Chambers, R.
p. 814.

History for ready ref
4, p. 3103.
Fust and Thanksgiving
Love, W. 1).
Days of New England. 1122 25
Munroe, K. Some November dates.
in Harper’s Young People, v. 13,
p. 18.
Patton. J. H. Institution of Thanksgiving Day. (1823). in Mag. of American Hist. v. 24, p. 445.
Phillips, W. The Pilgrims. A speech.
p. 228 in .1113.12
Singleton, R. Colonial Thanksgiving.
in Mag. of American llist. v. 28, j
erencc.

v.

434.

Vance, E. J. Ye earlie Thanksgiving.
in Harper’s Young People, v. 14, p

seems

74.

Webster, D. First settlement of New
England, in his Works, w 1, p. 5.
Coffin, C. C. Obi times in the colo-

117.1

p. 133 in. 355.25
Earle, A. M. Holidays and Festivals.
in her Customs and Fashions in Old
nies.

New England, p 218 of.1122.12
POEMS.

Barr, L.

E.
giving. in

Capt. Morrow’s Thanks-

Poems of Places, v. 2(5 .12:4 2(5
Festival of Praise, in
Farm Festivals.1218 14
Cary, Alice. Thanksgiving, in iter
Poems.1213.18
Child, L. M. Thanksgiving Day. in
Open Sesame.....1212 27
Havergal, F. R. Thanksgiving, in her
Poetical Works.1225 25
Hemans, F. D. Landing of the Pilgrims. in Poems of Places, v. 2(5 .1234.20
Thanksgiving Eve. An honest fairy
story.by L. Scribner’s Monthly, v. 1.

Carleton, VV.

STORIES.

L.

M.

Alcott,
Thanksgiving. 354.32
Cooke, R. T. A double Tlianksgiving. An old-fashioned Thanksgiving. Both in Huckleberries. 215 4
Cooke, R. T. My Thanksgiving, in
The Sphinx’s children. 215.10
John Ingerfield’s
Hawthorne, X.
Thanksgiving, in 252.25 and.1115 lb
An

M Cienerous
/ Loaf- \

old-fashioned

a

matter

of

implied obligation, thousands of bottles of his invincible remedies.
The result is always the same—Health, HappiThe
ness. and Hosannas for Munyon.
St. Louis “Republic” says:
Munyon’s
Remedies reduced the death rate in St.
Louis twenty per cent, in four weeks.”
MunyDn’s Rheumatism Cure relieves in
one to three hours, and cures in a few
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure posidays.
tively cures all forms of indigestion and
stomach trouble.
Munyon’s Cold Cure
prevents pneumonia and breaks up a
few
hours.
ir.
a
cold
Munyon’s Cough
Cure stops coughs, night sweats, allays
and
soreness,
speedily heals the lungs.
At
A sen:-.rite cure for each disease.
Iv 25 cents a vial. Perm
all druggists,
sonal letters to Prof. Munyon. 1,505 Arch
Street. Philadelphia. Pa., answered with
fr.-e medical advice for any disease.
or

State of

...

Triimii,

lleirs

..*.’*’*

Maine.

...

SS. Taken this 19th day of October,
A. D. 1897, on execution dated October 4. A.
I). 1897, issued on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Cour. for the County of Waldo,
at the term thereof begun and held on the third
Tuesday of September, A. D. 1*97, to wit, on the
first day of October, A. D. 1897, in favor of ALFRED E. NICKERSON of Swanville. in said County of Waldo, against MARY J. Gl’PTlLL of Swanville, in said County of Waldo, for one hundred
and forty five dollars and forty three cents, debt
or damage, and fourteen dollars and twenty-seven
auccents, cost of suit, and will be sold at
tion, at the office of R. F. Dunton, in Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on
the 2oth day of November, A.D. 1897,at ten o'clock
in the Luvu
n, the following described real estate. and all the right, title and interest which the
sai ! .Mary J. Ruptill has in and to the same, or had
on the twenty-seventh day of January, A. I>. 1897,
ar four o'clock in the afternoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to
A certain lot or parcel of land, with the
wii
buildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, bounded northerly by land of
Lovina Bean, easterly by land of heirs of Amos
Dross, southerly by land formerly of William Cunningham, and we terly by the road leading from
Belfast to Swanville Mills.
Dated this 19tli day of October, A. D. 1897.
SAMUEL (f. NORTON, Sheriff.
3w42

WALDO

0 ROY

..

Henry Spratt
Paine, Cora.A lot of land and cottage situated on seven liundo 1 a* ivislaml
Porter, J. W..—-A lot of hind and cottage thereon, boun.C'l n.u ucri!.\ laud
of J- W Milliken. southerly by land oi ibur, Snr'ait, east
erly by town road, westerly by hind ol V. \Y Burr
Roberson, J. A.Alot of land, bounded westerly by town read, northerly 1>\
land of Charles Platt, southerly by Saboathdav harbor,
.'.
westerly by town road
State of Maine Lime Company, I A. lot of land and limekiln ami huildnms tin*'.-.mi,
«.1. n. t,-d
or owners unknown.)
northerly by land <d Houston and Otis and s. .1, Rimards.
easterly ny east Penobscot Bay, souther!by land ol Boxana Parker, westerly by town road. ...]
Stimpson, Jessie.A lot of land, hounded northerly hy land of I Garland, easterly by east Penobscot Bay, southerly by W. H. Sprat’.
westerly by town road...

21, 1897.

..

..

...

Stewart, H. W..
Small, Lola B...A lot of land, bounded northerly by land of Lydia A. Hill
easterly by land of A. H. Parker, southerly by‘land of ,). a
.'. .!..
Sprague, westerly by town road..
lot of land, bounded northerly by land of E. L. Nash, westN.—A
Hudson
Sherman,
erly by town road, southerly by Islesboro Land Improvement Co., westerly bv town road.
Whitney, George.A lot of land and cottige, bounded northerly by land ->f Ann
Hunt, easterly by Sabbatliday harbor, southerly bv land of
J. A. Roberson, westerly by town road....‘
A lot of land situated at Ryder’s Cove...
Gorham, or owners unknown.
Islesboro, October 18,1897.—3w42
...
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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..
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..
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Sheriff’s Sale.
WALDO SS.

None but a very poor cook
could get any but the best
results from using

.?...
C.’

..

_

TAKKV by virtue of an execution in favor of
I FREDERIC It. 1* \GE of Boston, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, against the PETIT
MAN AX LAND COMPANY, a corporation established by law and having its principal place of business at Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, and (unless sooner redeemed) will be sold
by public aue ion at the office of Fred W. Brown,
Room 4, Masonic Temple, in Belfast, in said
County, on the twenty-second day of November,
A. D. 1897, at two o’clock in the afternoon, forty
thousand, two hundred and twenty eight <40,228)
shares in the capital stock in the Petit Manan
Land and Industrial Company.
Dated this 21st dav of October, A. D. 1897.
3w43
SAMUEL G. NORTON, sheriff.

wholesome, sweet-tasting
bread, biscuits and rolls.

..

j

course

when you use Rob Roy
Flour.
A generous flour—
full of nutrition and all the
qualities that produce light,

of Islesboro for the

town

Cove.’

pubfie

Earned, J. N.

L

'.so
12.32

.35

;:4.. b

.,7
.47
y..<*

4.2G

*.;.,S4

.47

IS. GILKEY, Collector of Taxes of the Town of Islesboro.

Milled from the finest qualwinter wheat by the
latest and best process in
the finest of modern mills.

ity

Ask for it when next you’re out
of flour. Sold everywhere.
W.M. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich.

Thanksgiving Menus, in Boston
Cooking School Magazine. No. 3,

Our

Health

p. 1(52.

Prescription.

George William Curtis.
“The publication of this collection of
Essays,” explains the Preface to the volentitled “Ars Recte Vivendi,” by
ume
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for a full year from the time the first number is receivtd. The Tribune is printed,

Thanksgiving Day.

••

I)avid Graham Phillips, Morgan
itson, and Fdith Carruth, aud art.i>n “The Romance of the South Seas,”
wen Hall; on “Seaweed and Amber,”
T. Ferris; on “Traps and Trapby Tappan Adney; and on “Great
tin s Indian Army,” by Fdwin Lord
ks.
The
popular departments,
nips and Coins” and “The Camera
are continued,and, altogether, the
mil Table is richer in material than it
was before.

date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it

in the

...

While Dr. C. V. Porter was visiting his
[Books added duriug October, 1897 ]
Papers and Periodicals.
old home in Maine the past summer he Bangs, John Kendrick. Paste
jewels:
reading public are deciding
being seven tales of domestic woe.
The
^subscriptions to periodical lit- wrote an interesting letter to the Yiroqua,
Thomaston
Herald has entered upon
ltiu7. 216.36
the ensuing year, we feel it in- Wis., Republican, which we give in full:
Bigelow, Poultney. White man's Afits fifteenth volume.
l
rica. Illustrated by R. 0. Woodpun us to call especial attention
Mr. Editor:—I have been wondering
The New York Sun now devotes a broadville. 1897
523.18
weekly magazine. There is no why it is that Maine has turned out so
side to signed editorial tributes to its late
Bray, Claude. The king's revenge. A
rk published which is so calcuand
women
who
distinmen
have
editor. Mr. Mayo W. Hazeltine’s personal
many
novel.
(England in the 14th cenform and entertain readers with
guished themselves, and conclude that
tury) 1896. B 73k tribute to his old chief is warm and appreof the age—critical, political there is
ciative, as might have been expected from
something in the ancestry which Craddock, Charles Egbert, (pseud of
one who knew Mr. Dana so well and esteemary.
was puritanic, and something in the eu
Miss Murfree.) The young mouned him so highly. [Boston Herald.
taineers.
Short stories. Illustratlie topics discussed by the edi- vironment, which required the exercise of
ed by M. FraSer. 1897
224 24
American Monthly Review of all one’s faculties to eke out a living.
The Journal and Tribune. It seems
In 1895 the Poland Spring Co. removed Dtlaud, Ellen Douglas. Alan Hans,n the November of that periodiford. A story. Illustrated by H. C.
necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
be Greater New York political the Maine State Columbian building to
Edwards. 1898. 217.18
with

other municipal elections, the
.■slum'’ in American elections, the
of the T’nion Pacific, the
ic
Spain, recent events, in Cuba,
attitude towards bimetalism,
sed international sealing confer.tics in Eastern Europe, Ausleration, and the careers of
A. Dana,
George M. Pullman
Dow.

owners

..A lot of land situated on Mt. Abraham, bounded northerly by
land of II. F. ilauson, easterly by east Penobscot Bay, southetly by land of Win. Z. C layton, westerly by land of Abraham Dodge....$
.73
Burr, Charles.A lot of land bounded northerly by land of Pierce McConville, easterly by east Penobscot Bay, southerly by Sabbathday harbor, westerly by town road.'.'.
44.
Bradford, Mrs. W., or owners 1 Lot No. 77. by Baldwin’s plan of Hewes Point; Lot No. 78,
unknown
.J see Baldwin’s plan of Hewes’Point.’
73
Barbour, C. A.A lot of land situated at Ryder’s
44
Brown, Alice M.A lot of land bounded northerly by Gilkey’s harbor, easterly
by land of Blanchard Randall, southerly by t >wn road,
westerly by land of Blanchard Randall ..’
2.30
Beckett, Ruth E.A lot of land and house and otherbuildings thereon, bounded
northerly, southerly and westerly by land of heirs of George
Warren easterly by town road.
4.74
Burr, Y. W., Nickols, E. C., Por-1 A lot of land and hotel thereon, known as the Islesboro,
bounced northerly by town road leading to steamboat wharf
ter, J. W., Prescott, C. C.,Pulleu, F. D., or owners unknown.) at Ryder’s Cove, beginning at the northeast corner of the
lot at the intersection of the town road, leading to the wharf
and the southern cottage road, and following the said southern cottage road 261 feet to a stake and stone, then southeast by land of F. D. Pullen to the shore of east Penobscot
Bay. thence easterly by said shore to the land of Ann
Hunt, thence northerly by land of said Hunt, thence easterly by the said Hunt’s line to the northeast corner of said
Hunt’s lan.:, thence southerly by the said Hunt’s land to
the shore of east Penobscot Bay, easterly by shore of said
Bay to land of A. P. Haywood, northerly by land of Haywood, thence easterly by the said Haywood' to the land of
J. R. Ryder, thence northeast to the town road leading to
wharf...........
56.85
unapman, unarms.—a lot or iana nounaea uortneriy by land of Charles Randlett
easterly by Sabbathday harbor, southerly by land of M.
Niles, westerly by land of Charles Randlett.
44
Drinkwater, heirs of James.Alot of land and buildings there* n, bounded northerly by
land of Cinderalla Warren and Georgie Philbrook, easterly
by Gilkey’s harbor, southerly by land of G. F. Hassell, westerly by land of Ruhaina Perry; also a lot of land and buildings thereon, bounded northerly by land of F. E. Marshall,
easterly by land of James Drinkwater, southerly and westerly by west Penobscot Bay.
1* > 40
Chambers, F. T. A lot of land at Dark Harbor, being lot No. 41, according to
plan on file at Register of Deeds office.
2 4L
Dodge,Tewksbury.Alot of land bounded northerly by land of Rose \. Clark
easterly by centre line, southerly by land of A.
westerly by west town road.
] 24
Dillingham, Geo. H.A lot of land bounded northerly and westerly by land of
of Benj. Ryder, southerly by land of C. 8. Baker, easterly
by town road. Alot of land bounded westerly bv land of
Fred Hunt,easterly by town road, southerly by land of <;
H. Barbour, westerly by land of heirs of Benj. Ryder
A
lor of land bounded northerly by land *>f C. S. Baker. easterly by town road, southerly by land of Fred Hunt, westerly
by land of heirs of Benj. Ryder.'
3.07
Egery, Edwin X.A lot of land situated at Hewes’ Point.
rfj
....A lot of land bounded northerly by land of R. F. Heal, easterFoster, John F.
ly by land of .) B. Adams, southerly bv land of lleurv
west
Penobscot Bay ..’
Spratt. westerly bj
.44
Frye, James, or owners unknown. A lot of land ami buildings thereon, situated in Penobscot
Bay, known as Lime Island, ii being south from seven hundred a*‘re island about two miles...
B.53
Garland, Frank.A lot of land and cottage thereon, bounded northerly by land
of NY A. Bragg, easterly by e 1st Penobscot, liav,
Southerly
by land »f .Jason Stimpson, westerly by town road..3.03
Grover Zebolon. .A lot of land consisting of lot No. 4aml .No. 5, Hewe> Point..
.83
Gray, Edward....Alot of land bounded northerly 11ml easterly by Sabbathdav
harbor, southerly by cast Penobscot Bay, westerly by land
of ,1. R. Ryder..!..'...*
1*^0
Hanson, H. F....A lot of land situated on Mr. Abraham, bounded northerly inland of Abraham Dodge, easterly by east Penobscot Rav.
southerly by land of C. S. Buzzel!....
2 84
Hunt, F. E. A lot of land bounded northerly by land of Geo. p. Dillingham, easterly l>y town roan, southerly by land of
\y.
Justin, westerly by land of heirs of Benj Ryder.’
44
Hathowon, C. S...A lot of land and cottage, bounded northerly by land ot plum
Stevens, easterly by east Penobscot Bay. southerly
westerly by land of Y\ R. Coombs....
4 20
Island Thumbcap.A lot of hind situated in Gilkey’s harbor and known as
Tlmmbeap Island..
4q
Kimball, Geo. H.Alot of land ami cottage, bounded northerly, southern mil
westerly by land of A. S. Davis, easterly by east Penobscot
Bay....
0,40
Mclonville, Pierce. .Alot of land bounded northerly by hind <>f (;e*>rge Duvanport, easterly by east Penobscot Bay. southerlv by land ot
S. II. Barbour, wester
by town road
47
Bale
McLain, Geo. F.A lot of land at Hewes’ Point, it being lot No. r.o. as 1
win’s plan, Hewes’ Point...
40
Milliken, George ....Alot of land, bounded northerly by kind of YV. /. Uavom.
southerly, easterly and westerly by laud of \hraham Dodge
.44
Nickerson, F. A.A lot of laud, bounded northerly and easterly by .uni ->f y
AY'. Burr, southerly and westerly by laud of' \ \v. Burr a ni

the others are not, as half the sailors now
being shipped owe them nothing. In consequence they are supplying ail the English
ships that are ready to sail and are leaving
the American vessels in the lurch. There
will be trouble with every American vessel
in the same predicament as the
Ropes until
the new order is rescinded. [San Francisco

the New York Weekly
arrangements
Tribune. Under the terms of ouu, contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The

real estate of non-resident

Amount

Buzzel, F. O

Daily Newspaper.
The Ropes sailed for Liverpool, Oct. 15th.

Library.

on

to me for collection for said town, on the ineteenth dav of June, A. D.
1896, remain unpaid, and notice is here *v given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate tax as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest, and charges, will be sold at public auction at the town hall in said town, on the first
Momlay
in December, 1897, at nine o’clock a. m. :

Is
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L. STAPLES,

Q‘.\ (fZ/aoe/ 6/</r/rcr.
To Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

ggg|Ca\ctffiv

Manufacturer of The Staples’ Celebrated Halter, alsodealerin all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Ca^ds, Cur-

first-class Harness store, keeping all Kinds of goods conm,',ted
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast for SiO l a:n
Etc
'Clliug for $8.50. You will ask win I an sell them cheaper
than they can in Belfast, I pay for them in Staples’ patent halWould respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and ters and it
gives me a chance to make a profit on both ends. Also
that
he
is
out of the postoffice with 2700 other fourth- j a full line of trunks and valises.
vicinity
Repairing done with neatness
class Democratic uostmasters, but shall still continue to run a I and
dispatch. Please give me a call.

ry-Combs, Brushes,

>

the course of which he said that about a
dozen of the ‘EasyChair’essays in Harper’s
ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Magazine so nearly cover the more vital
Apply into the nostrils. II is quickly absorbed. 50
questions of hygiene, courtesy, and morcents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren SL. New York City.
ality that they might be gathered into a
volume entitled ‘Ais Recte Vivendi,’ and
as such they are offered to the public.”
All of the papers, which are brief and
pointed, displ ly the grace of style, the
sanity of judgment, and the liueness of
effectual remedy made is
feeling for which Mr. Curtis is remembered. They are, moreover, models of the art
of editorial-writng, and might be studied
In use 46 years. 35c. Ask vour Druggist for it.
with profit by every young journalist.
Dr. J. F. TRUE «fc CO., Auburn. Me.
One of the most timely papers in the collec[Rockland Opinion.
tion might, indeed, have been written for
Probably it did not happen anywhere, but those young men who have adopted, or
was simply a manfactured sensation.
are
thinking of adopting, journalistic
work. It is entitled “Newspaper Ethics,”
Dr. True’s Anniversary.
and it presents very clearly and simply a
At the recent celeration of the eightieth statement of the place of the uewspaper
birthday anniversary of Dr. J. F. True of in the community and of the means by
JUBBKK3 OK
Auburn, Me., it was remarked that the oc- which its vast influence may be directed
casion itself was a striking tribute to the
for the public welfare.
The other essays
value of the elixir which Dr True discover- are on the following subjects: “Extravaed nearly fifty years ago. He has been a gance at
College,” “Brains and Brawn,
consistent taker of his own medicine and at“Hazing,” “TheSoul of the Gentleman,”
tributes to it his wonderful vitality and
“Theatre Manners,” “Woman’s Dress,”
activity, equal to those of most men of sixtySEEDS and
“Tobacco
and
five.
Dr. True early adopted the study of “Secret
Societies,”
natural history and especially botany, and
Health,” “Tobacco and Manners,” and
became so proficient in these studies that he
“Duelling.”
lias long been recognized as an authority.
Importers of
These studies led to the discovery of Dr.
A Real Catarrh Cure.
Dealers in the finest quality of
True’s Elixir which has been a household
The 10-cent trail size of Ely’s Cream Balm
remed.v for nearly half a century, and which which (;an he had of the druggist is sufficient
has endeared the Doctor’s name to many
*
.
to demonstrate its great merit.
Send 10
thousand people.
cents, we will mail it. Full size 50c.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City. !
“I was troubled with quinsy for five years.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil cured, me. My wife to a
1CF-ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
great extent loss of hearing. By the use
and child had diphtheria. Thomas’ Eclec- of
Ely’s Cream Balm dropping of mucus has
tric Oil cured them. I would not be without
ceased, voice and hearing have greatly im- 33, 33, 37 Front. St., Belfast, Me.
it in the house for any consideration.”
Rev.
proved —,J W. Davidsou, Att’y at. Law,
E. F. Crane, Dunkirk, N. Y.
TELEPHONE 4-2.
ltf
Monmouth, 111.

[WORMS]
TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR

SWAN

&' SIBLEY

CO.

GRAIN,

FEED,

GROCERIES.

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

L03.1S>

Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of
Non-Resident Owners.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Freedom, in the County of Waldo, for the year

SAIL MAKERS,
And Successors

to

J. VV. Frederick &

ish«.

Co.,

THK following list ol taxes on real estate of m>n1
resilient owners, in the town of Freedom, for
the year lXSib, committed to me for collect ion for
said town on the twenty seventh day id .lime.
ISiMj. remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given
that if said taxes, interest and charges are not
pre\iou-!y paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is srdlicient and necessary to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and' charges, wiil
he sold at public auction at the Town House in
said town, on the tirst Monday in December, is;>7,
at nine o’clock A. m.

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,

Duck, Cordage, P<ii}its,

ol

oi" Maine,

Newton S. Lord & Co.,

George William Curtis, which the Harpers
have just brought out, “was suggested
by some remarks of a college professor, in

Deo. O.

<1V,

Danforth

or

unknown.

The ClilVord

Maim*.

Colled*'r’** Notice and Advertisement on sale of
Lands of N<>n*Kesldenl Owners.
I

npaid taxes

on lands of non-resident
situated In the town of Prospect, In the
of Waldo for the year tsSHJ.

owners

County

>u r, a!
rPHE following 11* of
-late .f r.onL
resident owner;', -it tinted in : tie town •! Prospect, atop-said, for tin \i;;r ism;, .,■ 11mir:.*il to
me for e..: leer ion for -mi ’own on tin- *2in h dav ,,f
tin!
•lone. 1 S'.**;, remain unpaid
m ie<i- In-u-hv
tiiven that il said tax. with inti it st ami .-ha urns
are not previ.mslv paid,
mi «li
>1 the real e-taie
taxed as is snUniem and iieo^stn to
p..y the
amount
due
thereto?-, im-limitm inteie-f amt
charges, will he sold without turth.-r m.tiee, at
puIdle auetion at Oranm- Hall, P s|.,-et, Me in
said town, on the first Mom nv o! t»,
mher, 1 SD7,
at nine o’clock ,\. m.
■

<

fann, so-called, containing 50 acres, more or le>s, Name of
I>eserip;ioii ol
Amount
$7<h»; hounded on tlie east 1>\ land <>1 Reuben Owners.
of tax.
l’roperrv
Sibley, on the west by land of Reuben Sibley and Wm. 1*. Baird. One wharf, value >2*»(>....
frank 1,. Brown, on the north by land of Sarah
...One engine, value $S*>o....
One engine In use. value
Hebot, n the south by land of Rueben Sibley and
Deo. Barns. Anson Danforth farm, so-called, con$100..
One store, value $32.‘»
taining 40 acres, more or less; llix lot, so called,
Seven sheds, value $35d
containing 25 acres, more or less; Gould lot, so
$114 31
called, containing 25 acres, more or less; PlumProspect, Oet. ID, IS',*7.
mer lot, so-called,
3W4B
25
or
ORBKA
b.
more
acres,
brat,
containing
less, all 115 acres; value $400; bounded on the
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Prospect.
east by land of William Sibley and F. P. Bennett,
on the west by land of Mrs. Will
Hussey and
Joseph KUi- tt; on the north by land of Joseph
Elliott, on the south by land of Robert M. Oliver;
tax line, $22 55.
Mrs. Fannie Robinson’s estate. Containing 50
acres, more or less, value $350; bounded oii the
east by land of David Dow, on the west
by land of
Charles Twitchell’s estate,on the north by the road
The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
leading to Palermo, on the south by land of Amos
Brawn ; tax due, $7.18.
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now dm and immediate
Freedom, Oct 16. 1897.
pay3w43
ment is requested.
A disc >unt of two per cent,
OTIS M. HARVEY,
will he allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
C'ollecCor of Taxes of Che cown of Freedom
value

Ho. 31 Fmi
State

St., Belfast,
ol

Me.

*•

Maine*

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of

Resident

Owners.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
Freedom, In the County of Waldo, for the year
1S96.

following list of taxes on real estate of resident owners in the town of Freedom, for the
year 1890, committed to me for collection for said
ton n on the twenty-seventh
day of June, 1890,
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that it
said taxes, interest and charges are not
previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due therefor. including interest and charges, will be sold at1
public auc ion at the Town House in said town, I
on the first Monday of December,
1897, at nine
o’clock a. m. :

THE

1898. 1 shall he in my office in Memoriai
building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice

!

Nathan Sylvester. Known asthe Luther Davis |
farm, containing 105 acres, value $500; bounded
the east by road leading by Theo. T.
Thompson’s; on the west by land of Henry Whitney and
Wm. S. Keen; on the north by land of Theo.
Thompson; on the south by land of Theo. V.
Thompson and Henry Whitney. Riley Penney and
John P. Downer; tax due, $9.48.
Freedom, Oct. 10, 1897.
3*43
OTIS W. HARYKY,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Freedom.
on

H. H.

M. C. HILL, t ax Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897 -tf30

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

tf7

MAINE.

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block
Mayo & White. Apply to

now

occupied by

C. 0. POOR.

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.

Mrs. S. A. Prescott is visiting her
Boston.

Capt. H. G. Curtis returned
Monday.

to

son

There are philanthropists of the practical
and hustling \ariety in the good town of
Searsport. Some of them recently gave
timely assistance to two ladies who had lost
their home by lire. In less than a week
these good neighbors had purchased a house
cleared the ruins, and moved it on to the
site of the first one. The teamsters of the
town turned out in force and an old fashioned hauling bee was the method of the moving. During the operation several snap shots
were made of the long strings of horses attached. It is the presence of this kind of a
spirit that gives character to a community
and makes it a pleasant abiding place. Wherever the sons and daughters of such a place
to it with
may roam they always look back
affection and cherish its memory through
life. [Kennebec Journal.

Sun-

in town.

Capt. Andrew
a

in

New York

I Victor Sargent of Water?die spent

day

Belfast and will have it mounted. As there
is a line for shooting deer in Waldo county,
it is liable to cost some one, if detected, §40
for the offence.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Pendleton is at home for

S.

short visit.
H. H. Crockett is visiting her daughCamden.

Mrs.
ters in

Mrs. J. C. Park is visiting friends in Rox-

l>ury and vicinity.
H. B. Black made
mother this week.

a

short visit to his

Lizzie Allen is visiting her brother
Henry in Milford. Mass.
J. M. Burleigh of North Berwick,

rived Monday evening by train.
Mrs. Wilson from Los Augeles. Cal.,
guest of S. A. Prescott and wife.

is

Royal

ar-

the

be

a

hard

one

to

reach

as

it

was

around the

chimney and under the flooring, and required cutting away the floors and ceilings,

University

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Work

farm,

on

this winter with her sister, Mrs. Elnora 1*.
Field.

department during
the lire. I. W. Rich bad a linger caught in
Misses Jennie Curtis and Edua Nickels the plunger of Engine No 2, badly lacerating
gave w List parties to their friends the past it, but the finger was saved by the skill of
by members of the

Dr. Flint. Wilbur Carver of the “Brownies” fell into the large reservoir near Union
Hall and received some bad bruises. Capt.
B. F. Colcord and C. E. Adams, who wrere
first at the fire, had quite an experience in
an attempt to go up the front stairs with
the stairs having been
buckets of water,

week.
Bark Alice Keed, Capt.. Alauson Ford, arrived at New fork Oct. 31st from Rio Janeiro

Mrs. J. ('. Nickels and daughter Blanche
left Wednesday t<> spend the winter in Phil

adelphia.

removed in remodelling the house, Capt.
Colcord, who was ahead in the darkness,
opened the door where he thought they
were and in an attempt to step up fell backward, but saved the pail of water intact, although he got a severe back fall.

Colcord, arrivHarvard, Capt.
ed at Philadelphia Nov. 1st from Iquique
and Junin.
Bark

Mrs.

L. A.

E. H. Durgiu and Mrs. Mial Sargent
a few weeks among friends in

spending

are

tire

Massachusetts.
L. M. Sargent, who lias been visiting
friends in Guilford, returned borne by
Mrs.

COUNTY

Searsmont. Mrs. Mary Bryant of
Searsmont spent Oct. 28th with Mrs. J. G.
Packard_Mr. and Mrs. R. Wyman of
Waldoboro were in town last wdek visiting
relatives and friends_Mr. and Mrs. Mar-

Saturday.

steamer

Easi

Ellerson Patterson, who spent his vacation
in town, left Tuesday to resume his duties on
pilot boat No. 4, Boston.
It is

a

standing

peculiar thing that notwithdrought the water in our mill

very
the

CORRESPONDENCE.

cellus Goddard of Camden

were

in town

Fri-

day, the guests of her sister, Mrs. A. H. MaMr.and Mrs. Harvey Stinson visithoney
Bark Mabel*!. Meyers, Capt. C. N. Meyers,
ed Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Mahoney Sunday.
saiied Oct. Ad from Buenos Ayres for PerMr. Fred Marriuer, wife and son of Belnambuco, to load for New York.
mont were in town Oct. 30th, the guests
Northern of his
Liu Sargent is camping in
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. MarMaine woods {or his health, and has shot riner.
lowered very little.

stream has

....

tv\

o

deer since h** has been there.

Swanyjlle.

Clifford Nichols has secured a position
with a telephone company in New York and
left Saturday to assume his duties.

Mrs.

M. P. Greeley, who has

been visiting her son Henry at Bar Harbor,
lias returned home....Mr. A. S. Nickerson
has completed a nice barn-shed and is mak.

iug repairs on the Tyler house-Mrs. G. A
the firemen ami friends who so promptly re
Dudley returned to her home in Lebanon,
spondt d to her assistance at the recent lire. N H., last Saturday-Mrs. Ordway of
Chelsea, Vt., Mrs. Bumps of Thorndike,
Talks ami Tales, the magazine issued by
the Industrial IFme for the Blind in Hart- Mass., and Mrs. Stearns of Lowell, Mass,
ford, has arrived. There are 25 subscribers who were here to attend the funeral of Geo.
B. Ordway, returned to their respective
here.
Immim-h last. Tuesday.... Rev. George S. Mills
Chare s Burney ar.d wife, who spent the 1
delivered a very spirited seina-n at our
summer in town, returned to their winter
church last Sunday.
Services ne xt Sunday
bourn m Everett. Mass., by steamer Saturstandard time, by Rev. C. H.
at 2.20 p. in
day.
A. Nichols desires

Mrs. jLiu-\

us to thank

Wells..

Caj't. John G. Pendleton, wife and daughter Edi'h. haw gone to Everett, Mass., to
sp-ud •'!;.• winter in the family of Dr. JackN: Co. of Foxboro,
of female help in their
straw works, and advertise in auother colCanton

Bros., Bixby

are

in

want

Steamer Penobscot was detained by the
storm Tuesday and did not leave Boston
until

Wednesday at 4 o’clock,
to-day, Thursday.

a,

m.

and

return

giving the statistics
death rate gives Belfast the lowest
f the cities in Maine, with only 21
rank
and 2-If to the thousand. Searsport shows
Is ami 2-10.
D;e Boston Herald in

oi *he

Every member
No. 2

in

town
at

of Engine Comthe lire Sunday

pany
present
morning, and all promptly responded to the
second alarm from the same building, about
5 o’clock a. m. Sunday.

Many of

was

people have been short of
past few weeks, and welcomed
the ram, Some of them, however, were
disappointed by the new shingles on their
roofs spoiling the water.
water

our

for the

(
C. Hamilton calls our attention to tlia
tablet at Constitution wharf, Boston, which
says “Here was built the frigate Constitution,” proving that the Cyclopedia quoted
by us last week was correct.

Notice has been received by the agent that
both steamers of the B. & B. S. S. Co. will
continue to run four trips until further
notice. The fare from Searsport is reduced
to £2.35; outside rooms
£1.50, and inside
£1.00.

Ij. A.

■>.

will

meet with Mrs.

week.

umn.

will

iu-

Thursday, afternoon and evening.... Miss Ciara Mudgett of
Stockton Springs was the guest of Miss
Kathie Nickersou Sunday.... Mr. ami Mrs.
J
W. Nickerson visited in
Bueksport last

son.

Mass.,

I

Mary J. Nickerson this,

1

Mokrill. The revival meetings continue.
Rev. Geo. S. Hill exchanged pulpits last
Sunday with Rev. H. W. Abbott of Liberty.
Mr. Abbott gave us a grand sermon from
Acts 1:5:20, taking as Ins text the three words*
&
Salvation sent you... .Rev. A. I). Thibodeau
had a full day Sunday, Get. 24th. He attended the Sunday school, preached a sermon at

hen house. He ran out and found it was a
deer. It was very tame and stood within a
few feet and looked him over and then
loped off.... We were very sorry to see another fire in our sister village, Liberty, last

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

11 a. m., rode to Montville and officiated at
the funeral of Frank Frye at 2 p. m., rode to
East Knox church and preached at 3.30
p. m., rode back to Morrill and preached in
the evening, after which he united a couple
from Belmont in the holy bonds of wedlocfo
.Joseph O. Whitcomb was in town Saturday having returned from Orono the day
before on his bicycle in 3 1*2 hours—a distance of 45 miles... .Mrs. Annie Vickery and
son went to Rhode Island and Mrs. Nellie
Hatch and Mrs. Frank Pay son to Boston,
last week-Charlie Meader returned home
from Islesboro last week-Happiness at
..

the house of Herman Merriam. It is a girl,
if you please.
Mrs. M. Say ward of Thorndike is stopping there-Mr. Elisha Merriam and son Justin drove to Palermo last
Saturday for a short visit-Mrs. Ella M.
Littlefield of Prospect spent a few days in
last week....Last week’s locals gave
ltussell Cross a yield of 32 bushels of
oats per acre. It should have been 82 bushels.
town
Mr.

Winterport. Rev. Win. Powlesland and
wife of Orringtou visited friends in town
last week-Miss Lizzie Gregg Atwood of
Islesboro is visiting her grandparents, Col.
and Mrs. Fred Atwood. .Miss Mary E. Chase
returned last week from her visit to Billerica, Mass... .Mrs. M. A. Snow is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Louise Davis, in Somerville,
Mass-Mr. George Howland left for Boston

Clinton and got six cans of
small salmon, left there by order of Fish
Commissioner Carletou for this lake. Friday A. E. Sanford went to Thorndike and
went to

got sixteen cans of fish that came from the
U. S. Hatchery at Green Lake; and more
are expected, Lr. C. C. Whitcomb and A. C.
Crockett, officers of the Fish and Game Association here, are untiring in their efforts
to stock our ponds with fish and are succeeding beyond expectations. The spawning season for salmon is about to begin, and
experts have been engaged to strip the fish.
It is confidently expected that our little
hatchery will be utilized to its utmost capacity this season-L. L. Prescott is in Portland on business-There has been a general brightening up of the village with the
paint brush this fall.The absence of
good eating apples puts many of us to our
trumps to entertain company. At a small
whist party the other evening the treat was
raw
carrots—a decided
improvement on
poor, wormy apples-G. H. Cargill, our
new postmaster, has takei charge of the
office. The thanks of the community are
due to A. J. Skidmore for the satisfactory
manner in which he performed the duties of
that office for the past four years.

Ten

new names were

We haven’t the best location for retail trade,
Factories never do have, HUNT US

Manager Webster received a telegram
Wednesday from manager of Bowdoin foot
ball team making the date, Nov. 20th, to
meet the Bowdoin team on its home grounds,

And SAVE the INTERMEDIATE PROFITS

now

Me.; Frank McDonald, Portland; Fred C.
Mitchell, West Newfield; Charles O. Porter, Cumberland Mills; Dana L. Theriault,
Caribou; Charles A. Robbins, Patten; J. O.
Whitcomb, Morrill.
All infantry drills are suspended for the
remainder of the term and the cadets began
target practice last week. Each company' is
assigned to practice one day each week, the
following being the range; 100, 200, 300, 500
and 000yards—5 shots on each range. After
target practice, recitations in military tactics
will begin, the Seniors taking “Art of War,’’
Juniors “Military- Drill Regulations,” Sophomores, “Guard Manual,” and the Freshmen, mathematical drawing instead of tactics.

most

1

Sarah J. Stevens is visiting friends in Waterville and Lewiston... .Mrs. M. C. Parsons
has goue to Augusta for a few weeks... .The
Troy Corner Reading Club wili meet with
Mr. and Mrs. David Piper Friday evening,
Nov. 5th-Mr. Benuiah Harding is visiting
relatives in P.ftslield, Detroit and Carmel.
-David Piper's face is radiant with his
new teeth.
Dr. Whitcomb, the dentist, is to
be congratulated. He is having lots of work
and meeting with good success_Quite a
number of members of the C. E. Society

the

E.

lodge
After

to

a

lunch, with coffee, etc.
Miss Lottie Edwards of Wiu-

nice

recess

Penney has returned from a long visit to
her daughter, Mrs. Caro Biaisdell, of Connecticut_Some seventy-five people were
out last Sunday evening to listen to Rev. F.
S. Dolliff’s talk, and they were well repaid
for their trouble. We noticed but few, however, from outside the village limits.
Why
don’t you come in?. .A disgusting feature of
last Sunday evening was a young fellow in-

CHASE & DOAK,
Jewelers and
25 MAIN

Opticians,
BELFAST.

STREET,

Bay Ledge Spindle, iron, with cage on top,
painted with red and black horizontal stripes
was established Oct. 1, 1KM7.
Bearings of
prominent objects; Kimball’s Head S. W.

W.; eastern! Ram Island ami west end
Farrels Island in range N. by W. 1-2 \V.
Birch Point Spindle, iron, with a cage on
top, painted red, was established Oct. 1,1807.
1 8

Ladies, Misses and Childn
BOOTS,
SHOES,
OXFORDS an.!
RUBBER!*
Having decided

rinse out our entir<
Ladies. .Misses and Children's fnotw.-a
some of the best bargains ever mi'ered m

Port

Reading

to

cents

Bangor,

to

REMEMBER s!;;;

fsizes, 2 1-2 t<> S,
<)pera. < •■minor

n

-o

>.

...
.-

t,iisr|*■“1
article r

nnir r,iiiss
UUli I aide

jtrices.
Sale

H**ur\ R.
Gloucester,
Tilton, Port Reading to Portsmouth. >7 2
cents. Sell Frank Nickerson,. ElizabKhport
to Portsmouth, 02 1-2 emts. Sell. Flora Con50

Sch.

commences

Thnrs.lt;.

()

STEVENS BROS,

\o. ,*»/> Main Street.

55 cents.

«»■ Mad and
attention.

stage

e*

ner*

j

u
»

...

BOM.

ARRIVED.

Sch. Fannie & Edith, l^yder,
Wiuterport for Boston.
Sch. Henry Whitney, Welch,
Oct. 2!».

Edgewater
Oct. JO.

for

Sandypoint.

Sch. Amy Knight, Bangor.
Nov. 1. >ehs. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershal!,
Ida
Boston;
Hudson, Bishop, Portland.
SAILED.

Oct. 28.
Sclis. Paul Seavey, Pattershall,
Bangor P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Viualhaven;
Fannie N Edith, Ryder, Boston.
AMERICAN

j

PORTS.

New York, Oct. 2d. Ar, sclis. Penobscot, ,
Dodge, Somes Sound; Lizzie Lane, Closson,
Providence; passed Hell Gate, sch. Emma
S. Briggs, Albany for Boston : 27, ar, sch, Kit.
Carson, Bangor; 2b, cld, sch. Win. M. Sumner, Pendleton, King’s Ferry, Fla.; JO, ar, J
brig Jennie Hulbert, Fernandina via Delaware Breakwater; shl, sch. Mary L. Crosby,
Jacksonville; 31, ar, bark Alice Reed. Rio
Janeiro; Nov. 1, ar, bark Grace Lynwood,
Gilkey, Brunswick, Ga.: sclis. George Gurney, Somes Sound; Georgia Gilkey, Boston;
Young Brothers, Washington, I). C., for Boston ; Gen. Adeldert Ames, Baltimore; cld,
sch. Almeda Willey, Fernandina: 2, ar, ship

Bakuour.
In Deer Isle. Oet. 22. i-> Mr. ami
Mrs. Irving <i. Barbour, a (laughter.
Carle. In Camden, Oet. 7. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Carle. a daughter
Cm• xkokd. In Orland, Oet. 15,to Mr.ami Mrs.
Russell H. Cro.xford, a daughter
Mi ami Mrs
Cl'RTis. In BelfaM. Oel. 24.
Maurice K. Curtis, a daughter, Ruth K\t :>
Grinder. In Brooks\ille, Oct. 2<4 a. Mr and
Mrs. Brooks W‘. (irimllc. :i soli.
Keene. In Waldoboro, t Mr and Mrs. NYlicmiah Keene, a daughter, Oortrmh M
Ilm.iiituoK. In Bast Liberty, to Mr. ami Mr>.
Bred Holbrook, a son.
Beach. In Bluehili. <>rt. 17, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Andrew \V. Leach, a daughter.
Mitchell. In I nimi, Oct. 28, to Mr. <u
Mrs
Jorditia L Mitchell, a son.
Stanton. In Rockland, t<» (apt. and Mrs L.H.
Stanton, a son.

In

port, bark Doris, for

Boston.

Demerara, Oct. 4. Ar, sch. Tofa, Fort de
France; in port 15th for New York.
Trapani, Oct. 8. Ar, sch. W. Wallace
Ward, Barcelona.
Montevideo, Sept. 24. In port, bark Ethel,
Dodge, for Boston.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Sept. 27. In port,
ship Edward O’Brien, Pratt, for Manila.
Buenos Ayres, Oct. 2. Sld, bark Mabel 1.
Meyers, Pernambuco.
Port Spain, Oct. 13.
In port, bark St.
Lucie, for New York.
MARINE MISCELLANY'.

Aiusott-Rhoades. In Rockland, Oct. 2d, Irving
H. Abbott of Thoniastou and Myra H Rhoades of
Rockland
Beverley-Carr. In Belfast. Nov. 2. by Rev.
d. B. Tilton, William W Beverley of Newton,
Mass., and Miss Mary B. Carrot Bellas:
Clark Dixon. In North Cnion, Oct. 25. Elmer
R. Clark and Hattie E. Dixon, both of .lellerson.
Collamore-Tol.man. In West Rockport. O--:.
22, Addison l*. Collamore of Rockland and Annie
L. Tolman of Rockport.
Gever-Aruoti
in Camden, Oct. 18. Rufus
Geyer of Bristol and Maud B. Abbott of Camden.
Rideout-Leach. In Bueksport, (»<•: 22, W alter
C. Rideout of Bueksport and Miss Sadie C. Leach
of Orland.
RyderWingate. In Jackson. Oct. 2<l by Re\.
F. S. Dollill', Cyrus C. Ryder and Miss Emma M.
Wingate, both of Monroe.
Stanley-Stockhriim«e. In Swan's Island. Oct.
Id. Lorenzo Stanley and Miss Clara Stookbridge,
both of Swan's Island.
Saunders-Billings. In Brooksville, Oct. Id,
James I. Saunders of Bluehili amt Miss Eunice
M. Billings of Brooksville.
Walker Stanley. In Swan's Island. Oct. i),
Joseph Walker of Frankfort and Miss Olive Stanley of Swan’s Island.

Belfast

Price

Current.

Taken this doth day
"h exet lit ion oated

4.'

B. 1!LW i.i i, ni V r: hp.-r
SHAW
:
against JuIlN
County, t<*r 'ixty-ei^li; .i.-i

ty-three cents, east
public auet n a on the

corrected weekly

Producer.
50*5 75) Hay,
ton,10 00^12 00
Apples, fc> bu,
3~1 -2 r/.4
dried, fc> ib,
lb,
4(55| Hides,
1 30(5 1 40 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
lb,
o(g.7
medium, 1 30;o 1 40 Lamb Skins,
25{a40
4,a5
yel’weyesl 5(A«1 70 Mutton, ■$•> lb,
Butter, J;> lb,
15.al8 Oats,
bu, 32 lb, 2f>«30
‘.)o (*Too
Beef,
5^ti6 1-2 Potatoes,
lb,
40,545 Round Hog,
4vtt4 1-2
Barley, $> bu,
Cheese, p lb, 9 1-2*510 Straw, p ton, 3 00(a7 00
Chicken, p ib,
10*ol2 Turkey, ^ lb.
18,0 18
1 l-2^t3
50(575 Tallow,
CalfSkins,
lb,
14*0 10 Veal, $> lb,
Duck,
8^7
22 Wool, unwashed, 12^13
Eggs, fc* doz,
8(510 Wood, hard, 3 50ia5 00
Fowl, & lb,
13
15
3
Wood,
soft,
lb,
Geese, p
a
00^3 50

f

s;i';
\:

i.
ami

im

ami wi

>tii',

■

.•

|

\

Making a Qig (Jut
In the

price of Clothing of

every description \for MI S
and HOYS.

That’s what
Why

(
!
|

we

not give us

a

are

doit

call

E. P. FROST,

The taxpayers ot the city ot Be!fast an*
notified that all poll taxes and taxes n
estate for 1X97 are now due and mimedu
A disconur
ment is n-ipiested.
p.
will he allowed on all taxes paid l.el ••
IS'dS. 1 shall he m my otlie.* m Mem- m
from 8.30 to 11.80 a. m. dad\ until Inn he;
M. C. HI
-i 130

i

LL, l

ax

1

Collet

Belfast, Sept. 8. 1897

DR. W. L. WEST
^-Veterinary
Ontario

for the journal.

Price Paid

y

t. mr: Imlay -l
1). 1SH7, it two ..VI, ok hi tlie :t!'
\
■tliee of F. W Br< mo
.on
in Belfast, in said C< on \. In* It
real estate and all the n-hr. tit',
which the said John .1. sh v. I
same, or had «>n the 11; !i day
t .t
at 1.2b •>'clock in the afternoon t
same was attached on the win n:
in
to w ii
A certain lot oi pan a
la
set
t!
Northport. beiti” the sai
n
by the commissioners appoint cm
lion of M !•' i' Km.wl'. n. idc a n.
of which reference is hereby had
said eommissi.•■ner», ree- *rded m l.e l,.
Deeds «»l Waldo County in i-:d. .a, I
tioii of tin* land conveyed to .1 ne> Siiaw
miu Sliaw on the sixth day ■: Mam \
his deed of i|uitclaim d that date *.
in said ltegistry. A !s.i one up.la idi-v
'■
Shaw homestead. s,,-caileii. in
>;u
containin';- in tlie whole about titiy »-t«cludin*; the house and other buiidinuwharves near said homestead, as do\ ise
if. Shaw under the will d his in.-t In•».
Shaw, by her wm duly i• rded u
('(lice in said County said j• i»-u
.John ,1. Shaw in -0111111011 ■will »•
1
A
Dated October 06. IwjT.
n
SAMUE1

Graduate

Produce Market.

o
>

<

:■••!.'

Ci'timj

DIED.
Adams. In Deering, Oct. 20. Col. John M
Adams, aged 78 years and 1 mouth.
Caldekmood. In Vinalhaven, Oct. 26, Carrie
(Oberton), wife of Maurice F. Calderwood, a native
of Rockland, aged 3d >ears, 3 months and 3 days
Ci mmings. In South Thomaston, Oct. 24, Amos
Cummings, a native of Union, aged 56 years and
4 months.
Dodge. Ii, Bluehill, Oct. 21. Mrs. Harriet N.
Dodge, aged 81 years, 5 months and 27 days.
Dot glass. In North Bueksport, Oct. 28, William VV. Douglass, aged 43 years, 2 months and
28 days.
Leach. In Bluehill, Oct. 17, infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew \V. Leaeli.
Makden. In Knox, Oct. 28, Hannah Marden,
aged 83 years, 7 montlis and 2o days.
l'OHTEit. In South Framingham, Mass Oct. 2d>,
Thomas C. I'orter, a native of Belfast, Me., aged
76 years.
Siiorev In Waldo, Oct. 27, Wellington Sliorey,
aged 73 years, 4 months and 16 days.
Shear. In Lawrence. Mass., Oct. 17. Mary 11.
(Miller), wife of Oscar L. Spear, formerly ol Camden. aged 53 years, 8 months and 5 days. The remains weie taken to Camden for burial.
In Belfast, Nov. 3. Chariest'. Smith,
Smith
aged 63 years, 1 1 months and 23 days.
Thomas. In Isle an Haul. Oci. 13, Henry
Thomas, aged 60 years, in months and 23 days.
Woos! eh. In Rockland, Oct. 2,' Yiknia (Vntler), widow of Joseph Wooster, a native ot t ainlen, aged 86 years, 6 months and 2 days.

Brig Stacy Clark, which foundered at sea
the passage from Newport News to
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
Charleston, was valued at $8,000 and uninbbl,
ib, 7(58 Lime,
90@1 00
sured. She registered 303 tons, was built at Beef, corned,
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal,
lt»,
4^a5
Waldoboro in 1879, and hailed from Boston.
33 Onions, |> lb,
3 l-2 .a 4
Corn, p bu,
Brig Jennie Hulbert, Rodick, from Fer- Cracked Corn, p bu, 33 Oil,kerosene, gal, 1 l^a.12
33 Pollock,p lb,
3 1-2 a 4
nandina, arrived at New York Oct. 30th, and Corn Meal, $>' bu,
14 Pork, p lt>,
7.a8
reports, when off Fenwick Island 21st, had Cheese, $> lb,
1.12
Cotton Seed,
a very severe gale lasting 24 hours, during
cwt, 1 25 Plaster, ^ bbl,
3
lb
6(59 Rye Meal, *> lb
which the vessel strained severely ; carried Codfish, dry,
7 a8 Shorts, ■t? cw't,
Cranberries,
80,a8f>
qt,
away upper topsail yards, lost and split Clover Seed,
11512
5
lb,
l-2(a9
Sugar, $> lb,
sails, and sustained some other damage.
35
Flour, $>bbl, 000*50 50 Salt, T. I., p
The Lighthouse Board gives notice of the H. G.Seed, bu, 1 75(52 0(1 Sweet Potatoes,
3
Lard, ^ ib
following changes in Isle au Haut Bay:
8@i] Wheat.Meal,
3@31-2
on

1*7.
T'

_MABBIED._

FORK ION PORTS.

Calcutta, Sept. 23.

lia

toxicated near the church corner. If parties are still putting out liquor here it will
pay them to stop it.

Optician.

BELFAST.

throp, daughter of Samuel Edwards,formerly
of this town, who spent several weeks here
Reaper, Honolulu.
with her aunt, Mrs. James Grover, enterBoston, Oct. 2d. Ar, sclis. David Toney,
tained the lodge with some excellent read- Drinkwater, Portland ; Winslow Morse,Newings. She has made a specialty of elocution ton, Winterport; cld, sclis. Flora Rogers,
Francis, Brunswick, Ga.; Leander V. Beebe,
and is called something rather nice....E. O.
Ddiuels, Norfolk ; 27, ar, Mary Farrow, MorStantial and wife went to Augusta last week rissey, Winterport; 28, ar, brig Katahdiu,
Scott, Bangor; 2b, sld, sch. Georgia Gilkey,
to attend the funeral of Mrs. James Howard,
New York; 30, cld, sclis. Mabel Jordan,
who was a resident of this town some
Balano,Ric Janeiro; Annie G. Quiner,Petertwenty years ago... .Charles E. Bowen is son, Halifax aud Souris, P. E 1.; 31, ar, schs.
Aiida and Sandy Point, Bangor;
and
Radiant,
otherwise
his
shingling
improving
place,
Nov. 1, ar, schs. Nat Ayer, New York; Herformerly known as the Doctor Libby stand.
ald, Yeazie, Searsport; E. L. Warren, New
-We have been waiting some weeks for York ; W m. Slater, Hutchins, Port Reading;
our water works and are getting desperate,
Marcellas, Larrabee, Belfast; D. I). Haskell,
for the streets are all drying up and winter Perth Amboy; Fannie & Edith, Winterport;
cld, ship Daniel Barnes, New York.
is close upon us... .Our friend Isaac G. ReyPhiladelphia, Oct. 28. Cld, sch. City of
nolds of South Brooks has the best Hamp- Augusta, Belfast; Nov. 1, cld, sch. Sarah E.
Whittier, Portland; ar, bark HarPalmer,
shire Down lamb in the State of Maine. It
vard, Iquique and Junin.
was born in March last and Mr. Reynolds
Baltimore, Oct. 28. Cld, bark Francis,
obtained three premiums on him at the Erickson, Rio Janeiro; 30, ar, sch. Daylight,
State Fair in Lewiston. It is estimated that Portsmouth, N H.; sld, sch. Jose Olaverri,
Charleston.
he will weigh 1G5 lbs. at the present time; Arey,
Sld, sch. Norombega,
Bangor, Oct. 27.
ami that his old buck will weigh .‘100 lbs
Armstrong, New York; 28, sld, sch. Isaac?
and he is now three years old. Mr. Rey- Oberton, Trimrn, New York; 29, ar, sch.
Paul Seavey, Pattershall, Belfast; sld, sch.
nolds flock of sheep has been widely
Rabboni, Lord, New York; Nov. 2, ar, schs.
advertised through his attendance at the Delaware, Black, |Portlaud; Lucia Porter,
county and State fairs and he has sold Farrow, New York.
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 20. Sld, sch. Jerome
several lambs for stock purposes since the
B. Look, Hodgkins, New York.
fairs, and has even had calls for them from
Hyauuis, Oct. 29. Ar, sch. Sea Bird, Roloutside the State-Miss Grace E. Dow, at erson, South Amboy, and sld. 31st for a him
ber port.
the Castine Normal School, has finished the
Cedar Keys, Oct. 28
Sld, sch. Senator
course in
bookkeeping without an error Sullivan, Crockett, New York.
marked against her-C. E. Lane has reFernaudina, Oct. 29. Sld, sch. Carrie E.
New York.
turned from his Aroostook trip_Master Look, Veazie,
Port Reading, Oct. 29.
Sld, sch. Flora
Milliard Chase of Coburn Classical Institute Condon, Sellers, Bangor.
N.
Nov.
1.
last
here
at
Portsmouth,
H.,
Ar, schs. Eliza
home....The
spent
Sunday
Good Templar lodge is having some good J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Perth Amboy ; Helen
G. Moseley, Holt, Philadelphia.
entertainments and will be made very interJacksonville, Nov. 1. Ar, schs. Celia F.,
esting the coming winter-Ira W. Bowden West, Green’s Landing; Jacob Haskell,
Ann.
and wife spent last week with friends in Hart, Cape
Augusta-Dr. Prince E. Luce has opened
a private hospital at what was formerly the
Meadow Brook Stock Farm, but which is
now
called Elmwood Retreat.... W. H.
Hamlin is to move onto the Ella Springer
place and Rufus Ward will board with him.
Mrs. Springer is to move to Belfast.... Miss
Marion York, who has been very ill from
the effects of an operation for apendicitis,
is convalescing rapidly. Her nurse, Miss
McLaughlin of the Maine General Hospital,
Portland, has returned home-Mrs. Pame-

titically

Oct. 28.

Lane, |

who has served live terms as Chief Templar
of the Good Templar Lodge, treated the

Maine.

eyes sciented
by a

t

tit-

Graduate

don,

Friends’ church in

cupied-Some weeks since, C.

NEW 8.

FORT OF

Unity. A pleasant time was reported.... B.
F. Harding will close a term of High school
in Burnham, Nov. 5tli.
Brooks, Mrs. Fannie Twombly is at
home for a short rest for the first time since
the tirst of August. Her duties as professional nurse keep her almost constantly oc-

Have your

Bearings of prominent objects; Bay Ledge
Spindle, W. N. W. 8-4 W.; west end Bills
Island, N. by E. 8 4 E ; north tangent of
Birch Point, S. E. by E. 1-2 E.
Charters. Bark It. A. C. Smith, New
York to Mauritius, general cargo, 25s. and
£10 gratuity. Bark Megunticook, New York
to Santos, case oil, p. t.
Bark Mabel I. Meyers, Pernambuco to Delaware Breakwater, f.
Bark Normandy. Portland to
o., sugar, 15s.
Rio de Janeiro, lumber, $10.
Sch. Laura,
New York to Demerara, white pine lumber,
Thorndike. Mrs. H. J. Stevens of Bangor $4 02 1-2. Sch.
Henry Crosby, New York to
was the gues t of V. N.
Higgins last Friday Surinam, general cargo, p. t. Sch. Jennie F.
St. Pierre and Fort
night-Mrs. Hattie Higgins, aud daughter Willey, Jacksonville to
de
lumber, and back, sugar, p. t.
Lela are. passing a few days with friends in Sell.France,
Hattie II. Barbour, Weehawkento HalBurnham.. .Mrs. George Gilley is spending ifax, coal, $1 25. Sch. Flora Rogers, BrunsSch.
a
week with friends in Brewer_Miss wick to Portland, lumber, $4 ST 1 2.
Jennie F. Willey, New York to Charleston,
Addie Wood visited her mother a few days
Sch.
I).
MO
cents.
Sarah
J.
salt,
Lawson,
last week and returned to Pittsfield Monday. same. Sch. Wm. H. Sumner,Kings Ferry ami
•••Blin Hogan of Jackson has bought the Germantown to New York, ties, 17 cents and
river
75,000 per day. Coal freights;
Joseph Hubbard farm aud will soon take Sell. 1)towage,
D. Haskell, Perth Amboy t< Boston,
possession.
58 cents.
Sell. Chas. E. Raymond, VVcchaw8 Hll'

Unity Oct. MOth to meet w it the soUnity and Freedom. The convenheld in

Manfactmei

Examinations Free,*

ken to

cieties in

was

*

The following members of the Sophomore
class have been chosen to contest for the
Prentiss prize declamation at Town Hall.
Orono, Dec. 3d: R. H. Brown, Montagu
City, Mass.; Walter X'. Cargill, Libert

Troy. There was a quiet home wedding
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis B.
Harding last Sunday, when their daughter,

tion

power to encourage such work, ami
K. H. Manson, ’1)8, has mades ome very-

Geneva, X. V., formerly directors of the
Maine Experiment Station, were among the
members of the committee appointed for the
work of preparing a collective exhibit for
tile Paris Exposition to take place iu 1U00.

ployment-Sch. Henry Whitneybrought a
cargo of coal for Capt. B. F. Rice this week.
-Many in this vicinity have to haul water
for family use. Wells and cisterns have
failed; that never failed before_The
weather has been very warm and pleasant
here for
season.
Buttercups, apple and
strawberry ,,.ossoms were picked the last
days of October.

went to

^^^^Phenix Row, Belfast,

At a recent, meeting of the association of
American Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations at Minneapolis, Minn. Pres.
A. W. Harris and Prof. W. H. Jordan of

highly esteemed young ladies and
will be greatly missed by all. The newly
wedded couple left on the evening train for
Boston, where they will reside. They carry

1

^WILLIAM A. CLARK,

good photos of[ljands,[instrument. easesTetc
Some, in fact, are as good as any published
since the discovery of the X-rays.

pre-

with them the best wishes of their many
friends for future happiness and prosperity.
....Mrs. Caroline Piper, the eldest lady m
town, is in very poor health_Mr. Albion
Piper and Master Frank Piper have just returned from a visit in
Rockland_Mrs.

-•••-

foot

theirj

presence of the immediate relatives of the
bride and groom. Miss Harding was one of

j

UP,

Some important anil remarkable photographs by means of the X-rays have heel)
made by the department of Physics. Prof
Stevens and Mr. Lampher have done all in

Sandy point. Mrs. Frances French and
Mrs. Abbie Nickerson left by boat Thursday
for Boston for the winter.... Mrs. Henry
French has returned to her home in Kansas
City-Mrs. Cora Plummer is in Boston for
a while-The school in this district, taught
by Miss Addie Crockett of this town, closed
Oct. 29th after a pleasant term of eight
weeks-Miss Maud Ginn is in Searsport.
for the winter-^Irs. Meralda Black has
opened her knitting shop and has work on
hand to last the remainder of the year_
Mr. E. S. Patterson and son Pierce leave this
week for Katahdin, where they have em-

our

Ready to Wear?

_^1MADE TO ORDER.

ball game has been scheduled,
Tufts vs. U. of M., Wednesday Nov. 3d at
Maplewood park, Bangor. This is the second engagement we have had this year with
a Massachusetts team and it is
expected to
be a hotly contested game.

Lucena B. Harding,| was wedded to Mr.
Charles S. L mgley of Boston, Miss. Rev.
E. S. Burrill performed the ceremony in the

on

Prospect. The quarries in Prospect and
North Stockton Springs. The Centre
are employing a goodly number of
School, taught by Miss Bertha Partridge, vicinity
closed last Friday. The school house was men now and business is better. Nine hours
decorated with evergreeus, pictures and is a day’s work on atone and moat of the
store-workers board at home, some
flowers, including some beautiful geraniums Prospect
as five miles.
We saw after the
in blossom, from Mrs. Wm. Smith.
Flags as far away
of all of the Asiatic countries and Japanese day’s work was done last week some 12
teams, with from two to three men each, and
The following from the Sunday Globe will lanterns, also the American flag, were used
among the number were some good stepping
as decorations. The program was as follows:
interest*friends of Mr. Gray in town:
Clarendon W. ,Gray, the missing Boston March and Baud of Mercy; song, “God horses and some not very careful driving,
patrolman, who disappeared a few weeks Bless the Little Children,” by the school; for nearly everybody calculated to come in
ago after a complaint for assault and battery
ahead.
Prospect is badly located on achad been sworn out against him by a man exercise, “Asia,” by the school, including
named Faulkner, walked into the inspectors the following recitations: Concert recita- count of South Branch stream for many of
office at headquarters yesterday morning, tion by the school, “Great Wide Wonderful the Prospect workers. Some of them have
ready to face the music. The chances are
to drive 3 and 4 miles farther to get around
there will he no music for him to face, how- World”; opening address, Herman Partridge; exercise, “Four Little Maids from the stream. On the Waldo and Mosquito
ever; that is, none of an unpleasant nature.
Tlie man is clearly mentally unbalanced, Asia,” by Essie Moody, Clara Ridley, Dora mountain quarries there are fully 400 men at
The probabilities are that Gray will be retirRussell, Helen Calderwood; story by a work now, and potatoes, apples, garden
ed on a pension.
Hindoo Girl, Helen Littlefield; recitation, truck and beans, and everything that is
OuiTUAity. Mrs. Eliza A. Rich died Sun- “Bamboo,” Cecil Moody; story, “The Great raised on a farm here, is disappearing. The
day afternoon, aged 74 years, 5 months and Wall of China,” by Henry Clifford, holding boarding-houses must have the feed. We
Mrs. Rich was born at Isle au Haut a stone from the wall; recitation, “Ah Turn
have run a garden truck team for sev7 days.
and was the daughter of David and Eliza- Wa Chee,” Clifford Staples; reading, “The eral years and just now is bully times_
beth (Barter) Collins. She married Perley Spotted Giraffe,” Simon L'ttletield, Jr.; Two hay presses are at work in town. One
Rich in 1841, by whom she had two children recitation, “What a Japanese Mother says is the F. G. White press and puts up a small—Daniel and Julia—both now dead. She to her Baby,” Clara Ridley; recitation, er bale_The cisterns are giving out here
came to Searsport in 1874 and has resided
“The Lion,” James
Clifford; recitation, and some of the wells are dry-Will
here since. Mr. Rich died several years ago. “The
Ostrich,” Willis Calderwood; recita- George is hauling his pressed hay from two
She leaves two grandsons, Louis and Wil- tion, “The Pipes of Lucknow,” Minnie farms to Searsport. Mr. George is closing
liam, with whom she has made her home. Moody ; recitation, “The Silk Cocoons,” by out everything. He has sold his farm and
Of her immediate family three brothers and Helen Littlefield, holding cocoons; recita- is going to Massachusetts-O. B. Gray is
Her funeral took place tion, “The Japanese Doll,” Jennie Clifford; clearing up the taxes-J. F. Libby has a
one sister survive.
from her late residence Wednesday after- concert recitation, “We Have Traveled over
good stock of goods and his trade has largenoon.
Asia,” by the school, ending with song, ly increased... .Everybody who wants a job
Willie Rice, while out America; closing song, “That Merciful in town now can get it on the quarries. Pros*
A Dead Deer.
has two nearby quarries, Mt. Waldo
partridge hunting Friday, found in the woods Shore.” Remarks were made by Mr. Wil- pect
north of the Brock road the body of a large liam Smith, Mr. Wilber Ridley, Mr. Free- and Mosquito Mountain, besides two small
buck deer that had apparently been shot man Partridge, and other visitors, and a qu arries, the Carnes and Bachelor quarries
three or four days. He reported to the au- treat of pop-corn and candy was passed on the Point. And when the Heagan mounthorities, and selectman McGilvery had the around by the teacher.Mrs. Jennie tain quarry is worked another year, if it
deer brought to the village. Upon removing Moore of Monroe spent a few days at her is, business will boom.
the skin it was found he had been hit by father’s recently... .Mrs. Octavia Heagan of
eleven buck-shot along the left side. The Winterport visited at Mrs. Jennie Marden’s
F. E. Crowley will go to Augusta next
autlerB spread nearly two feet, and indicated recently_The Israelites met at Mr. Wil- week to take charge of the Standard Oil Co,’s
the deer to be six years old. W. E. Grinnell ber Ridley’s last Saturday evening and had business in Augusta, Gardiner and Hallowed.
a very pleasant time.
took the head to taxidermist Coombs at
the Brownies have established their
reputation|of being sure to get first water at
every tire, it is no more than fair they be supplied with some new liose to replace the old
hose which proved unserviceable at the last
two fires.
As

line collation.
sented.

Wali>o Centre. The school at Evans,
Corner, taught by Miss Mabel Brown, closed
last Friday. A number of friends of the
pupils were present in the afternoon, when
the following programme was presented in a
pleasing manner: Rec., Fashion on the
Brain, Matilda Clary; dec., Two Little
Blackbirds, Earl Jackson; rec., Milking!
Time, Ardria Simmons ; song, On the Banks |
of the Old Pedee, Lucy Jackson; rec., So
Goes the World, Esther Evans; dialogue,
The Waldo Gazette, Sidney Evans, Matilda
Clary, Ada Simmons, Bernice Cilley, Ardria
Simmons; rec., Pat-a-Cake, Mildred Clary;
rec., Don’t, Bernice Cilley;
dec., Three
Little Mice, Stanley Jackson; rec., Somebody’s Mother, Ada Simmons. The dialogue, The Waldo Gazette, consisted principally of the reading of a paper by that name,
which was composed by the pupils.

son

^Clothes

Brunswick.
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a

Waterville last Saturday_Misses
Mae Kelley and Vivian Taber spent Saturday and Sunday with their parents... .Dr.
J. C. Whitney of Thorndike wras in town
Nov. 1st....Mrs. Ellen Fowler is very low,
It is thought she cau live but a short time.
went to

It is getting to be decidedly
fishy in this vicinity, not from the taking
of
tisli into
out, but by the putting
Georges Lake. Last Wednesday J. O. John-

the

Mr. W. R. Howard of Belfast, a member
of the Alumni and a foot ball enthusiast, was
on the campus one day last week.

A

Unity. Miss Helen Thomas went to Port- |
land Oct. 27th* to attend the Commercial

Liberty.^

on

The mathematical and physical section of
the scientific association held a very interesting meeting Thursd*^ evening. Oct. 28th.

re-shingled his barn, and Fred Griffin has reshingled his house-Eva Ripley called
Oren Sunday, who was at the barn, and
told him there was a big dog going into the

Monday’s boat-The W. C. T. U. held a
very interesting memorial service for their
departed sister, Mrs. James Freeman, at.
their meeting Tuesday afternoon_Mrs.
Charles Brier, who was operated on fur appendictis, continues to improve... .The Colored Concert Co. from the steamer Penobscot have postponed their concert,which was
to have been given last week, to Saturday
evening, Nov. Gth-Mr. James Grant has
bought the Otis Bowden house on Cummercial St. and will soon move his family into it.
..Mr. and Mrs. Berryman of Portland spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody....
Mrs. Ellen Dennis, who is canvassing the
town for her book of poems, is stopping with
Mrs. J. C. Carletou.... Mr. Flemant, of Newburg, visited his brother, Edwin Flemant,
recently.... Mr. Samuel Atwood has returned from his hunting trio.

on the long poultry buildings
fast nearing completion.

grading.

college-Mr. S. Bennett, who drives the
Stockton Springs. Miss Clara Mudgett
both below and above. The firemen succeed- stage to Bangor, has moved into the house
steamer
visited friends in Swanville, several days
ed after a time in getting it under control owned by Win Clark-John Stewart has
Ship Reaper, Capt. O. C. Young arrived at
the past week....Mrs. R. A. Simmons rewith little damage, considering the position returned from Montaua and is boarding at
New York Tuesday from Honolulu.
turned Monday from Hallowe'l, where she
of the tire. Capt. Joseph C. Merithew, who Isaiah Blethen’s.. .Dr. Thomas went to Belhad been the past week with her sister,
A. M. Daggett was in town Saturday lookhas been very sick for several weeks, was in fast Friday... .Mr. Marcell us Whitney went
Mrs. Martin, who is dangerously ill_Mr
ing for a location for his steam mill.
a room adjacent to the
lire, but remained to Lowell, Mass., Oct. 27th, to be absent two
Russel Goodhue returned to Boston on MonMis. W. 11. Gilkeyaud daughter left Wed- perfectly calm and received no bad effects months... .Mrs. A. R. Myrick is suffering
boat_Mrs. James Treat went to
day's
of Bel- with a very sore hand.
It
ifPattee
called
a palm
from
excitement.
James
in
Boston.
the
to
nesday
join Capt. Giikey
Boston Monday to visit her daughter, M rs.
the house and fur- abscess and is very painful_The V. L S.
Smelts are plentiful again, and some tine fast, who had the risk on
will give a venison supper some time this Weston Doe-Quite a large number were
was over Monday to view the damcatches liav
been made along the wharves. niture,
week for the benefit of the minister... .Mrs. in attendance at the Grange Friday evening.
age and will have an adjustment at once.
A very'good program was given, followed by
Mrs. G. A Nichols aud family will reside
Several quite severe injuries were received Gurney Stevens and Mrs. Mary Whitney
Cyrus Nichols arrived home
City of Bangor Tuesday.

Capt.

is

of flaine.

A decided improvement in the appearance
the campus has been made by extensive

of

Sunday evening-The rain began to fall
Monday morning and is welcomed by all.
Fire. The alarm at 2.30 Sunday morning,
Wells are low and it has been too dry for
Oct. 31st, w as for tire in the Merithew house
The lire proved to some to plow.
near the’.Cong’i church.

Mrs.

Mrs.

South Montville. L. Cooper and C. E.
Gilman have re-shingled their barns.. Herbert Howes has gone to South L berty to
finish the church-Alice Proctor has returned from Burkettville, where she has
been at work-Fred Eastman is at home
from Rockport, where he has been
cooperiug.
-0. W. Ripley bas built another story
onto his bay window-B. F. Knowles has

and

Surgeon.
Medalist

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Rclfast Livery (’».
Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Residence Telephone
Office Telephone 8-3.
Office and

In

car

notice.

lots

3n>41

any part of car supplied at sh
potatoes constantly on hand by

or

Seed

h. C. PITCHER
Hansfield Block, foot of Main St.
Belfast

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to extend our thanks to the Height
and friends who so kindly aided and assisted
in our late bereavement; «-md also to Mrs. Ge<>
Rolerson Dickey and Mrs. Luetta Noyes and othi
for the beautiful Rowers sent.
•MRS. WELLINGTON SllOR'
AN1) FAMILY.
Waldo, Nov. 3, 1897.

